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Abstract
Phishing communications aimed at deceiving people pose a severe threat for organisa-

tions, necessitating the need to focus on preventing potential victims from falling for

phishing, as well as the formulation of policies and the development of solutions to

enable quick responses to ongoing attacks. With the above in mind, this thesis aims to

explore phishing features in human-facing interventions as well as the organisational

response to phishing attacks.

I started with an exploration of the phishing features related to URLs since they are

one of the most robust features of phishing communication. To this end, I conducted a

structured review of URL-based phishing features that appear in publications targeting

human-facing and automated anti-phishing approaches to obtain a more comprehen-

sive feature list and create a cross-community foundation for future research. I find that

research on automation has utilised most of the features, but features were minimally

explored in the human-facing anti-phishing research. Features that are rarely used in

human-facing phishing work are still be utilised by experts, suggesting that average

users could potentially use them too if they were presented in a usable way. Thus, I

designed a usable URL feature report that aims to make experts’ information sources

accessible to non-experts to help general users judge URLs accurately. This report was

designed iteratively with experts and average users before being evaluated in an online

study. I show that the report supports users in accurately judging URLs’ safety.

In order to explore the organisational response to phishing attacks, I conducted a

case study to investigate the processes of handling phishing reports, teams’ interac-

tions to improve defences, and the hindrance to a fast and effective response. The

observed work patterns are a distributed cognitive process requiring multiple distinct

teams with narrow system access and specialised knowledge. Sudden large campaigns

can overwhelm the Help Desk with reports, significantly impacting staff’s workflow

and hindering the effective application of mitigations and the potential for learning.

The results from the several studies conducted throughout this thesis highlight the

need for users’ awareness; such awareness would aid them in avoiding clicking phish-

ing URLs and would also help organisations to manage the impact. Indeed, the ma-

jority of the existing research on phishing is directed towards the goal of improving

proactive measures rather than reactive measures; however, it is necessary to focus on

strengthening every element in the phishing life cycle. My work shows that there are

still many opportunities to add tool-based support into the process, both at the end-user

level and in support of organisational IT staff.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Protecting people against malicious communications – also known as phishing – is a

challenging problem from the perspective of both user support and institutional sup-

port. Phishing works by targeting users’ perceptions and tricking them into providing

sensitive information to an entity they believe is safe but is actually malicious. A clas-

sic example is providing personal bank login information to an attacker, but equally

problematic is providing the login credentials of the organisation for which a person

works. Such attacks can be devastating, as they are often the first stage of a multi-step

attack. The vast majority of serious attacks, such as ransomware, start with a success-

ful phishing attack before moving on to more serious types of attack [1]. Hence, it is in

the interest of both individuals and the organisations that employ them to identify and

avoid these attacks. Unfortunately, doing so is challenging for many reasons. For one,

the attacker’s explicit goal is to make the attack difficult to distinguish from a real com-

munication. If one type of attack fails, the attacker will adapt their approach. There

are also issues of scale: only one person in an organisation needs to fall for phishing

to open the door to more serious attacks. To handle these problems, organisations use

a combination of automated protections, user-level training, user-level support and an

active information technology support approach.

Organisations put resources into protecting against phishing partially because phish-

ing is one of the most common and disruptive attacks in the UK [1]. Financial losses

resulting from phishing can also be rather expensive, exceeding $29 million in the

US alone in 2017 [2] and growing to $1.7 billion in 2019 [3]. Financial losses re-

sulting from phishing can also be highly expensive, exceeding $29 million in the US

alone in 2017 [2] and growing to $1.7 billion in 2019 [3]. In addition to financial

losses, phishing also entails risk to organisational reputation. Attackers sometimes

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

use a compromised organisational account to attack someone at another organisation –

for example, by sending a payment invoice between two contacts who often exchange

such invoices [4]. Having a phishing attempt be sent from a legitimate account may

indicate to clients that the organisation does not take security seriously. Phishing can

also involve more than the mere collection of sensitive information. Some phishing

involves malware, where even clicking on a link or opening an attachment can lead to

a successful attack [5]. Emotet was an example of such malware: it initially spread by

inducing users to click on links that then downloaded a malicious executable. Whilst

Emotet started as a ‘simple’ phishing attack, it was able to use privilege escalation

attacks to spread ransomware and harvest sensitive information [5], resulting in an

average remediation cost of $1 million per incident in the US [6].

Phishing is also specifically designed to be difficult for both humans and tools to

accurately identify [7]. Regarding tools, attackers can craft their messages to resem-

ble normal communications by using similar word frequencies, phrases and structures.

They can also avoid directly naming commonly targeted organisations, such as PayPal,

and instead use harder-to-detect images or language that might be clear to a human but

are challenging for a machine to identify, such as ‘your recent purchase’. Similarly,

phishers attempt to use words and phrasings that target humans’ methods of assigning

meaning to the communications they receive – for example, using the phrase ‘IT Ac-

count Services’ without naming the organisation and letting the victim fill in whatever

IT account they believe is meant. In other words, humans naturally apply information

from their own contexts when they are reading an email of any type. Such contextual

information may include who they expect to email them, with which financial organ-

isations they have accounts and what a ‘normal’ email communication looks like for

different communication partners. Although a skilled attacker can use some of this

context to trick users, it is also one of the best defences users have, as most phish-

ing contains some element that does not match the actual context. For example, if

an email claims to be from PayPal but the ‘from’ address uses a different domain,

the email does not match the user’s contextual expectations. Unfortunately, however,

attackers can manipulate a surprising number of elements in an email, including the

‘from’ address, which may be either spoofed or a compromised legitimate account.

As a result, users must rely on a combination of background knowledge about what

‘normal’ communication from the entity in question looks like and a small number of

highly accurate features. One example of a highly accurate feature is the link (URL)

on which the attacker is attempting to induce the user to click, as this link must route
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to a site under the attacker’s control and therefore cannot be a link to the legitimate

site. However, these highly accurate features are harder for end users to understand

and compare with their context. Without support, most users cannot accurately deter-

mine whether a link will lead to the website they expect [8, 9]. The key lesson here is

that phishing is complex and its accurate detection requires a combination of abilities,

some of which are unique to humans (e.g. applying context) and some of which are

much easier for machines (e.g. parsing key facts from URLs).

While ideally all end users would identify and ignore all phishing attacks, organ-

isations also generally recognise that even skilled and well-trained users make errors

and click on or interact with email elements that they should not. Organisations there-

fore can take action to prevent or limit the damage caused by users interacting with

phishing. The most basic action is to provide training and education around phish-

ing which improves the ability of employees to detect and avoid it. Organisations

can therefore take action to prevent or limit the damage caused by users’ interactions

with phishing attempts. The most basic action is to provide training and education

on phishing, which improves employees’ abilities to detect and avoid it. Organisa-

tions can also use their own network and security controls to protect users who do

interact with phishing attempts. For example, if an organisation knows that a phishing

email has been sent to many employees directing them to click on a link containing

paypal-accounts-freestuff.evil.com, the organisation can block all attempts to

connect to that domain using its firewalls. In this way, organisations can use informa-

tion they know about an attack to support and protect employees, rather than relying

exclusively on employees to detect and avoid attacks on their own.

Organisational phishing management incorporates both proactive and reactive de-

fence elements, which feed into each other within the phishing ecosystem. From an

organisational viewpoint, a phishing ecosystem has several players: a phisher, target

users (who may become victims in a successful attack) and the organisation’s infor-

mation service (IS) teams (who aid in rectifying instances of phishing). As seen in

Figure 1.1, when an attacker sends a phishing email, the first layer of defence is the

proactive protections that attempt to prevent it from reaching users. These proactive

measures include activities such as setting up firewalls [10], setting up phishing and

spam detectors for incoming emails [11], training end users to identify phishing at-

tempts [12] and using email and browser warnings for people who click on malicious

links [13, 14]. However, automatic proactive solutions are not fool-proof [15], and

even with such protections in place, a small percentage of phishing attempts can get
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Click or download

Phisher Target user

IS teams

Training

Report or Ask

Feedback

Compromised victim

Set up filters
Delete Phishing
Monitor activities

Set up filters
Update blacklist

Set up firewalls
Update firewall

Reduce the damage

Firewall Mail relays Mail server

Antivirus

Figure 1.1: The proactive and reactive measures in the phishing ecosystem where

the green arrows depict the proactive measures, and the blue arrows depict the path

a phishing email takes after a phisher launches an attack as it passes through the

proactive measures. Then the red arrows indicate the processes IS staff use to respond

to a reported phishing attack.

through, leading to victims [16, 17]. Since automated approaches cannot catch every-

thing, organisations also rely on employees to identify and report phishing. Training

itself is a proactive measure, since it happens in advance of the phishing attempt, but in

order to be effective it needs to be paired with reactive approaches. A user may iden-

tify potential phishing based on proactive training, but once they have done so, they

may need feedback regarding whether what they have identified is indeed a phishing

attempt [18, 19]. This requires the organisation to have resources in place to provide

such feedback, as well as to reactively respond to any identified attacks [4]. Other

proactive measures, such as setting up automated detectors, also require reactive ap-

proaches, such as monitoring alarms, to determine whether the identified abnormal

activity is indeed malicious and take action accordingly [20–22]. Once attacks are

identified, organisations are then in the position of being able to mitigate phishing

impacts and reduce the damage experienced as quickly as possible by updating and

improving proactive measures and removing the malicious content or activities (e.g.

updating blacklists, removing phishing emails from inboxes). Such a multi-layered

mix of proactive and reactive defences is generally considered best practice and is

recommended by the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre [4].
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1.1 Overview of the Thesis Research

User support is vital in the phishing ecosystem, wherein users do not have the absolute

ability to identify phishing. In some cases (e.g. URLs), users lack the ability to easily

understand the destination and are therefore unable to leverage their own contextual

knowledge to best protect themselves – and indeed, even if they are able to understand

the content and protect themselves, they may still require assistance with more com-

plex communications [23]. This can be problematic, as some users do not contact the

relevant IS personnel for advice due to their expectations of a delayed response [24].

Further, organisational personnel have access to their organisation’s email systems so

they can use reported emails to stop further messages from a specific attack and protect

other users who might also be targeted. In both cases, users will require support from

IT in order to protect themselves.

In this work, I examine two primary elements of the aforementioned ecosystem: :

• Fast user-facing support (to aid users in accurately and independently evaluating

URL safety).

• Understanding how phishing reports are handled at a university.

These two key topics were selected because they cover two different ways in which

users can protect themselves: individually, by using tools to detect phishing them-

selves, and collaboratively, by relying on support staff to protect them.

1.1.1 Human-based phishing detection

I focused on URLs in my research because they are the most common element of phish-

ing attacks and are reliable indicators of such attacks [25]. In the current user training

research, it remains unclear which phishing features humans need in order to identify

phishing attacks; moreover, the majority of users fail to recognise phishing URLs if

obfuscation techniques are not covered in trainings [26]. Whilst research concerning

how people parse and use URLs is limited, URL features have been extensively studied

in the domain of automated phishing detection [27].

Exploring the phishing features

In this part of the research, I sought to identify a comprehensive set of effective phish-

ing features based on the automated detection domains and then examine how those
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features overlapped with the elements explored in research on how people detect phish-

ing using URLs. To identify this overlap, I conducted a structured literature review.

However, given the extensive scope of research on URL features, I reviewed literature

on URL features in automated detection research (such as machine learning) as well

as literature on human studies involving URLs until I reached a point of saturation and

found no new URL features. By combining these two literature sets, I was able to

answer the following two research questions (RQs):

RQ 1. What are the phishing URL features used in existing research?

RQ 2. Are the features used in the automated phishing detection research also ex-

plored in user training and support research?

This review, detailed in Chapter 3, allowed me to identify a large number of URL

features that have been shown to be effective in automated detection research. I also

concluded that only a small number of these features have previously been used in

human-factors work aimed at helping users.

Designing a phishing report

Using the results of the review, I explored the features I uncovered via a real-time sup-

port report, detailed in Chapter 4, that provided available information about URLs to

aid users in reading them and, ultimately, in accurately judging their safety. However,

the list of features was too large to fit in a report paper. Thus, to provide a wide variety

of necessary features to users and help them understand the meaning of such features,

I first answered the following questions:

RQ 3. What information about URLs best supports humans in detecting phishing

URLs?

RQ 4. What are practical approaches for presenting information about URLs to In-

ternet users?

I examined the initial design of the report with the minimum set of reliable phishing

features (Section 4.4) that users can use to accurately recognise phishing URLs before

iteratively refining the report with the aid of eight focus groups (Section 4.5).

Evaluating the effectiveness of support

Whilst the goal of the focus groups was to evaluate the report and refine it until a

version was reached that satisfied participants, more investigation is required to suf-
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ficiently measure the broader effectiveness of the report. The questions I have for

evaluating the report are as follows:

RQ 5. What are the range of values likely to apear under the report’s actual usage?

RQ 6. Can participants use the proposed URL report to understand where a URL

will lead and differentiate between legitimate and malicious URLs?

RQ 7. Can participants understand the meaning of each phishing feature presented

in the report?

The first question resulted in a test of the visual appearance of the designed URL

features report on 2,617 phishing URLs and 2,023 safe URLs (Section 4.6), whilst the

other questions focused on the subjects’ abilities to use the report to judge URL safety

and their comprehension of the presented features (Section 4.7). The results indicate

promising effectiveness of the proposed report.

1.1.2 Organisational handling of phishing

This thesis began with an exclusive focus on individuals, since they are the targeted

victims and the first clickers of phishing URLs. However, when individuals contact

the IS team in charge of handling phishing (either because they detected a phishing

communication or because they need their help), the information within such emails

can be used by the IS staff to update the organisation’s defence systems and protect

other users who are susceptible to phishing attacks. Whilst this is a broad picture of

phishing incident handling and is the expected practice, little is known about the actual

practice, workflow and challenges such teams face. Hence, I conducted a case study in

collaboration with an academic organisation to answer the following RQs:

RQ 8. How does an academic organisation respond to reported phishing emails?

RQ 9. What barriers does an academic organisation face when responding phishing

attacks?

To answer the questions, I collaborated with the academic organisation’s IS department

by observing the help desk team, who deal with user reports of phishing incidents, and

interviewing the teams involved in phishing-related issues, including the help desk.

My findings indicate that the workflow of phishing handling is a distributed cogni-

tive process requiring multiple distinct teams with narrow system access and tactical

knowledge. In addition, phishing reports may overwhelm the involved teams and hin-

der effective responses to phishing. This suggests a need for future research on how to
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utilise automation to better handle phishing reports.

1.2 Research Contributions

This thesis consists of two projects, both of which are related to the phishing ecosys-

tem.

In the first work, in Section 1.1.1, I surveyed the literature related to URL phishing

and identified a subset of reliable and human-friendly features to design a report that

supports users in reading URLs and accurately judging their safety. My contributions

here are as follows: 1) identifying the URL features used in phishing research; 2)

determining the gap in the URL phishing features used in automated and user training

and support research; and 3) designing and evaluating a URL features report intended

to support average users in judging URL safety.

In the second work, I focused on understanding the reactive measures that are trig-

gered after the reporting of phishing emails within the context of a wider view of the

phishing ecosystem. With a focus on phishing reports, my work focused on investigat-

ing the practices and challenges organisations face when dealing with phishing inci-

dents. My contributions are as follows: 1) providing a detailed picture of the reactive

measures for phishing attacks; and 2) identifying the challenges academic organisa-

tions face within the phishing ecosystem.

This thesis’s findings suggest that overcoming phishing is not easy and that better

ways of solving this issue still need to be established. Although the current literature

concerning URL features has paved a clear path for developing support interventions,

training users to read URLs is complicated. Similarly, responding to phishing inci-

dents has been overlooked in phishing-related research. Hence, there is a clear need to

step back and examine the phishing ecosystem and understand what gaps need to be

addressed for phishing defence.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the existing lit-

erature on the features of phishing URLs. Chapter 3 provides a foundation for human-

level support by reviewing common URL phishing features in the automated and hu-

man phishing detection literature. Following this, Chapter 4 builds on the findings in

the previous chapter by discussing the design and evaluation of a human-facing inter-
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vention. Chapter 5 introduces the findings of a case study concerning organisational

handling of phishing incidents. This is followed by a discussion of the implications of

the findings and the overall limitations of the thesis in Chapter 6. Chapter 6.4 presents

a conclusion for the thesis as a whole.





Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

To make a positive impact on the fight against phishing and solidly situate my thesis in

the literature, this section provides an overview of phishing attacks and a wide view of

the phishing ecosystem from an organisational perspective.

2.1 What is Phishing?

Phishing is a play on the word ‘fishing’: phishers throw bait to ‘fish’ for a victim’s

assets [28]. The internet community initially recognised phishing as a threat during

the 1990s [28]. Since then, phishers’ spoofing strategies have constantly evolved to

match trends [29], such as adjusting attacks to match current events [30]. For example,

during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, attackers spoofed government and healthcare

authorities like the World Health Organization (WHO) [31]. In 2018, people in the

corresponding region received many emails related to the European Union’s General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) compliance, some of which were phishing emails

spoofing businesses in several industries and targeting a wide range of sectors, from

the general population to high-profile individuals [32].

‘Phishing is a scalable act of deception whereby impersonation is used to obtain

information from a target’ [33, p. 8]. Its scale varies from large attacks targeting hun-

dreds of victims to tailored attacks targeting a small group of people. Furthermore,

because it heavily depends on social engineering tactics that exploit human factors, it

is the most preferred and common type of cybercrime attack [34].

11
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2.2 Phishing Ecosystem

This section covers the preparation and execution of phishing attacks, as well as what

attackers gain when they achieve a successful attack (e.g. stealing credentials, dam-

aging assets). I discuss how individuals and organisations, as important elements of

the phishing ecosystem, are motivated to apply phishing protections, with a focus on

the literature on phishing emails and URLs. Furthermore, the phishing ecosystem is

discussed, with particular emphasis on the gaps in the literature in this field.

2.2.1 Planning and executing the attack

To conduct a successful phishing attack, phishers plan, set up and distribute the attack.

Planning

When phishers plan their attack, they consider several factors, including the target

identities to be attacked, communication medium and technique [35]. With regard to

target identity, they may enact a large-scale attack on specific organisations or random

individuals as well as a small-scale attack on a group of people about whom they search

for essential details to help them better plan the attack tactics and tools [36, 37]. For

example, a large-scale phishing attack (campaign) needs looser tactics, whilst targeting

high-ranking individuals (‘spear phishing’) requires a more customised approach [37].

The communication medium is the means by which the attacker initiates the at-

tack [38, 39]). These media may be websites, instant messengers (IMs), mobile apps,

social networks (SNs), short messaging service (SMS) or multimedia messaging ser-

vice (MMS) messages or voice media, though the most often targeted medium is

emails [30, 36, 38, 39].

To execute their plan, attackers decide on certain technical and behavioural attack-

ing techniques [38, 40]. Example technical techniques include spoofed URLs – that

is, manipulated malicious URLs to look like trusted ones (e.g. by adding the expected

identity to the wrong position in the URL, such as the subdomain [8]) – and the use

of shortened links, which makes it difficult for users to predict which website they

are visiting [41]. Another example is spoofed emails, which manipulate the sender

address to impersonate a legitimate user [42]. Behavioural techniques are exempli-

fied by social engineering: the tactic of persuading or manipulating individuals to

comply with the attacker’s request (e.g. to provide sensitive information [43]) through
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the use of the principles of authority (tendency to interact with important senders, e.g.

the government), commitment (tendency to comply with requests that are in line with

the recipient’s principles, e.g. helping poor people), liking (tendency to interact with

senders the recipient likes), perceptual contrast (tendency to perceive the least threat-

ening email as more trustworthy), scarcity (tendency to comply with urgent requests)

and social proof (tendency to perform actions solely because others are doing so, such

as visiting a top-rated shop). Each of these may result in higher click rates [44–46], as

they may exploit curiosity, fear and empathy [29,45,47]. The most popular technique,

however, is spoofed URLs, as they can be used in several communication media (com-

monly emails [25, 38]) and may be complemented by social engineering that better

suits the target and the attack medium [38]. These strategies involve sending an email

that utilises contextual information concerning the target individuals and asks them to

click on a provided link to lure them into visiting malicious websites [38, 48, 49].

Set-up

Preparation of phishing material depends on the targeted communication media. For

example, when attackers use the email channel, they prepare the body of the email

text and the malicious element, such as URLs or attachments [38]. Notably, phishing

attacks do not require specific expertise, as phishers can either develop a phishing at-

tack from scratch or use an existing resource [38, 39]. For example, phishing kits can

remove obstacles for criminals to execute their attacks, as they contain pre-designed

webpages for popular organisations or scripts to collect victims’ credentials, working

as a back-end component for the phishing attack [35, 37, 50] or, indeed, other online

resources that are found on the dark web. Phishing websites, as an example, are avail-

able on the market, with many options to fit each phisher’s needs, whether they are a

novice or are already tech savvy; the average cost of a pre-designed web page is $24,

and the cheapest template costs about $2 [37].

Distributing the attack

In this stage, the actual attack takes place. If the medium is email, the attacker uses

the email addresses they collected in relation to their target to send a phishing message

tailored to deceive them [51]. Regardless of whether they are focusing on a small

group of people or a larger-scale target, they do not want their emails to be caught by

the recipient’s spam filter. One way to avoid this is to send emails from a legitimate
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sender email address or to impersonate a high-ranking employee in the organisation,

which requires either a successful fraud attack against the impersonated person (most

common [52]) or high-level technical skills [37]. A simpler option is to send the email

via a public mail service such as Gmail and manipulate the sender email address to

make it appear legitimate [37]. Lastly, phishers often distribute phishing emails to

a mailing list to which the victims are subscribed [37]. Spoofing of email addresses

makes the email address unreliable indicators of an email’s trustworthiness. This was

proven during the 2016 US election, when security experts agreed that the phishing

email sent to John Podesta was actually from Google [53].

2.2.2 Proactive defences: Where an attack might fail

Various solutions can help combat phishing attacks, but none of them is a ‘silver bul-

let’. Rather, organisations generally apply multiple solutions for more than one method

to prevent phishing attacks, an approach referred to as ‘multilevel defence’. Attackers

must destroy or circumvent the outer layers (e.g. filters) before reaching the inner lay-

ers (i.e. end users) [30, 39, 51]. Here, I discuss organisational-level defences, as they

also involve individuals.

Invisible automatic defences

Automatic preventive measures are designed with the goal of reducing the number

of successful attacks by passively filtering incoming emails [54–58]). They scan all

incoming emails and URLs and remove any that appear on a list of known malicious

communications (i.e. blacklists) [59] or that result in a score above a certain threshold

(computed using a combination of approaches). Many organisations either use well-

known blacklists or manage their own internal blacklists. Blacklisting causes financial

damage for attackers, since it reduces traffic by up to 95% [60]: they either block

phishing messages or take down phishing landing pages and phishing emails [61].

Whilst effective in detecting a significant amount of malicious content [15], black-

lists only include previously seen communications. Thus, when it comes to identi-

fying new threats, machine learning approaches are often used to automatically cat-

egorise communications as either safe or fraudulent [15, 27, 39, 62]. Some works

have suggested splitting automatic detection into two layers to produce real-time pre-

vention [63], whilst others have considered authenticating senders to block attempted

forged emails [64].
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From a usability perspective, automatically removing phishing communications is

optimal as long as it is highly accurate and does not delete important communica-

tions [40,65]. Fortunately, automatic phishing detection works well, generally produc-

ing true positives and demonstrating minimal false positive rates [15,59]. However, the

nature of phishing is such that, if any attack gets through, it could potentially be very

expensive for an organisation [2, 66]. Thus, users are warned about phishing emails

and URLs and are expected to adhere to these warnings, as they are an important com-

ponent of phishing prevention. However, users do not always adhere to warnings due

to the lack of comprehensibility of the warning text [67], the trust in and familiarity

with the website [67] or overconfidence in users’ own knowledge.

Proactive training

Humans are the last point of defence for organisations, as detecting phishing emails

requires humans’ awareness of the context in which they have received the phishing

message – for example, from whom they expect to receive a message and which web-

sites they expect to visit [61]. However, people are often either unaware of what to

look for in a phishing message [68] or follow weak or inaccurate heuristics to dif-

ferentiate between phishing and legitimate content. Examples of weak heuristics in-

clude looking at the From address and the the presence of grammar and spelling er-

rors [69, 70], the existence of a recognisable logo [71, 72] and the use of users’ names

in the message content [70, 73, 74], which cannot help with intentional visual decep-

tion by mimicking the visual design of a legitimate email [69]. Examples of heuristics

that result from misconceptions about security indicators include looking for the lock

symbol in the browser address bar, which users generally believe indicates the website

is safe [69, 75], leading them to judge a website’s safety based on the existence of the

lock. However, the only actual safety indicator is the presence of an extended validated

certificate, indicating that a website owner has verified their ownership of the website

and its legitimacy [75]. In addition, studies have shown that users trust URLs when a

brand name is embedded somewhere in the URL [8, 74] or if the URL is simple and

short [75]. Finally, people fall for phishing attempts more often when they are familiar

with the websites at hand or are overconfident in their knowledge about phishing. The

studies conducted in [67, 76, 77] indicate that website reputation and user familiarity

with a website play important roles in whether users ignore a warning, which indicates

the importance of enhancing users’ comprehension.

In contrast, experts usually identify phishing emails by hovering over links and
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looking at the sender’s email address along with other technical information of the

email. They have typically learned to look at these features based on training materi-

als [61]. Training average users to identify phishing messages is a common approach

that is often combined with automatic detection [12, 71, 78, 79]. On average, organi-

sations spend about $290,000 every year on training [80], which is often either done

upfront [12, 78] or embedded in daily work [81].

Upfront training explains concepts in a dedicated training session. Its effectiveness

depends on the user’s ability to recall and apply these learned lessons in later situations;

this can be challenging because people tend to forget unused information [60, 82],

thus necessitating periodic trainings [30]. Moreover, even if users can remember the

information learned in trainings, attackers also continuously adjust their tactics over

time, invalidating some of the learned information [26, 83].

Embedded training is designed to be integrated into users’ daily routines, such

as receiving training if they fall for phishing attacks. Whilst overall effective [84],

embedded training is also costly, as it requires a human administrator to take the time to

craft simulated phishing communications [40] that must be realistic and up to date [85,

86].

Even if training can improve users’ ability to detect phishing websites, URLs can

be manipulated in ways that are not easily discernible to the human eye. No amount of

training will solve these issues because humans’ physical limitations lead to falling for

phishing [61, 69, 78]. For example, replacing an English character with an identical-

looking non-ASCII character (e.g. the letter ‘B’ with the Greek letter ‘B’) or replacing

a character or two with similar characters (e.g. the letters ‘rn’ with the letter ‘m’) makes

it more difficult for users to notice such manipulation at a quick glance, with about 40%

falling for this tactic even after training [87]. Another example is redirection, wherein

users are redirected to another website or webpage after they click on a link, which

they would not know without clicking on the URL (for more details on this point, see

Section 4.2). Consequently, whilst phishing education offers skills that people need

in order to improve their phishing detection abilities, they are unlikely to be able to

accurately identify suspicious URLs without the assistance of tools that are currently

not easy to find or use [83, 88].

Phishing detection support

In phishing detection support, a computer assists the user by providing extra infor-

mation. These support systems can take several forms, including browser warnings,
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chatbots and toolbars. Park et. al. have suggested that this collaborative approach is

best capable of achieving the desired results through its utilisation of the complemen-

tary strengths of a human and an agent [7].

The browser plugin Netcraft [89], for example, warns users about blacklisted web

pages once they visit them. Otherwise, it clearly displays the website’s country, site

rank and hostname, amongst other facts, to help users evaluate fraudulent URLs. Sim-

ilarly, SpoofStick presents the domain name in the browser toolbar to highlight cases

wherein a legitimate-looking domain name is in the wrong position [90]. Yang et al.

designed security warnings based on website traffic rankings [91]. The Faheem chatbot

provides basic facts about any given URL, including the existence of any misspellings,

non-ASCII characters and redirection [92]. Users can also ask the bot to elaborate on

any term and receive a more detailed explanation. TORPEDO, a Thunderbird add-on,

presents and highlights the domain of a URL linked in hypertext in an email. The add-

on disables the link for three seconds to encourage users to stop and think about the

URL’s safety [70].

The above security indicators take a similar approach to the report proposed in

Chapter 4. Users are presented with information about the URL prior to visiting it un-

der the assumption that, with support, they will be able to identify unexpected aspects

of the link. This differs from existing solutions in that it focuses on how to express po-

tentially complex URL and web-hosting concepts to users in an easy-to-comprehend

way that fits their need [93]. Existing solutions focus on providing either support for

more technical users (who may already have a strong lexicon of internet terms such

as ‘host’, ‘domain’ and ‘hosting provider’) or basic support that does not add much

to upfront trainings. My work aims to bring this type of information to a broader

audience.

2.2.3 When defences fail

Phishers will not achieve their goals if victims do not interact with the phishing at-

tempt in the way that the phisher expects. Interactions can vary from clicking on links

to downloading attachments to replying to the phishing email with sensitive informa-

tion [38]. Organisations can put in place means of protection against phishing, but

attackers need only one person to ignore the warning and give away their credentials;

if this is achieved, the attacker can use the victim’s response to perform many other

cybercrimes [60] and then remove the evidence of the attack so they can repeat it later
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without being caught [15].

The potential later cybercrimes may involve performing spear phishing by utilising

the lateral phishing discussed earlier, in which the attacker utilises the privileges of

an insider [94–96] by using the victim’s (usually email [95]) credentials to initialise

more dangerous and sophisticated phishing attacks [39,52,95], which can bypass email

filters [95, 96]. This type of attack can harvest more clicks, as knowing the sender

contributes to higher trust in email links [47].

Another breaking-in scenario involves the installation of malware after the victim

clicks on a malicious link or attachment. Malware can be used for a wide range of

further attacks, including data theft, ransomware, remote-access Trojans, malicious

network botnets or DDoS attacks [15, 30, 36, 49].

Other follow-ups on phishing attacks can include sending spam [95, 96] or finding

sensitive information in past emails [96]. Sensitive information may be used to influ-

ence political decisions; for example, in 2016, the phisher mentioned in has exposed

John Podesta’s emails to the public during the 2016 US elections [53, 97].

Although phishers can acquire cash using social engineering tactics (e.g. asking

users to send them money, stealing financial credentials), they may further sell the

stolen data to the market to obtain additional cash [37, 38].

2.2.4 Reactive measures: Opportunities to mitigate the attack

Phishers are continuously attempting to find new ways to bypass the proactive protec-

tions discussed in Section 2.2.2. Therefore, organisations also need to have reactive

processes in place that monitor for new attacks. Once a phishing email reaches users’

inboxes, some users will open the email and click on the links (11%) or attempt to give

away data (4%) [98]. If the proactive solutions are effective, the user will be blocked

from visiting the page by a firewall [11, 99] or their web browser [100, 101]. If user

training has been successful, some will identify the phishing attack and follow the ad-

vice to report it [102–104], typically to an IT help desk or some other type of security

operations centre.

Once a report is received, it becomes a phishing incident that requires a specific

incident handling process [105]. Here, internal teams will use the reported phishing

emails to apply immediate mitigation [20,106], such as adjusting and applying filters to

email inboxes to remove the offending phishing email and prevent any further interac-

tion from users. The teams may also use log files to determine which, if any, users have
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already clicked on the malicious links and force a password reset for those users. They

may also use the email content to update proactive protections (e.g. updating the mail

relay filter to identify and prevent similar future emails from breaching the defences

again). Timely responses greatly aid organisations in reacting to and mitigating attacks,

thus reducing the number of potential victims who engage with the phishing com-

munication and therefore reducing or avoiding organisational damage [20, 107, 108].

Although these reactive measures are applied in well-established organisations, little

is known about the day-to-day process of phishing handling, the details of the asso-

ciated workflow and the challenges organisations face when responding to phishing

incidents. Hence, it is necessary that we learn more about organisations’ reactive mea-

sures, as difficulties responding to phishing attacks give phishers the opportunity to

attack more individuals and cause more damage to organisations [95, 96].

2.3 Conclusion

Looking at the phishing ecosystem indicates that it is difficult to teach users about all

the aspects of phishers’ tactics and that there is not enough literature about the current

state of phishing tactics that users can use to identify phishing emails. In addition, little

is known about the reactive measures used by organisations, such as the practices they

follow and the challenges they encounter when handling phishing. Thus, I conducted

a more in-depth study to understand the phishing-handling workflow and fill the gaps

in the phishing ecosystem literature.





Chapter 3

A Review of Human- and

Computer-Facing URL Phishing

Features
1

3.1 Introduction

Phishing is not only expensive [109], it is also hard for both humans and computers

to detect accurately [7, 110]. After all, the goal of a phisher is to first get their mes-

sage to users by bypassing automated detection systems, and then deceive users into

interacting with the message. However, while phishers can manipulate many aspects

of their communications, there are a few aspects that are very challenging for them to

fully hide, such as the destination of URLs. In this paper, we review phishing research

and catalogue URL-based anti-phishing features aimed at both humans and automated

systems. Our aim is to create a foundation for future research to improve the state of

human-facing support.

Ideally, all phishing detection, URL or otherwise, would be done automatically

without human involvement but there are two major challenges to doing so. First,

while automatic detection is impressively accurate with classification rates as high as

99% [111] and the preferred first line of defence for most users [112], the remaining

1% is highly problematic and potentially very damaging [113]. Second, humans are

1This chapter was published in the European Workshop on Usable Security (USEC) in June
2019 [83], and it was a collaboration with Ghaidaa Rummani and my supervisor, Kami Vaniea. I
was the lead author of the paper and I have the second author as a second coder in order to ensure an
objective and transparent analysis and reporting of findings. I wrote the first draft and collaboratively
edited it with the co-authors.
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needed to report and annotate new phishing attacks so that automated systems can

in turn be updated to detect the latest threats. Effectively, humans label phishing,

which is then used to train automated systems, which in turn causes phishers to change

tactics [26, 114], leading to undetected phishing, which is then reported by humans,

starting the whole cycle over again.

Automatic phishing detection of URLs comes down to deciding if a URL’s des-

tination, is ‘bad’ or not. For a human, ‘bad’ can be defined as any website other

than the one they intend on visiting. But computers lack users’ understanding of con-

text, so they must instead define ‘bad’ based on pre-labelled lists (black /white lists),

heuristics (rule-based) [59], and building machine learning classifiers using labelled

examples [27]. This difference means that humans and computers likely find differ-

ent features more or less useful when making phishing judgements. Park et al. con-

ducted a lab study to compare the abilities of machines and humans to detect phishing

emails [7]. They found that humans are as good as machines in labelling legitimate

emails. For phishing emails, some emails were easy to spot for humans but not ma-

chines while others were easier for machines to detect than humans. They concluded

that a collaboration between machines and humans is needed to reach an optimal solu-

tion to combating phishing.

Since humans are not naturally skilled at detecting phishing, education and sup-

port are used to help them accurately detect it. Education approaches attempt to train

users to look at specific features of the URL or communication. Some trainings also

include guidance on how to use phishing features to differentiate between a safe and

malicious page. Educating users takes time, and providing updates to that education is

also very expensive, so theoretically there is a natural bias towards teaching features

that are easier for humans to understand and that are stable across time [26]. However,

some URLs are impossible for people to read even if they have high awareness. Pun-

ycode (RFC 3492) URLs, for example, allow Unicode characters to be encoded using

ASCII such that there is no human-visible difference between the real URL and the

malicious one even though the computer would see a difference [88]. Detecting such

problems requires support systems where the computer extracts and highlights feature

data to support the human in making a decision. Two recent examples from research

are TORPEDO [70] and Faheem [92]. Both of which provide the user with just-in-time

information (features) with the goal of supporting users’ decisions.

In this paper, we explore the literature to answer two questions: (1) What phishing

URL features are used in existing research? (2) Are the features used in the automated
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detection research also explored in human-facing research?

To our knowledge, no prior literature review has considered URL-based phishing

features in reference to both humans and computers. Several works have compared

automated and human training approaches [15,40,112,115,116]. Two general surveys

looked at automated web phishing detection [117, 118]. Phishing features used in

machine learning solutions were previously reviewed in [27] (2017) and [119] (2015).

Reviews of feature usage in web content [60, 120] and DNS [121] also exist.

We review phishing literature from three libraries, compile a list of phishing fea-

tures, and then group those features into categories. We find that there are a very large

number of features and that all feature types have been tried in the automated detection

literature. However, several categorisations of features have minimal exploration in

the human-facing work. Examples include host features (i.e. DNS) and page pop-

ularity (i.e. PageRank). We also find that the domain of the URL is heavily used in

human-facing work, but minimally used (beyond blacklists) in automated work.

3.2 Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

https:// Rama:123@www.mail.google.com:8080/mail/u?ID=16225f2f
Protocol

domain Pathname

Subdomain(s) Query StringTLD

Authentication
Username : password

Port

Hostname

Figure 3.1: Example URL along with its structure.

As shown in Figure 3.1, a URL is made up of a protocol, authentication, host-

name, port, pathname and query. These are in turn made up of smaller components.

Hostname, for example, is made up of the subdomains, domain, and top level do-

main (TLD). Only the protocol, and TLD are strictly necessary to create a working

URL, though in practice the domain is also required. Generally to resolve a URL, the

browser uses the Domain Name System (DNS) to locate the hostname’s IP Address,

then contacts the server using the protocol and port, it also provides the path, query,

and authentication so the server can ‘locate’ the requested resource.

The phisher wants users to load a page under the phisher’s control. To do so, the

phisher must, for a domain they control, accurately state protocol, domain, and TLD.

This domain/TLD could be similar to an organisation they wish to impersonate, but
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cannot be identical. Subdomains are controlled by the domain owner, so a phisher can

create arbitrary subdomains for their domain with virtually no oversight. The other

elements (authentication, port, path, and query) can be ignored by the malicious server,

and therefore can contain any syntactically valid information the phisher wants. The

limits placed on the URL, mean that the domain/TLD is the most accurate in terms of

where the URL will lead, but a phisher can select the domain to be confusing or put

valid-looking URL elements into the other elements to confuse humans readers [75].

3.3 Methodology

Our research goal is to create a representative list of URL phishing features that have

been tested with machines and/or with humans by reviewing past research papers.

3.3.1 Procedure

Literature was collected first using Google Scholar (October 2018), and then ACM

Digital Library and the IEEE Xplore Digital Library (December 2018).

We searched Google Scholar with the keyword ‘phishing URL’ to look for phish-

ing features. One researcher started with the publications rated most relevant and re-

viewed the title and abstract to make sure the paper matched the inclusion criteria

(Section 3.3.2). They then reviewed the content, marking any sections that discussed

phishing features. Identified features were then included in a spreadsheet used to track

reviewed papers. They kept reviewing till new papers were no longer adding mean-

ingfully different phishing features. For example, the features ‘count of subdomains’

and ‘count of dots in hostname’ effectively measure the same thing and were not con-

sidered meaningfully different. After completing the procedure for the first database,

the researcher reviewed the second, and then third databases. A second researcher

then went through each annotated paper and verified that features had been accurately

identified in the paper and the spreadsheet.

Next, we grouped the features into categories. Where possible, categories were

formed and named using common conventions from reviewed papers. ‘Lexical Fea-

tures’, for example, appears in several papers and always refers to features extracted

from URL text. For each category shown in Table 3.1, we also summarize key aspects

of features such as how they are used (automatic, human) and limitations to their use

(time, storage, and dependencies).
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3.3.2 Inclusion/exclusion criteria

We included papers whose primary focus was the determination of whether a URL

would lead to a phishing page without requiring the loading of the full page content.

We focused on features that detected phishing rather than other attacks, such as XSS.

We excluded papers which were not focused on URLs, such as those only looking at

email content without also analysing URLs. Poster papers, extended abstracts, theses,

and technical reports were also excluded due to lack or limited peer-review. We also

excluded content-based features that required the full page to be loaded as our focus

is pre-load. Due to the limited number of papers related human-facing features, we

included any paper that studied people’s susceptibility to phishing and otherwise met

the above criteria.

3.3.3 Limitations

Stopping reviewing at saturation limits the scope of the work and likely results in some

features not being included. We decided to stop at saturation anyway because: 1) there

are a very large number of URL phishing-related papers (∼26,400 Google Scholar

results), 2) papers tend to have high overlap in features used, and 3) the more effective

features tend to appear in multiple papers. However, the result is still a bias toward

well cited papers that closely match our search keywords.
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3.4 Phishing Features

Our review identified 94 papers, 58 of which were from Google Scholar with an over-

lap of 24 papers in IEEE or ACM. We categorise identified features into: lexical fea-

tures, host features, rank features, redirection features, certificate features, search en-

gine features, and black/white list features. In this section, we discuss the primary

features for each category and their use in automated, and human-facing detection

methods in detail.

3.4.1 URL lexical features

Parsing the URL string itself and using the resulting components as features is very

popular and reliable. Lexical features are attractive because they require low process-

ing time, low amounts of data storage, and can be processed without having to call out

other services [122], which is also a nice privacy feature. As a result, they have high

real-time efficiency [123]. Since URLs are unique to a site, they are also impossible to

fully spoof, so while it is possible to create a similar-looking URL (i.e. pavpal.com or

evil.com/paypal) it is not possible to use the correct URL domain (i.e. paypal.com)

in a phishing URL without first compromising the domain.

Although the use of URL lexical features alone has been shown to result in high

accuracy (∼97%) [124, 125], phishers have learned how to make predicting a URL

destination difficult by carefully manipulating the URL to evade detection [125–127].

Therefore, combining these features with others, such as the host based features (Sec-

tion 3.4.2), provides higher accuracy [128, 129].

The URL domain

The domain is a prevalent feature in anti-phishing, likely because while phishers can

register new domains, they are not generally able to attack a user visiting a legitimate

domain. Extracting the domain is also easy, requiring only simple URL parsing. But

using it alone to classify URLs is difficult because context, such as where the user

wants to go, is missing. Instead it is combined with other features such as comparing

it to the page title or meta-data [130, 131].

Human education papers commonly teach users how to parse out the domain as a

way of enabling them to compare the domain to the one they expect to be visiting [12,

78, 132, 133].
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For the papers using a human-support approach, such as those discussing Spoof-

Stick and Netcraft, these tools used the hostname to help users correctly identify the

sites they visit. In other tools, the domain part was pointed out as the destination [92] or

highlighted once the mouse hovered over the link [70]. However, human-support only

works if users are aware of what the correct domain is. Domains that do not directly

line up with a recognised brand name, such as www.nytimes.com, can still confuse users

even if they can parse the domain out correctly [92].

Other URL components

The URL standard defines multiple components [134], and while the hostname is the

most commonly used feature, the other components are also commonly used [135–

138]).

The authentication components, identified by the presence of ‘@’, appears right

after the protocol, making it an easy place to put a brand name and fool users (i.e.

http://bank.com@evil.com). Authentication components are rare in legitimate URLs,

so nearly all modern automatic filters use it as a feature [111, 120, 122, 123, 130, 139–

152].

Some automated detection papers use the existence of non-standard port numbers

as a feature, where standard port numbers are either a common port number of the

associated number with the protocol [135, 136, 144, 145, 149, 151, 153–158] because

phishers use different port number to escape the detection [154]. However, port num-

bers are generally rare in URLs (0% in legitimate vs. 0.01% in phishing) [136].

‘Non-standard’ TLDs are also used as features but there is no consensus on the

definition. Specific country-code TLDs (ccTLDs), such as ‘.cn’ and ‘.ru’, are used as

features [156] while others focus on whether the TLD is a ccTLDs or a generic TLD

such as ‘.net’ and ‘.com’ is used [158–160] and it is found to be a strong feature for

classification (2017) [160]. In [149], ccTLDs are compared to host locations to see if

the owner is located in the same country. Although ccTLDs are cheaper to obtain and

sometimes used in phishing URLs, ‘.org’ was found to be the most popular TLD for

phishing websites in 2014 [114].

Other works apply weights to TLDs based on their training set [161,162]. Weight-

ing the features results in TLDs like ‘.info’ and ‘.kr’ being in the top phishing features

while ‘.gov’ and ‘.edu’ being in the top legitimate features [162]. A set of 5 TLDs

including ‘.com’, ‘.net’, and ‘.org’ are also used [163].

Human-facing approaches have tried teaching users about URL structure compo-
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nents, such as TLD and authentication, to enable them to differentiate between the

hostname and other URL components [12,78,92,164]. Faheem [92] warns users about

non-standard port numbers.

Special characters

The presence of special characters such as ‘/’, ‘=’, and ‘ ’ is an aspect that has been

used in many papers [120, 129, 135, 136, 142, 146, 151, 160, 163, 165–167] along with

the frequency of their appearance [145]. Based on analysis of PhishTank URLs, 77%

of phishing hostnames contain special characters [165].

Hyphens are one of the most commonly used features and the existence of a hy-

phen symbol in the domain is a phishing feature in automated and human-support

methods [12, 92, 120, 141, 142, 145, 146, 148–150, 160, 168]. Hyphens appear in le-

gitimate URLs as well (2% in legitimate vs. 9% in phishing [135]), so they cannot

be used as an indicator in isolation [123, 165]. Phishing websites tend to use the

hyphen commonly to separate the brand name from the suffix (TLD) or prefix (i.e.

www-paypal.com) [169], signifying the existence of a hyphen and suffix/prefix in the

domain is a compelling phishing indicator. Other researchers included the number

of hyphens as a feature [129, 151–153, 160, 165, 170]. The maximum number of hy-

phens in legitimate URLs hostnames is one while in phishing it is two or more [165].

Interestingly, the feature was one of the insignificant features in their classifier perfor-

mance [160].

Dots and slashes are special characters that delineate components. Hence, the num-

ber of dots is linked to the number of subdomains and is a strong commonly used indi-

cation of phishing [120,122,123,130,135,136,140,142,146–150,163,165,171–173].

in the URL [59, 111, 129, 135, 143, 161, 162, 166, 174] no info about the location [141,

160]— Analysis of phishing and legitimate URLs in [135, 136] found the number of

dots in legitimate URL hosts ranges from 1 to 5, where 5 is rarely found in legitimate

URLs, while in phishing URLs it ranges from 0 to 30. Some papers mark URLs with

3 or more dots as suspicious [152]. Therefore, the more dots, the more suspicious

the URL [150, 152]. The number of slashes is also a phishing feature [122, 146, 149]

with a threshold of five in some research [130, 165]. Having a hostname with no dots,

consisting of only a single TLD, was also used as a feature [165].

The hyphen is the only special character used in human education [12, 164, 168]

and human-support [92]. However, since hyphens only indicate phishing if there are

too many of them, and ‘too many’ is not well defined [136], these features may not be
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a good match for future human-facing research.

Length

Attackers tend to use long complex URLs as another way of hiding the true destination.

Length-type (character count) features are commonly used to detect phishing URLs.

Though, shortened and simple URLs can also be misclassified based on it [175].

One common feature is the length of the full URL [59, 129, 135–137, 140, 147–

149, 151, 152, 157–162, 165–167, 167, 171–174, 176, 177]. The URL length is one of

the features that contributed best to the classifier performance of [171, 173]. Taking

dataset bias into consideration, phishing URLs are typically longer in publicly avail-

able blacklists than non-phishing URLs which are usually Alexa top sites [177].

Length of other URL components is also used as a feature, such as the length of

the hostname [135,136,141,142,161–163,165,171–173]– on average 20 characters in

legitimate URLs [165], subdomain [149, 151], domain [129, 166, 167, 171, 173, 177],

path [135,136,141,160,167,170], or query [176]. The hostname’s length (max 240 in

phishing vs. 70 characters in legitimate) was the most useful as compared to the full

URL and path’s lengths [135]. Other features include average and longest domain and

path token length, domain and path token count [129, 158, 160, 161, 161, 178], length

of max-length in domain name [142, 145, 163, 167, 178].

Human-facing methods in our dataset did not consider the URL length as a feature;

nevertheless, participants in [133] assumed the longer the URL the less secure it was.

Alsharnouby et al. also found that people without training tend to classify URLs based

on their perceived simplicity [75].

Numeric host representation

Legitimate URLs primarily use the registered hostname of the website, while phish-

ers sometimes use different representations of the hostname to hide the destination to

make the URL text difficult to understand [179]. Examples include IP addresses (i.e.

http://216.58.204.46) [77, 111, 120, 122, 123, 129, 130, 135–137, 140, 141, 143, 145,

147–152, 155, 158, 161, 162, 165, 169, 176, 179, 180], dotless IP address, also called

‘decimal address’ (i.e. http://3627733550/) [146], encoded IP address hex value:

(i.e. http://0xd83acc2e) [120,129,135,136,179], or even encoded a hostname or part

of it as Unicode (i.e. http://%63%6E%2E%63%6F%6D) [120,142,143,147,165]. In [165],

65.16% of phishing URLs contained Unicode. IP addresses are the most common
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feature in automated detection and the only numeric feature used in human-facing de-

tection [12, 70, 78, 92, 168].

Tokens and keywords

Many automated detection papers tried tokenizing the URL and treating it as either

a bag of words [124–126, 158, 161, 162, 172, 175, 181, 182], an N-gram [13, 127], a

combination of tokens and bi-grams [174], or character frequency [141, 153]. The

bag of words approach is effective, but the models are unstable over time and require

frequent updating [129, 158].

Common keywords are also looked for in phishing URLs, such as ‘secure’, ‘ac-

count’, or ‘confirm’ [111,122,123,129,135,136,145–147,149,152,161,162,165,176,

179, 179, 183]. Similarly, human education has tried teaching users not to click on

URLs with security-related keywords [12, 168]. However, keywords are unstable over

time because attackers adapt and change words [123, 177]. Sananse et al. argue these

features appear in both legitimate and phishing websites [157].

Number and average of terms are used as features [160, 165, 171, 173], with >4

terms in the host indicating phishing [165].

Path extension such as ‘.txt is a feature as attackers can add scripts to benign web-

sites making ‘.js’ pages more dangerous [158, 159, 184].

Specific out-of-place URL components can also be a feature. For example, the

presence of two HTTP or HTTPS in the URL [122, 152], presence of TLD in the

domain, subdomain or path position, such as ‘cnn.com.malicious.org’ [122,123,143,

145, 146, 149, 151, 152, 179, 182], or a prefix (i.e. www-chase.com) [59, 151]. Out-of-

place brand names can also be features, such as in the subdomain or path [111, 142,

145, 168, 178, 179, 185]. The NoPhish education game [180] added the brand name

in the subdomain to help users understand phisher tactics. Similarly, in [168], users

learn not to click on long hostnames if they contain part of well-known brand name.

Providing correct parsing of URLs can also help users learn to read them [92].

Although phishing education research teaches users not to click on URLs if the

domain has unknown terms (unrelated words) [164, 180], it is challenging to identify

arbitrary words automatically [174]. Some papers attempt to detect random strings, us-

ing methods such as comparing URL tokens to proper or common nouns [111], or by

calculating the string’s entropy [151,158]. Nonetheless, URLs are not necessarily con-

structed from proper nouns, as is the case with Amazon ‘www.amazon.com’ as opposed

to the New York Times ‘www.nytimes.com’. In a ddition, Internationalized Domain
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Names (IDNA) cannot be detected with these features. Digits in the URL hostname

may indicate randomness and are common in the host of phishing URLs (30%) com-

pared to trustworthy URLs (3%) [135,136]. The number or continuity of digits is also

looked for in the host [59, 144, 153, 163, 177] and other URL components [160]. Or

even, the continuity of characters such as letters, digits and symbols and the number of

each [158].

Deviated domains

Construction of domain names to mimic legitimate ones is another lexical trick. An

approach is to replace the TLD with a different TLD [185]. UTF8 encoding can also be

used to produce identical-looking characters from different languages and alphabets,

such as replacing the English ‘o’ with the German ‘ö’ [35] or using confusing character

combinations such as ‘rn’ for ‘m’ [146].

Prior work computed the similarity of domains and pre-computed whitelisted do-

mains [149], the target domains provided by PhishTank [140, 171, 173, 186], Vulnera-

ble Sites List [166], top Alexa domains [126], and dictionary words [163]. In addition,

Garera et al. looked for the brand name in the domain concatenating with other char-

acters [179]. [171, 173] looked at if the starting/landing domain appears in, or is a

substring of, the title in full or part. Verma and Dyer [145] also used features like

Euclidean Distance to find deviated domains.

Training approaches teach users to check for spelling mistakes letter by letter [164,

168, 180]; however, users ability is not adequate to identify visually deceptive domain

names [12, 75, 78, 132]. For Unicode, human detection games excluded this feature

due to the limitations of humans ability to recognise the subtle differences [164, 180].

Human-support solutions, such as Faheem [92], show that providing the user with as-

sistance by automatically looking for similar popular domains and unexpected Unicode

characters can be quite effective.

Embedded URLs

The query string can also contain a request for the destination site to forward the user

on to another site. The occurrence of ‘//’ in the query string is used as a feature in

automated detection, however, it was not a top 5 feature [152]. Number of domains

combined with TLD is also a phishing feature [123,147]. No human education covered

embedded URLs but human-support (TORPEDO) does give redirection information on
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mouse over [70].

3.4.2 Host features

Querying community managed data sets, such as DNS, or reading HTTP headers, can

provide many features; such as domain registration date, where it is hosted and who

owns it.

Host-based features increase the overall accuracy [182] as comparisons between

lexical, host, and rank features found that host features contribute the most to classi-

fication performance [161, 174]. However, connecting to DNS or Whois also requires

on average a 1.6 second delay [129] which is time expensive. Phishers can also avoid

presenting accurate host features by using link shortners, web hosting services [183],

or using compromised accounts so that registrations appear associated with the com-

promised account owner and not the phisher [187]. Some of these avoidances can be

themselves used as features, for example, identifying if the host information is hosting

provider or a link shortening service [183].

Whois features

Whois is a query protocol that provides 48 features relating to websites [157]. Phish-

ing websites, if they have details at all [130], generally have recent Whois registration

dates, near future expiration dates, or recent update date [59, 123, 129, 137, 143, 144,

147–149, 156, 160, 162, 166, 167]. While these three dates are commonly used in re-

search, the domain age is the most commonly used, with a range of definitions for

‘recent’ – 2 [187], 3 [188], or 6 months [152,189]. Fang et al, [189] found that approx-

imately 95% of the phishing URLs in their dataset were less than six months old and

Hao et al. found 55% of domains appeared the day after they were registered [190].

Other record information includes geolocation-based features, such as the time-

zone, netspeed [156], physical location of the country/city [114], or the IP geoloca-

tion [162, 167, 172]. Also, the existence of the domain in Whois [144, 152], the align-

ment between the URL domain and the domain registered in Whois [143,152,157], the

registrars or registrants [129, 142, 166, 167, 172, 182]. Finally, the domain match be-

tween Registrar URL and Registrar Whois Server [157]. Some registrars also operate

as hosting providers, some of which regularly scan their hosted domains for malicious

pages (e.g. GoDaddy [157]) and remove them, while others do not. One feature is the

historical reputation of the hosting provider associated with the URL [188].
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The Whois based features used in human-support systems are: the server location

by Netcraft [191], site country origin and length of registration by CallingID [192].

DNS features

Human-friendly hostnames are converted into IP addresses using DNS, so one com-

mon tactic of anti-phishing groups is to remove records of known phishing sites. A

missing DNS record is a strong phishing feature [137,148,149,152,156,169,188,193].

It maintains information that is used as features, such as associated IP addresses (host,

mail exchange and name server), Autonomous System number, domain name, sender

policy framework, associated BGP and country code [128,129,149,156,160–162,174,

178]. IP address segments [154], time to live (TTL) [146, 149, 162, 167], the number

of resolved IP addresses [161, 178], number of name server and the number of IPs

name servers associated with [178]. Additionally, the ratio of malicious Autonomous

System numbers for the resolved IP address and Name servers associated with the re-

solved IPs [178]. DNS record information is used to ensure that sites are not hosted in

a portion of the Internet that is considered disreputable or known for hosting phishing

websites [128, 129, 162, 172, 174, 190]. Temporary phishing websites also tend to not

have PTR record values [149, 161].

Although DNS provides helpful information, DNS fluxing is used to hide the at-

tacker’s identity in an ever-changing network. To avoid Fluxing, Veni et al. look up

the domain name of a URL and repeat the DNS lookup after TTL [178]. Notably,

while using DNS server records is expensive and may face performance and resource

strains [191], requesting the website after TTL period is prohibitive for real time de-

tection. No DNS features appeared in the human-facing papers.

Connection features

Although we exclude full page download features, features regarding the connection to

the website can contain useful information about the server, such as the http headers,

without requiring a page download. Fields in the HTTP response headers contain

information such as HTTP status [147, 155], content- type [155], content-length [155,

178] – negative in some phishing websites, and cookies [130, 155] as some phishing

websites store cookies on foreign servers.

Connection speeds [162, 172, 178, 182] are faster on reputable websites, and also

domain lookup tends to be quicker as popular websites tend to have a local DNS server.
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Human-facing papers did not contain connection features.

3.4.3 Rank-based features

Because they are not real websites, phishing sites tend to have a lower visitor count,

and are not commonly linked to by other sites, resulting in low popularity and a low

PageRank.

Domain popularity

Domain popularity is used in several automated detection systems [171, 194]. For ex-

ample, Alexa’s rank is a common feature [111, 138, 140, 142, 146, 149, 151, 161, 171,

195]. Alexa produces this value based on the relative popularity of URLs throughout

the previous three months [138], the threshold for legitimate URLs is 150k [157,169],

or 300k [138]. Alexa also provides rank reputation [138, 149]. However, a side-

effect of this ranking system is that it is domain based; therefore, URLs from services

such as link shorteners, and web hosting websites can still achieve a high popular-

ity [144], shielding malicious agents using these services. Another metric used is

webtraffic [137] or the popularity ranking of Netcraft [162].

Looking at human-support systems such as Netcraft and CallingID, we see that they

provide site rank based on the hostname popularity [192]. In our opinion, providing the

hostname popularity may mitigate the problem of free web hosting domains provided

the web host gives each website its own subdomain thereby creating unique hostnames

for each site. Yang et al. also designed a warning to tell users about abnormally low

website traffic ranks [194]. They argued that including the concept in the warning

design reduces the click-through rate in automated detection systems.

Page popularity

Roughly, PageRank is a weighted count of how many other pages link to this web page,

where the weights are the other pages’ PageRanks. Intuitively, it measures how many

other well-known pages link to this one.

Google’s PageRank is successfully used as a feature in automated detection [111,

123, 137, 138, 149, 157, 161, 179, 179] where URLs that are ranked less than 5 are

classified as phishing in [157]. Veni et al. combined the PageRank results from Al-

taVista, AllTheWeb, Google, Yahoo, and Ask to get a more accurate PageRank [178].

Garera et al. used a number of PageRank features such as, the URL and hostname
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PageRank, the page presence in the index of a crawler dataset index [179], while the

page presence in Google index was used by [137, 162, 179].

The PageRank is a robust feature since Google updates it frequently; however,

it still produces false positives, and is recommended to be used in conjunction with

other features [138, 161]. Another problem with the PageRank is link-farming where

attackers manipulate the rank by increasing the number of websites that link to the

URL [161, 178]. To evade farming problems, Veni et al. [178] added more features

such as the number of the different links that link to the page, and whether it is linked

to other malicious URLs.

3.4.4 Search engine features

Search engines optimise for finding the website that the user most wants or expects,

given only a small set of keywords. This behaviour makes search engines an excellent

proxy for what web site a user might expect to see given some contextual keywords and

allows automated systems to identify what website a phishing attack is trying to mimic,

because a search for the website title will often bring up the real site [138, 149, 150].

Search engines can also be used to spell check a domain and see if it is a short edit

distance from a real one.

Automated detection systems query search engines using the full URL, domain

name, page title with domain name, or domain name with TLD [130, 135, 136, 138,

140, 146, 191]. Varshney et al. compared the search results of queries containing

domain name, page title, description, and domain name with the page title [191] and

found the page title with the domain name gave the highest accuracy. Both page title

and domain name can be fetched without needing to load the entire page. A website

is considered to not be phishing if it appears in the top 30 [123] or top 10 [130, 146]

results in a search for its own URL. In 2014, Basnet et al. compared the results of

searching Google, Yahoo and Bing for either the URL or the domain [135, 136]. They

found Google to have the highest accuracy; however, they still used all three in their

phishing classifiers. While the complexity of querying a search engine is lower than

querying the DNS [191], querying three of them in real time may be too time intensive.

Google spelling suggestions are used to detect the similarity between potential

phishing domains and popular domains [138, 149, 150]. Another usage of search en-

gines is finding intra-URL relatedness features, the relatedness between domain with

TLD and the rest of the words in the URL, are used in [140,195] using Google Trends
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and Yahoo Clues. The only limitation in this feature is the limited number of returned

results.

Search engine features are not always consistent and can be different based on the

location of the searcher [157]. This issue is particularly problematic for automated

systems where the server and the user may not be in the same country.

Human-facing systems tend to advise users that when they are uncertain about a

destination, they should search for it and select one of the top results as a way of

finding the ‘correct’ website [12,70,92]. Using this advice, users are able to accurately

classify URLs [75].

3.4.5 Redirection-based features

Redirection can be identified using the HTTP status code, page meta-refresh tag, or

JavaScript. The latter occurs with shortened links [114], where URLs with a small

number of characters redirect to longer URLs. These are common in Twitter phishing

URLs [196].

Automated systems can also follow redirection links providing two features: the

initial URL, and the landing URL [197,198]. However, phishers will sometimes cloak

URL redirects, by checking for features of the user’s system first, and then deciding

which landing page to send them to. Therefore, other features must also be used.

For example, the number of different domains and IP addresses in the chain [199].

The number of redirections also indicates phishing URLs [144, 171, 173, 199] and has

been used as a phishing feature [148, 199]. URLs with <2 redirections were found

to be legitimate, 2− 4 were suspicious, and >4 were considered phishing [148]. The

similarity between the hostname in the URLs in the redirect chains is also a feature

since legitimate URLs typically redirect to same-domain URLs [171, 173].

For shortened links, Gupta et al. analysed blacklisted Bitly shortened links [197].

They found several features such as the time between the shortening and the domain

creation, or the time between the shortening and using the link. The numbers of redi-

rections has been also shown as a feature in nested shortened URLs, where 80% of the

phishing tweets have at least one redirection [196].

Humans are unable to identify redirection prior to clicking without machine sup-

port, and even after clicking redirection can happen so fast that a user cannot see it

happening. Some human-support systems detect redirection for users and show them

the final destination before clicking [70, 92].
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3.4.6 Certificate-based features

SSL/TLS is a protocol commonly used for encrypting web traffic. An initial step of the

protocol is for the client’s browser to fetch the public key certificate from the server.

The certificate is used to validate the pubic key, which in turn is then used to setup an

encrypted connection.

Encryption

Early automation work found that legitimate URLs usually supported encryption while

phishing URLs generally did not [59, 130, 144, 148, 149, 152, 165, 170, 171, 173, 176,

177]. Since obtaining a valid certificates cost money, it made some sense that legit-

imate sites would be more likely to have them. However, after the introduction of

LetsEncrypt, which provides free certificates to websites, support for encryption is no

longer a significant phishing feature as both legitimate and phishing sites now have

valid certificates [35, 59].

Similarly, prior advice to end-users was to ‘look for the lock icon’ which signalled

encryption. This is still good security advice [92, 164], and can impact user decision

making [70, 75, 77], but it no longer helps detect phishing.

Certificates values

Values found in the certificate fields, beyond setting up the encryption, are also used

as features. Torroledo et al. used ∼40 TLS features to classify URLs, such as the val-

idation level, issuer location, or if it is paid or free [200]. The certificate start and end

date are used in [155, 200]. Trusted certificate authorities, such as Comodo, Syman-

tec, GoDaddy, GlobalSign and DigiCert [155, 188] are used to judge the certificate

trustworthiness.

Public key certificates can be verified at one of three levels which range from

a simple check that the domain is controlled by the certificate requester (domain-

validate) [155], to the Extended Validation (EV) certificate which requires the issuer

to perform extensive checks of the identity of the organisation the certificate is being

given to [200]. EV certificates are effective at proving identity, but they also expensive

to obtain, and many sites do not have them [35, 133].

Most modern browsers show EV certificate information to end-users by providing

the validated organisation’s name in a green box next to the domain. In a lab study,

19% of participants referred to the certificate when deciding safely [75]. However, in
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our paper set, all certificate-based features shown to humans required that the page be

loaded first except for Netcraft which provide information on request [133].

3.4.7 Black/white list features

When a URL is labelled as phishing, it is typically added to a publicly visible blacklist

so that other anti-phishing tools can quickly block it [185].

Simple list

Lists are used in automated detection as a strong feature due to their low false positive

rate – almost 0% for newly observed phishing URLs [114]. Blacklists are also very

efficient. It may take humans a while to label the URLs as phishing, but once labelled,

computers can easily compare URLs against common blacklists [182, 185], such as

PhishTank [157,184], Google Safe Browsing [146,184,197,201,202], VirusTotal [201,

202] or Anubis [201], which can be accessed via API or even downloaded locally.

Proactive list

Unfortunately, while blacklists are very accurate, they are insufficient to detect all

phishing websites [132], likely because blacklists only contain previously seen URLs.

Prior work utilised the lists to proactively discover unreported phishing URLs and

trustworthy ones [185, 193].

Several approaches have proposed features derived from blacklists, such as mark-

ing a URL as malicious if its domain matches malicious domains [135, 201, 203]. Or

even if its IP address is on a blacklist [135, 162, 172, 189]. However, blocking a IP

addresses runs the risk of inadvertently blocking good sites if the phishing site is using

a free hosting service, so features were proposed that compared the URL’s domain to

a pre-computed list of web hosting services; therefore, Prakash et al. blacklisted an IP

address depending on the number of phishing URLs associated with it [185].

Attackers often reuse phishing kits, therefore, a URL could have similar pathname

(directory) to previously blacklisted URLs [35, 185, 186, 204]. They also reuse their

redirection servers [199], therefore, another feature is to expand shortened URLs be-

fore adding to the list [135, 199] and also include URLs in the redirection chain, in-

cluding HTTP, meta and JavaScript redirection [185, 193], in the blacklists.

Proactive detection of phishing URLs is computationally expensive since it re-

quires storage space in the majority of the features and more time to compare the
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downloaded list.

Creating whitelists of validated websites is more complicated. Automated systems

typically use high-profile popular sites such as Alexa’s top sites [179] or a customised

whitelist of domains often targeted in phishing attacks [179]. However, maintaining a

comprehensive list of validated URLs is intractable [132]. An alternative solution is to

add URLs to a local whitelist after users visit it [194, 205].

Blacklists are heavily used in human-support systems with most modern browsers

actively blocking URLs that appear on popular blacklists. Plugins like Netcraft, as a

first step of defence, also block reported and verified phishing websites. Similar to

CallingID, it also shows the users risk scores on a coloured scale along with the other

phishing indicators discussed previously [192]. Human-support systems also leverage

user’s awareness of phishing indicators and allow them to report phishing URLs for

labelling and potential inclusion on blacklists. Cloudmark Anti-Fraud relies solely on

users’ reports and verification to block phishing URLs [192].

3.5 Discussion

The above described research provides ample opportunities to improve human-facing

approaches, particularly human-support systems which have the technical ability to

leverage many of the features used by automated approaches and provide that data to

humans in a meaningful way. Below we discuss some of the more thought-provoking

issues.

3.5.1 Shifting effectiveness of features

While many automated detection papers discussed the effectiveness (weights) of their

features, comparing results is challenging. Effectiveness was evaluated differently

across papers, such as statistically by comparing the feature prevalence in benign and

phishing URLs [135] or by comparing the classifier accuracy between different groups

of features [161]. Feature effectiveness also changes based on the data set and the do-

main [206]. Link shorteners, for example, are common on social media, but less so in

email communication [199]. So, different features work better in different situations.

Effectiveness also changed over time as phishing tactics themselves changed. For

example, lexical features like the number of subdomains are subject to both the current

website design trends and phisher behaviour. The introduction of free signed certifi-
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cates by LetsEncrypt also impacted the lock icon (encryption) phishing feature used

by many people.

3.5.2 Balancing ‘safe’ and ‘phish’ data sets

A serious methodology problem we kept running into was the unbalanced selection of

data sets to represent safe and phishing URLs, also noted by [177] who points to [173]

as being one of the only papers to use balanced data sets.

Papers commonly use repositories like PhishTank or Google Safe Browsing to get

phishing URLs. These provide a realistic view of what users are seeing. PhishTank, in

particular, provides the full raw URL as it was reported. Finding safe URLs that are

representative of a ‘normal’ URL is more challenging. Many papers use repositories

such as Alexa’s top sites or Open Directory Project (DMOZ). The problem with these

data sets is that they are taken from directory listings and therefore may not represent

the composition of a typical safe URL. For example, query strings are rarely included

in directory listings, but are very common in say Amazon.com URLs for products.

Essentially, the safe and phish datasets tend to be drawn from different distributions

which brings the true effectiveness of features, such as length, into question because

the source of the difference is unclear.

3.5.3 Host-obscuring tactics

Many features are dependent on the ability to accurately extract the URL’s hostname,

such as lexical features and host-based features. Phishers can obscure the hostname

by using link shortening services or redirection which hide the final destination URL.

These tactics impact the ability of both humans and computers since people can only

see the initial URL and computers must take the extra step of resolving the URL to get

the final destination before trying to make any predictions. Some research exists on

how to detect and resolve these URLs technically, but minimal research looks at how

people think about redirects, or how to meaningfully present the information about

them.

3.5.4 Exploring human-facing features

Human-education approaches try to help the user learn to extract phishing features on

their own and interpret them. But humans take time to learn and teaching them new
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things is challenging, so it is vital that human-education approaches require minimal

prior knowledge and be robust with a few false positives. For example, long URLs and

hyphens are bad human-facing features because they are both found in legitimate and

phishing URLs which may confuse users. Conversely, domains are a good choice be-

cause how the user interacts with them does not change quickly and they can leverage

their knowledge.

We recommend that future work explore the use of automation features in human-

support. While many features cannot be understood by humans unaided, there is great

potential for human-support solutions to use them.

3.6 Conclusion

With the aim of providing a foundation for future research into human-facing phishing

support, we reviewed features used in the automated, human-education and human-

support phishing detection systems. In total we reviewed 94 papers and grouped the

resulting features into 7 categories including: lexical, host, rank, redirection, certifi-

cate, search engines, and black\white lists. We found that all feature categories were

used by automated phishing detection, but human-facing approaches have only evalu-

ated some of them.



Chapter 4

I Don’t Need an Expert! Making URL

Phishing Features Human

Comprehensible
1

4.1 Introduction

Determining if a URL in a communication is malicious phishing designed to trick

users or not is something that even security experts struggle to do without the aid of

tools and additional information. As observed in Chapter 3, looking at the URL text

is a good first step but fully reading a URL and determining its actual destination is

surprisingly complex and often requires the help of third-party services that provide

information like how long ago the domain was registered or if the URL redirects any-

where. Yet, despite these complexities, URLs remain one of the stronger indicators of

malicious communication [25, 207], particularly if a communication claims to come

from an organisation but the URLs lead to other destinations. For example, an email

claiming to be from PayPal but containing links to PayPal-com-security-website.org

is quite likely a malicious email. While the example is simple, it brings up several key

issues with detecting malicious links. First off, it requires that the person making the

judgement knows PayPal’s correct URL and is also able to compare it to the one in

the email. The ‘correct’ URL for a website is not necessarily obvious; for example,

1This chapter was published in the In Conference on Human Factors In Computing Systems (CHI)
in May 2021 [9], and it was a collaboration with Nicole Meng and Kami Vaniea. I was the lead author
of the paper, as I conducted the focus groups, the features analysis and users study, whilst the second
author helped with polishing the final design of the prototype. I wrote the first draft and collaboratively
edited it with the co-authors.
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which of the following is the correct website for the New York Times newspaper:

nyt.com or newyorktimes.com? The answer is that both URLs redirect to the real URL

www.newyorktimes.com. Comparing URLs is also not necessarily easy. End users often

confuse elements of a URL, such as the domain and subdomain [8] making comparing

URLs error-prone. Experts handle these complexities using a range of tools and infor-

mation sources that help them make decisions, but end users are often only provided

with training on lexical reading [12, 70, 79] and possibly a tool checks if the URL has

been confirmed as malicious. In this work, we aim to change this situation by making

the types of approaches used by experts more accessible to end-users.

Obviously, users are not the best first option to detect phishing. Automated phish-

ing filters are far less expensive and also relatively accurate [85]. They can quickly

compare a URL to lists of known phishing or break the URL into features used to

classify it as phishing or not. Most organisations already use automated approaches to

protect users on their networks with great success. However, this usage means that any

phishing communications a user sees has likely already been through an automated

filter and therefore has already been scanned against common computer-friendly fea-

tures. Assisting users in making these judgements on their own is necessary because

automated approaches are not yet 100% accurate [7] and experts are also typically not

available to consult on every potential phishing communication in a timely manner.

Phishing communication also often uses tactics to pressure the user into responding

quickly, such as threatening to shut down their account, charge them money, upset

their boss, or lose out on a limited time offer [72, 208]. These time pressures make it

emotionally hard for users to report the email and then wait for an official response,

leading them to use their own or their peers’ judgement [24]. The effects are read-

ily apparent in public phishing reports. Phishing is regularly listed as one of the top

causes of data breaches (93%) [66] and the most frequent Internet crimes complaint

to the FBI [3]. Financial losses from phishing can also be expensive, exceeding $29

million in 2017 [2] and $1.7 billion in 2019 [3]. Tools supporting users in accurately

making such decisions on their own are therefore needed. So when providing users

with support, we need to think beyond simply telling them if something is phishing

or not and instead focus on helping them leverage their contextual knowledge of the

situation in conjunction with available data to reach a decision.

When judging the safety of a URL, experts generally have more experience and

data sources to draw from, but at the end, they look for discrepancies in the data and

their expectations [61]. They can collect the data using tools like Whois (ICANN’s
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domain lookup) to learn about the registered domain owner or understand the implica-

tions of links up-time and popularity. However, using such tools requires an impressive

amount of both access to information and knowledge about how to interpret them. Each

URL case also requires a slightly different set of information sources and knowledge,

causing training users to make such judgements on their own overly burdensome.

Our goal is to support end users so that they can engage in some of the informed

reasoning experts currently use when they want to decide on a URL’s safety. More

specifically, we want to take existing information sources along with knowledge about

how to interpret those sources and use them to help end-user decision making. To

do so, we started with a grid-based report structure inspired by the Privacy Nutrition

Labels work by Kelly et al. [209]. The grid presents the user with information about the

URL, drawn from the previous study (Chapter 3), and is annotated with explanations

aimed at helping users interpret the information. We then iterated on its design with

the assistance of 8 focus groups consisting of end users, security experts, and design

experts to simplify the interface and improve the explanation of features. After we

created a stable design, we analysed what it would look like on 4640 URLs from two

phishing datasets and two safe URL datasets. The goal was to determine if there was

any redundant information on the report and also if the features we chose do generally

align with the safety state of the URLs. Finally, we ran a user study with 153 Prolific

users to determine if they could correctly understand the report contents and make

accurate safety judgements.

We found that focus group participants saw how such a report could be useful in

cases where they were unsure about a communication. The later focus groups also

found the report design useful and informative. Final versions of the report featured

only showing relevant information and colours to help users know where to focus. In

our analysis of how the report would look with real URLs, we found that for most

URLs, the report only needed to show about 7 of the 23 possible information rows,

greatly limiting the user’s reading burden. The colours also tended to align with the

URL being phishing or not. The largest cause of inaccurate red colour being the URL

not appearing high in Google searches for the URL, meaning that Google does not

associate the URL with the terms it contains. The online participants and focus group

participants exhibited similar interpretations of the various report elements, suggesting

that our richer focus group data was a good representation of what Prolific users also

thought.
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4.2 Deciding if a URL Goes Where the User Thinks it

Goes

Phishing communication often works by convincing the user that the message they

received is from a legitimate group they want to interact with. Examples include their

bank, their IT department, their email provider, their gaming account, or a lottery site

they just won money on. Attackers are also often interested in account credentials,

so it is useful for them to mimic existing services to trick users into entering their

credentials or providing other sensitive data that the user might normally only give to a

trusted party. One side effect of this approach is that the user has strong expectations of

where they think they are going when they click on any links. The other side effect is

that, except in very rare situations, the attacker does not have access to the company’s

real URL and instead must set up a fake one, so the URL the user clicks on is owned

by someone other than the group the user thinks they are interacting with.

In our review of URL phishing features used by humans and by automated systems

(Chapter 3), we observed that the domain part of the URL is the most used feature in

human-based detection because they can compare it against their expectations. It is

less useful for computers because the computer has to guess if the URL matches the

content of the communication. The problem is that while theoretically combining the

domain with contextual knowledge should make phishing easy to detect by humans,

in practice, people struggle to accurately parse URLs [8], making comparison extra

challenging.

4.2.1 Mouse over the link and look at the URL

One common piece of advice users are given is to mouse over links in communications

and look at where they go [210–212]. This is good advice, especially in cases where

the URL is very different from expectations such as an email, supposedly from PayPal,

containing a moonstone235432.net link. But the advice gets harder to follow if the

attacker uses any of a wide range of tricks [26, 123, 179, 182].

A URL is made up of many elements which impact its destination and can be easy

for end users to confuse. For phishing, the most important element to look at is the

hostname, particularly the domain [12, 78, 79, 81, 132, 133, 213]. This part of the URL

controls what server will be contacted to fetch the page, essentially, who controls the

page. In order to divert the user to a page they control, the attacker must specify
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their own domain and use tricks to make it look legitimate. We provide a summary of

the tricks here and refer you to Chapter 3 and other reviews [26, 60, 179] for a more

comprehensive overview.

The simplest and oldest approach is using a complicated-looking domain name as

the raw IP address, hex or decimals characters instead of the real one [141, 179]. A

slightly more advanced approach is to pick a domain that looks visibly similar to the

real one but is actually different [123, 179, 182, 214]. Even skilled security experts

have difficulties with this kind of deception [53, 69]. For example, in so-called homo-

graph attacks English characters are substituted with identical-looking UTF8-encoded

characters from different alphabets such as páypal.com and paypal.com [26, 88, 215].

Another example of a look-alike attack is misspelling (typosquatting). A classic ex-

ample is substituting characters like ‘vv’ for ‘w’ or capital ‘I’ for lowercase ‘L’ which

look identical with a sans-serif font [88, 216]. These two types of look-alike attacks,

while dangerous, are very popular and hard to detect by current industry anti-phishing

tools [217, 218].

Another trick is to leverage users’ inability to differentiate between URL com-

ponents [26]. For example, Albakry et al. [8] found that users cannot differenti-

ate between a company name in the subdomain vs the domain of a URL. Similarly,

Reynolds et al. [88] found that users struggle to correctly parse URLs, but have high

self-confidence in their ability to interpret URLs resulting in a dangerous combination

that helps attackers. A common trick involves putting a brand name into an incorrect

position, such as in the subdomain (e.g. amazon.evil.com), path (e.g. evil.com/amazon),

search string (e.g. evil.com?amazon), or even username (e.g. amazon@evil.com). A

similar trick is to swap out the top-level domain (TLD) such as amazon.evil instead of

amazon.com [219] or put a fake TLD into a subdomain (amazon.com.evil.com).

4.2.2 What is the ‘correct’ URL anyway?

The ability to compare a URL in a communication with the ‘correct’ domain for that

organisation is a major factor in determining if a URL is legitimate or not. Unfortu-

nately, it is surprisingly hard to determine which domains are associated with a given

organisation.

Large companies will typically use a domain name that matches their brand name;

e.g, CNN uses cnn.com and Chase Bank uses chase.com. But some organisations select

domains that are not necessarily obvious; for example, Fifth Third Bank has a domain
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of 53.com which relates to its brand but is not obviously the correct URL. Often, com-

panies also have multiple domains associated with their brands such as Microsoft thats

owns microsoft.com, live.com, and xbox.com some of which are not obviously Mi-

crosoft domains from their text. There are several good reasons why a company might

have multiple domains such as having multiple product lines or registering ‘defensive

domains’ to protect their customers from both typing errors and attackers.

Organisations can also have similar names to other organisations, which makes

it challenging for users to know what domain name to compare against. For exam-

ple, many banks share the name ‘Citizen’s Bank’ resulting in a confusing array of

both bank names and URLs. Citizen’s Bank (citizens-bank.org) and Citizen’s Bank

(citizenbank.bank) are two different banks which are not to be confused with Char-

ter One Bank (citizensbankonline.com) which is owned by another Citizen’s Bank

(citizensbank.com). The point here is that it is not trivial to just look at a domain

name and associate it with a particular organisation.

Finally, websites that host others’ content can make the situation even more con-

fusing. For example, windows.net is owned by Microsoft but is a content hosting

site. That is, people pay Microsoft for webspace and then can create websites like

evil.windows.net which are then hosted from a Microsoft-owned domain [220]. The

result is a phishing site that is linked to a real Microsoft domain but where the content

of the page is actually controlled by attackers.

4.2.3 Redirects and short URLs

While the domain shown in a clicked URL is often the same as the final destination

URL, that is not always true. Organisations commonly do minor redirects such as

adding ‘www’. Some may also redirect to their preferred brand such as nyt.com redi-

recting to www.nytimes.com. More challenging is URLs that obscure the real URL

completely, making the URL’s destination impossible to predict without assistance [41,

196]. For example, URL shortening services (e.g. bit.ly) [221], QR codes [184], and

URL-rewriting by email servers (e.g. safelinks.protection.outlook.com). Thank-

fully, users do seem to be aware that they cannot predict the destination of shortened

URLs [8].
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4.3 Design Goals

There are three large problems that need to be solved: 1) human judgement is needed

to determine if a URL is safe because the human has contextual knowledge that is

not available to the computer, 2) URLs are made up of a large number of components

that are hard to parse correctly and contain information like certificates and redirects

that require computer assistance to read, and finally, 3) there are many disparate data

repositories that contain data pertinent to URL trustworthiness, e.g. DNS records of

registration dates and phishing feed lists of known malicious URLs, which have a wide

range of interfaces and locations making them non-trivial to use.

Therefore, as mentioned in Section 4.2, to judge a URL correctly, a large range

of URL features is required as predicting the destination of URLs is non-trivial. So,

to best assist users in this task, we drew inspiration from the privacy policy nutrition

label work by Kelly et al. [209] where a large number of privacy policy elements were

put into a food nutrition label like format. We thought that a similar approach might

show important URL features to users in a consistent format that might allow them to

learn over time. Thus, our goal is to develop a ‘URL nutrition label’, including framing

URL information in a way that assists users in leveraging their contextual knowledge

and expectations to judge if a given URL belongs to the organisation they expect. We

call our design a URL feature report. Our report aims to address the following key

design goals:

A. Comprehensive. The report should include enough information to help users

make an informed decision about the safety of almost all URLs, including the

ones in Section 4.2. To avoid overloading users, the interface should also present

only necessary information [222, 223].

B. Support knowledge acquisition. Each phishing indicator needs to have an ex-

planation that helps non-experts understand the information as well as support

higher-level reasoning about it [65].

C. Promote confidence. Users need to have confidence in their final decision in

order for the report to have its intended impact. Therefore, the report should

support users in confidently making decisions on their own rather than blindly

trusting recommendations. We aim to support users’ confidence by providing

conceptual and procedural knowledge (know-how) when explaining the phishing

indicators [224, 225].
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D. Inspire Trust. The report should inspire users to trust it by regularly providing

accurate information and explaining its recommendations in a way that a user

can verify themselves. Building trust with users when they need help will also

improve their acceptance to taking the help [67, 226].

E. Support comparisons. The report should allow users to compare the aspects of

the report to their own understanding and, potentially, against reports of other

URLs. Supporting comparisons makes it easier for people to use the report for

their tasks. The consistent positioning of information also allows them to learn

the location of data for faster future access [209]. For example, a user may bank

with Skrill and sees on the report that the domain is registered to an address on

the Isle of Man, unsure if that is correct or not, they also ask for a report on

Skrill’s main website to see if it is also registered to the Isle of Man.

4.4 Designing the Initial Report

Reading a URL and making an accurate judgement requires accessing a wide variety of

URL facts as well as understanding what those facts mean. These facts are consistent

between URLs. As part of our design goals, we focus on selecting features that will

help people most in making informed decisions about URL safety and how to present

them to users. For an initial list, we started with the findings from (Section 3.4). We

then narrowed the list down to features that had been shown to be robust and had the

potential to be human-friendly. We also excluded features that were highly technical

and could not be combined with contextual knowledge to make informed decisions,

for example, the DNS-based features. To present the features in a comparable, well-

arranged format as required by our design goals A and E, we split our initial design

into four sections (Figure 4.1).

4.4.1 Notice and reminder

At the top of the report, we show the URL that was asked about for reference. For

URLs that redirect, we display both the requested URL and the one that would be

redirected to if they clicked the link. We also check the URL against known malicious

URLs and clearly state if it is already known to be safe or malicious. PhishTank and

Google Safe Browsing both provide lists of reported malicious URLs approved by

security communities, which could be used to automatically alert a user [100, 114].
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Figure 4.1: Our initial design of the report which was shown to the first focus group (left)

and the final design of the report (right).

On the other hand, the Extended Validation Certificate (EV certificate) is used to

mark a URL as safe because it indicates that a site’s ownership has been verified by

a certificate authority, which is sufficient evidence [227]. For other URLs, neither

blacklisted nor with a verified owner, the safety is unknown. Thus, we avoid false

positives and inspire trust in the report’s safety information (Goal D).

4.4.2 Facts

In this section, we provide more details about the website’s URL features to help users

decide whether this domain indeed belongs to the expected institution or not. Each fact

is presented with a fact name in bold on the left, followed by a short description and the

value on the right (Goal B). This section has the most consistent structure; however,

we only show relevant features to achieve goal A of being comprehensive without

overloading the users. Red text is used to both highlight potential issues as well as

provide guidance as to what the problem might be. For example, in the initial design,

a Google PageRank of 0 is low, suggesting that the page is probably not apple.com.

The first and foremost indicative feature is the domain itself. If the user is able to

detect that the domain is not what they expected, they are likely to succeed in avoiding
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the attack. We adopted the common advice to search for the company’s name in Google

and look at the top few results. This works well because most modern search engines

use popularity as an ordering metric [12].

Two more revealing components are the relative popularity of a website, which we

determine using Alexa’s most popular domains [75,91,171,179], and the PageRank of

a web page [75, 179]. These two popularity scales both imply how popular a website

is, but we present both to users because they do not always agree, most commonly

in web hosting situations. If the domain is a web host, the Alexa popularity is the

same for all pages and subdomains under that domain, whereas the PageRank may

differ between pages under one domain. Finally, we use the domain age from Whois

records in our report since users can efficiently compare it to the expected duration of

the organisation’s online presence.

Encryption is another hint for safety, indicating if the connection with the server

will be encrypted or not (https vs http). HTTPS adds encryption, so users’ information

remains protected from unauthorised access in transit. Unfortunately, encryption is not

a highly reliable indication of phishing websites [35], especially since the introduction

of LetsEncrypt [228] which gives free encryption certificates to anyone. It is, however,

a useful security aspect.

4.4.3 Tricks

There are many ways to manipulate a URL to look legitimate. In this section, we

aim at identifying and pointing out these malicious tricks to users. Since the exis-

tence of tricks is very indicative of phishing, we check the URL for about 16 different

tricks, many of them lexical. For example, we examine the URL for the existence of

misspelling by comparing the domain with top targeted domains on PhishTank and

Alexa’s top 10,000 domains [217]. Each identified trick is then shown to the user as a

row under the tricks section along with both an explanation of the trick and evidence

(Goal C). To limit the length of the report, only identified tricks are shown, and if

a URL has no tricks, we simply state that no tricks were found. Some URLs, such

as https://apple.com, have no tricks at all, while others, such as the one shown in

Figure 4.1, have one or more.

In addition to misspellings, we also look at mixed language use, i.e. the existence

of characters from conflicting alphabets. While no longer popular [26], the existence

of IP address, hex or decimal characters often indicate phishing URLs. We also reverse
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IP addresses to the human-readable domain when possible.

Other tricks used by attackers to mislead users are also specified in our report such

as the number of subdomains, ‘@’ in the hostname, and out of position ‘http’, ‘https’,

TLD, and ‘www’. We also use the PhishTank’s top targeted brands to identify if a

targeted brand name is in the subdomain [144]. Additionally, we consider redirec-

tions, including multiple chained redirections. We determine the number of external

domains [171], the number of shortened URLs [197] and the blacklisted URLs in that

chain [199] and flag them as suspicious if they exceed a threshold. The full list of

tricks is shown in Table 4.1.

4.4.4 Severity colours

We use a traffic light system with symbols to draw attention to important information.

A coloured circle on the far left indicates how problematic the value is, ranging from

green (no issue) to red (known issue), whereas no symbol is provided for neutral infor-

mation such as the domain. Red indicators are restricted for reliable features with few

false positives, such as an IP address in the hostname [12,70,92]. At the bottom of the

report is a legend explaining the symbols and colours.

The colour thresholds for each feature are adopted from automated detection re-

search with more restriction for red colour as presented in Table 4.1. The first block in

the table includes context-related elements such as the domain name, which are mostly

presented without colour indicators. The second block shows facts that use different

colours while the last block lists the tricks that are displayed in red or yellow when

applicable.

We aim to support user’s decision confidence through the use of colour (Goal C). If

a user sees many severe (red) colour indicators in a potentially suspicious URL, then it

should reinforce their confidence in their decision; conversely, many green rows may

help them be confident of a URL’s authenticity.

4.5 Iterating with Focus Groups

We conducted a set of eight focus group sessions with Human-Computer Interac-

tion (HCI) experts, security experts, and students from a UK university with a non-

technology major. In the first focus group, we took a co-design approach but learned

that users rationally just want the system to tell them if it is safe or not, which cannot
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Table 4.1: The threshold for the features used in the URL report. ‘-’ means that the row

will not be shown in that situation. Features were also added (?) and removed (??) from

the report due to design iteration changes.

Feature Red Yellow Green

Facts Domain - - -

(mostly Category ? Malicious Web-host -

neutral) Registrar Location ? - - -

Facts Domain Popularity - < 300K < 150k

PageRank - 0-3 4-10

Domain Age < 3 M < 6 M ≥ 6 M

In Search Engine No match Partial match Match

Encryption ?? - Unencrypted -

Tricks No. of External Domains > 4 2-4 -

No. of Short URLs in Chain - > 1 -

Blacklisted in Chain >0 - -

IP Address 1 - -

Non-standard Port - 1 -

No. of Subdomains > 4 3-4 -

Credential in Host 1 - -

Has Unicode ‘%’ 1 - -

Hex Code in Host 1 - -

Non-ASCII Mixed lang. Non-ASCII -

Out-of-position TLD A token - -

Out-of-position Protocol A token - -

Out-of-position ‘www’ A token A sub-token -

Top Targeted in subdomain A token A sub-token -

Similarity to Top Targeted - 1 -

Similarity to Alexa Top 10k - 1 -

be accurately done. So for later groups, we focused on discussion and feedback. After

each focus group, we used the feedback to iterate on the design.

Consequently, each group saw a slightly different version of the interface, starting

with the left version in Figure 4.1 for G1 and ending with the right image after G8. As

the FG sessions progressed, we saw fewer new suggestions and more discussion of the

content and phishing itself, with G7 providing only minimal improvements, suggesting

that we were reaching saturation or at least had created a reasonably understandable

design. The study complied with our university’s ethics procedure.
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4.5.1 Participants

Our first three focus groups consisted of experts in HCI (G1) and security (G2, G3)

(Table 4.2). The purpose of these groups was to provide expert-level advice and to

ensure that our design both matches strong HCI standards and is accurate in terms of

security. G1 and G2 were recruited from our University community. G3 was recruited

from a local security workshop and contained security experts from industry. All three

groups were unpaid and participated primarily out of interest in the project topic.

We recruited non-expert participants from The University of Edinburgh using var-

ious email lists, including students from art, psychology, and physics while computer

science and informatics were excluded. We chose this group because students are

known for falling for these types of attacks meaning that they represent the type of

people our report should support. They also rely heavily on the Internet for their stud-

ies [229] making them vulnerable to malicious links [107]. They were compensated

£10 for 90 minutes.

Table 4.2: Focus groups including their participants’ expertise and group size.

Group Type Size Gender

G1 HCI 3 2F, 1M

G2 Security 2 1F, 1M

G3 Security 4 4M

G4 Non-technical 4 4F

G5 Non-technical 4 3F, 1M

G6 Non-technical 5 4F, 1M

G7 Non-technical 5 5F

G8 Non-technical 5 3F, 2M

4.5.2 Procedure

We first provided a consent form and collected demographics via a paper survey. In

the expert focus groups (G1-G3), we gave a 10-minute presentation on phishing, our

motivation for the project, and common URL manipulation tricks. The presentation

was provided to ensure all the experts are aware of the context, which allowed us to

best leverage their expertise. For average users, we excluded the URL manipulation

tricks part of the presentation because we wanted their normal reaction to the reports
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without prior knowledge of the tricks. As a warm-up for all groups, we asked partici-

pants to share a recent experience with phishing communications, including how they

discovered that it was phishing. Doing so helped the participants better conceptualise

what ‘phishing’ meant while also providing a set of concrete examples which were

often referenced in later discussions.

After the initial discussion, we handed out two sheets of paper: an email containing

a URL and the report about the URL. The email was provided so that participants

would have the contextual information necessary to use the report. We used real non-

malicious emails previously sent to the researchers as a start-point and replaced some

of the existing URLs with malicious ones. Participants were told to imagine that they

had received the email but were worried about it, so they entered the URL into an

online report generator and got the provided report. They were first asked to use the

report to decide on their own if the message was real or phishing. Meanwhile, they

were encouraged to mark elements of the interface that they found helpful or confusing

with provided coloured pens. Participants also had access to a range of co-design style

materials, including blank paper, stickers, coloured pens, sticky notes, and scissors.

After everyone finished, the researcher moderated a discussion about the report. This

process was repeated with another 2-4 email and report combinations, depending on

time.

4.5.3 Outcomes

Overall impressions

Participants generally liked the report, both content and design, and found themselves

well supported in making a decision. Initially, they wished for a clear statement

whether the URL is safe or not. After we explained that most URLs cannot be defini-

tively classified that way, they tended to understand, but the concept did not come

naturally. A G6 member, for example, started with the strong view that safe/unsafe

presentation would be best, but after being presented with a URL from a real phishing

email sent to most of the University population, he immediately identified it as phish-

ing and recalled that his own anti-phishing tools had failed to identify it at the time.

Our report showed him that the URL lead to an organisation located in South Africa,

which is not an expected location for a Microsoft URL.

Users had mixed opinions about the interface and its long-term usability. Early

groups found the interface overwhelming and very long, but the perception improved
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through iteration on the content and presentation. The last few groups found the inter-

face appealing and were even interested in using it either in their daily lives or as a tool

when uncertain about a phishing message. They described the report as a useful tool

to make a confident decision about the safety of a URL. A member of G5 for exam-

ple explained its usefulness as ‘Alongside with intuition, there is relevant support and

information for me to make decision on whether to trust the website subsequently’.

Similarly, a member of G7 explained: ‘I think for most people this would provide

enough information to make informed decisions with a high level of confidence. Very

interesting’.

They had varied feelings about the trustworthiness of auto-detection tools in gen-

eral. A G6 participant stated: ‘I trust the machine a lot, but I will trust myself more.

This interface will help me to educate myself’. This attitude is not only in line with

the goal to support a user’s decision but also typical of phishing training which teaches

users to not completely rely on the severity level of the indicators but also encourages

them to consider their expectations. Similarly, a participant of G7 said: ‘It would work

for helping classify URLs to safe and not safe. It is important to educate users and not

just trust the software of taking decisions’. Participants were also able to learn from

the report itself as a participant in G7 described: ‘I learned to prioritise the results’.

Visual appearance and interaction

Symbols and colours. Over the course of the focus groups, we adjusted the use and

prominence of symbols and colours according to feedback. The first group, G1, found

the coloured symbols in the left column too small to read and were concerned that they

would not be sufficiently obvious to readers and have unclear meaning. We therefore

added descriptions such as ‘known issue’ on a solid background colour to make the

meaning clear (Figure 4.2). In the final design, we removed these aids altogether and

added a legend just below the summary so that it would be visible when needed.

With the new design, G2 was concerned that the colours might be inappropriate

for colourblind users and G4 mentioned that different cultures might interpret red and

green differently. In Chinese culture, for example, red is considered a happy colour.

To handle both issues, we converted to a colourblind friendly pallet and water-marked

severity symbols to clarify the meaning [230]. The final report was tested on the iOS

grayscale display which produces a colourless version of the report and allows to eval-

uate how the choice of colours would be for a colourblind person. Later focus groups

had mixed opinions about the water-marked severity indicators. Some agreed that the
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Figure 4.2: Both images were created by a participant in G1. The left image shows a

URL with the domain, subdomain, and additional URL components highlighted. Below

is the proposed summary with Tricks, Popularity, and Age. In the right image, the

suggested new report structure with a list of tricks followed by URL facts.

symbols enhanced the meaning while others found them distracting. Therefore, we

removed them from the final version and kept only the symbols in the legend.

Facts Order. Focus groups had several suggestions about how to adjust the presen-

tation order of the rows. Members of G1 suggested we weight the presented features

and present the most reliable features at the top. G1 also suggested that ordering the

facts by colour indicator, beginning with the most severe (red) at the top. Another

suggestion was ordering them based on each feature priority. Given that we wanted to

present features in a consistent order (Goal E), we decided against these approaches.

In addition, the relative value of facts depends on the information only the user knows.

For example, popularity is a valuable feature if its value is unexpected, such as if the

user thinks the URL is an Apple domain, but the popularity is low.

Another suggestion by G6 was to remove non-critical (green) facts so as to not

overwhelm the user as we hide green rows for tricks. However, a G5 participant felt

that green facts were easy to ignore if not needed. We decided against hiding green

facts because doing so would make it harder to compare reports. It might also incor-

rectly make all URL reports look overly red and negative, leading to users incorrectly

rejecting good URLs.
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Report content

Additionally to the report interface, we iterated over the report components and word-

ing. After each group, we incorporated suggestions to make the report better accessible

and understandable.

Domain and Hostname Highlighting. At the top of the report, we highlight the URL

domain to provide the domain information together with summarising facts. Our initial

design did not include domain highlighting since we list the domain as the first fact.

However, after moving the manipulation tricks further to the top and adding a sum-

mary, the domain is not obvious enough. Therefore, we added domain highlighting at

the top similar to how industry tools use it. Using highlighting similar to web browsers

also keeps it familiar for non-technical users as a member of G1 suggested that the

concepts of domains and subdomains are too technical and lay users are unlikely to

understand them. So the highlight in the domain row will help the user learn about the

domain aspects.

Report Summary. As mentioned before, participants of almost all groups suggested

that we provide a clear binary answer of whether the URL is safe or not.

When G1 understood that a binary answer is not possible for all URLs, they in-

stead suggested an overall score or severity bar for URLs that could be easily used for

judgement. Similarly, a participant from G3 wanted some sort of classification, such

as maliciousness percentages. We felt that a single overall score would mislead users

and not encourage them to read and learn from the presented information. Instead, we

tried to use a combination of clearly visible colours and added a summary highlighting

key issues to the top of the report to help users get the requested high-level sense of

safety.

Security groups G2 and G3 saw two versions of the report, one with and one with-

out a summary. Both thought the summary was a good idea and debated about which

topics should be included. They liked that the summary told them which features to

focus on first. Since both expert groups considered it beneficial, we added a summary

section at the top of the report for the remaining groups and continued to iterate on its

presentation.

Several iterations later, we settled on four summary boxes: used manipulation

tricks, search result, domain age, and domain popularity. Manipulation tricks was

chosen because their presence is a strong indicator for phishing [27] and the meaning
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was clear to most focus groups. The search results box indicates whether the URL

appears in Google top results when searching for it. Both domain age and popularity

are common features that made sense to users and were generally well understood in

focus groups. Groups G2 and later considered the summary to be quite useful. Initially,

they felt that such a summary definitely required the rest of the report for explanation.

However, after reading the report, they quickly understood the meaning and had no

difficulty using it when reading future reports.

Tricks. G1 found that the tricks section is very useful, especially the clarification of

what is wrong, but the facts section did not adequately explain the meaning of the

information. A G1 participant said: ‘If I show the tricks to my gran, she will say yeah

cool, but if show her the facts she wouldn’t know what is going on’. The tricks are

indeed a stronger indication of a malicious link, potentially eliminating the need to

look further [231]. Thus, as suggested by G1 in Figure 4.2, they should appear at the

top. Especially since for later groups, key facts such as age already appeared in the

report summary.

One of the comments from G6 recommended removing the tricks we found in a ver-

ified (safe) URLs because it will distract the users; however, we decided that displaying

tricks even for safe URLs will help users to learn to judge the features’ importance for

making informed judgements. For example, non-ASCII characters can occur even in

safe URLs after the evolution of Internationalised Domain Names (IDNA); thus, based

on the context, users can use the feature to judge if a URL is safe or not. This decision

supports our design goal B.

Location and Category. We added a location field to better support users in identi-

fying any inconsistency between the domain location and the expected location. Usu-

ally, the stated physical location of malicious domain registrars differs from legitimate

ones [27]. However, understanding the meaning of the location was challenging for

focus group members, with some users interpreting location based on the trustworthi-

ness of the country. For example, in G4, one of the participants stated: ‘Apple in Japan,

so what? Japan is not questionable’. She was confused and thought that the location

referred to the server location rather than the location of the organisation. We thus

adjusted the description to clarify that it was the location of the domain owner.

A security expert from G3 commented that one of his common approaches to de-

tecting phishing websites is to look up the URL’s category on FortiGuard which cate-
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gorises URLs into groups such as shopping or governmental organisations. This fea-

ture can be used to check whether a suspicious page has a similar category as the ex-

pected one [232]. Additionally, FortiGuard categorises the full hostname of provided

URLs in case a domain includes different subdomains such as WordPress.

Web Hosting. As mentioned previously, some popular domains host content for oth-

ers. As a result, it is possible for the domain to be popular and registered a long time

ago, but the specific page or subdomain is malicious. Discrepancy between domain

popularity and PageRank should highlight this situation to users, but focus group par-

ticipants found the discrepancy confusing rather than helpful. So mid-way through the

focus groups we started experimenting with wordings suggested by the participants to

directly explain the issue. We tried several approaches, including dividing the facts

into page and domain facts or creating a large warning on the top of facts. In the final

design, to determine which domains automatically offer web hosting services, we used

the FortiGuard website categorisation service [233]. Then, we hide the domain-only

facts (location, age, and popularity) and in their place we state that: ‘This domain hosts

multiple sites, some are good and some may be problematic. Usually only small com-

panies and personal websites are hosted by other domains.’ In general, the focus group

participants liked this warning and felt that it was very important and useful for their

decision making. G7 felt that they lacked direction on where to look after seeing it.

They understood that there might be a problem but they were unsure how to distinguish

between safe and malicious hosted sites. Conversely, a G6 participant commented how

the warning helped him to be confident visiting personal pages since he expected them

to be hosted on other sites.

Domain popularity and PageRank. The domain popularity is drawn from Alexa and

is an indicator of how often people visit the domain, with the most visited domain

being ranked 1. The PageRank roughly indicates how often other pages link to this

page [234]. Here, the most linked-to pages have a rank of 10. The two measures are

naturally easy to confuse as they both deal with popularity. They also have inverted

scales, with 1 being good for domain popularity and bad for PageRank. In the initial

design, we tried to explain the difference in words. However, G1 suggested a visual

range for the numbers instead to clearly indicate which value is problematic. To further

emphasise the scale, we added colours to the range. G2 and G3 saw coloured bars with

raw values below and showed no difficulties reading them. G5, however, commented
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that the numbers looked like they were written in error due to the opposite directions

of the popularity scale numbers. After iterating several approaches on later groups,

we settled on removing the numbers entirely and simply showing ‘popular’ and ‘not

popular’ at the ends of the ranges.

Differentiating between the domain popularity and PageRank was challenging for

all groups except the security ones (G2, G3). Domain popularity made the most sense,

likely because it is roughly based on the number of people visiting the site, which is

easy to explain and understand. The concept of PageRank, however, was much harder

to grasp for participants even when verbally explained. Also, the ‘domain’ versus

‘page’ difference was subtle, leading to difficulties articulating why a page might have

different popularity from the domain.

Eliminating one or the other was also not an option as our security groups explic-

itly mentioned how useful it was to include both since they are fundamentally different

measures. For example, sites like WordPress have high domain popularity even if a

hosted page has a low page rank. So it is possible for a very popular site to be hosting

an unpopular malicious page. To reduce confusion, we iterated on the wording to im-

prove section explanations. G8, in particular, was shown several wording options and

provided extensive feedback on how to express the concepts more clearly. However,

even in the final design, the difference between domain popularity and PageRank is

still hard to grasp quickly.

Encryption. Initially, we thought that encryption would be useful information in the

report. In the encryption component, we stated if the connection was encrypted or

not. But we were also concerned that a user would equate encryption with owner

validity, so we added, ‘This URL is encrypted, but we couldn’t verify the owner’. G1

understood this concept and explained: ‘If this is an Apple URL, you would expect to

have a verified owner’.

However, we found that showing encryption information may mislead users. For

example, a G2 participant marked a legitimate URL as phishing because she did not

think a reputable company would use a HTTP connection. When we tried incorpo-

rating ownership information as well to provide a more complete view of encryption,

participants just became more confused. A participant from G4 asked, ‘why is it a

good sign if you cannot verify the owner of the organisation?’ after seeing that the

connection was encrypted (green) but the website owner could not be verified due to

the information not being in the SSL/TLS certificate. Showing information that could
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Figure 4.3: A G6 participant began designing a report showing ‘safe’, ‘unsafe’, ‘doubtful’

and adding an option for ‘more details’.

mislead the user violates our design goals D of inspiring trust and C of confidence by

showing correct information that will lead to the right decision. Therefore, in line with

our design goal A to avoid overload, we removed encryption entirely from the report.

The only exception is Extended Validation (EV) Certificates. These are TLS/SSL cer-

tificates that have gone through an extensive ownership verification process. When

we encounter an EV certificate, we put a green check in the summary and a statement

like: ‘MoneyGram International Inc. verified its ownership of this domain.’ The focus

groups liked this feature and found it helpful. A member of G6 stated, ‘that’s all I

need’.

Ideas for workflow integration

Participants were enthusiastic about having easy access to the report and explained how

they would integrate it into their work flows. A G2 participant suggested developing

a browser plugin or email client, which shows an option to ‘Look up this URL’ when

a user right-clicks on a URL and would show the report in a new tab. They explained

that a plugin would be best for them as they thought people are ‘too lazy’ to visit a

website. A G5 participant suggested providing the summary for each link on a page

automatically.
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Figure 4.4: An example of how the report could be integrated into a user’s workflow

as suggested by G3 and G6. The image shows a small circle flagging the URL and a

version of the report summary when hovering over the symbol with the option of opening

the full report.

Both G3 and G6 suggested a tiered design where initially only limited data like

a score or the summary is shown with an option to view the full report (Figure 4.4);

possibly limiting the type and detail of data depending on if the user is novice or

advanced, e.g. an IT helpdesk employee. In G6, a participant suggested that they

would like to see a high-level safety flag before seeing any reports (Figure 4.3): ‘Give

me three flags (green-safe, red-blacklisted, yellow-unsure), then give me the ability to

drill down the summary and if I want more details, give me a link to the web page’.

Adding the high level estimate will not ‘overwhelm [them] with the details at a starting

point’ when using everyday. This suggestion contributed to evaluating only the ‘report

summary’ in later sections to validate its effectiveness.

4.5.4 Expert interview

We showed an early version of the report to two experts who are designing anti-

phishing training for the University and responding to requests regarding phishing

from the front-line helpdesk. Overall, they were very positive about the report de-

sign. Although they felt that the report is too complex for average users, they thought

that it might be of great use to the help desk staff who has to handle reports of potential

phishing URLs. We also asked them if there was any part of the report they felt was un-

necessary. They commented that the encryption component, which we later removed,

is not needed to judge if a URL was phishing and will likely confuse users. Otherwise,

they felt that all other parts of the report were necessary to make an informed decision.
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4.6 Features Validation

While the features selected for the report are known to be strong phishing features,

we still wanted to test the visual appearance of the report on known phishing and safe

URLs. We analysed 6877 URLs from four data sets, two phishing (PhishTank [235],

OpenPhish [236]), and two safe (DMOZ [237], ParaCrawl [238]), to explore what the

report could realistically look like for users. The sets of safe URLs contained 2615

URLs, of which 592 (23%) were excluded due to ‘4xx’ and ‘5xx’ response codes.

For phishing URLs, we collected a total of 4262 URLs, of which 1645 (39%) were

excluded due to unsuccessful response codes. Phishing URLs from OpenPhish and

PhishTank were processed every two hours to extract features while the pages were

still live.

To reduce the load on readers, reports only include data relevant to the particular

URL. For example, tricks do not appear in every URL, so we hide them by default and

only show them if they are present such as the presence of non-ASCII characters. So

while there are 23 possible rows, only 6.7 rows were shown on average (Min = 4, Max

= 10), with phishing (Mean = 6.8) and safe (Mean = 6.5) having similar row counts.

Tricks were rare for safe URLs, with only 77 (3.8%) showing one trick and the re-

mainder having no tricks. Phishing URLs more commonly had tricks with 868 (33.2%)

containing between 1–3 tricks. The primary cause of tricks for safe URLs was the sim-

ilarity between the domain and one of the top 10,000 popular domains (30 URLs), a

phenomenon already seen in previous research [214]. Thus, we only show a yellow

indicator for this feature to avoid false positives and hand the task of comparing and

deciding whether this is expected in their context to the user.

Looking at the red colour in the reports, 30.2% of safe URLs and 88.0% of phishing

URLs had at least one red row. Of the safe URLs with a red row, 99% did not appear

in Google’s top 10 search results, causing the red. Search results may therefore vary a

good bit, making it a difficult feature to interpret. However, it is still a good indicator

of the illegitimacy of a page, which is why we decided to keep it. We also found that

23.4% of phishing URL reports had only green rows. Further examination showed

that only three of them were compromised websites, while the rest were URLs that

redirected to safe URLs; thus, the features referred to safe URLs, which were indeed

safe. This redirection tactic is used by attackers to serve advertisements and then send

the user to the expected safe website [217]. Therefore, it is important for the report to

urge users to visit the shown final link instead of the original one. We also considered
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using the colour frequency in each report to predict whether a URL is safe or not.

Applying linear regression, we found that the frequency of each colour in the report

significantly predicts whether a URL is safe or not (R2 = 0.44, F(4635) = 1238, p <

.001) with Red (β =−0.48, p < .001), Yellow (β =−0.17, p < .001), and Green (β =

0.11, p < .001).

Finally, we measured the features’ redundancy to ensure we are not showing un-

necessary features. We computed pair-wise correlations between features using their

severity colour as presented to users as the feature’s value and found no correlation

between any of them.

4.7 Online Study

Focus groups are an excellent way to get rich feedback but a poor way to get a truly

wide range of participants. To address that gap, we decided to use an online survey

to test the clarity of report content as well as its ability to support users in making

accurate safety judgements about a URL. We used a between-subjects experimental

design where each participant saw one of: the full report, just the summary, and just

showing the URL with domain highlighting. The full survey is attached in Appendix A.

4.7.1 Questionnaire instrument

For all conditions, the survey started with informed consent. Participants were then

asked how familiar they were with 13 website terms and 6 companies, followed by

study instructions to not visit any of the links and only read them. A question then

tested whether they had read the instructions and terminated the study if they failed

it twice. To test their existing URL-reading skills, participants were then given three

URLs and asked to choose which company those URLs lead to. The first URL has

Google in the pathname, the second has Facebook in the subdomain part, and the third

is for New York Times, which uses an abbreviation of the brand name.

Participants were then shown 6 URLs. For each URL, they were told to imagine

that they wanted to visit a particular company, given a brief description of that com-

pany, for example, ‘eBay, an auction and consumer to consumer sales website’, and

then asked if the URL ‘leads to a page owned by the above company or is it a mali-

cious URL’. In the domain highlighting condition, the URL was domain highlighted

in the question. For the other conditions a report was provided, and participants were
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encouraged to use it when answering. Participants were then asked how confident they

were in their decision, followed by a question about what most influenced their de-

cision. After answering questions about all 6 URLs, all groups were asked a set of

comprehension questions to make sure they did, or could, understand the content of

the report or the report summary. The comprehension questions were multiple choice

that ask the participant what they thought the different parts of the report meant. Full

and control were asked about the full report elements, and the report summary group

was asked about the report summary elements. The answer options were drawn from

common misunderstandings observed in the focus groups. The survey ended by col-

lecting background information. We used a phishing susceptibility scale from Wright

& Marett [239] with 5 sub-scales to test participants’ computer self-efficacy, web ex-

perience, trust, risk beliefs, and suspicion of humanity. Also, we included basic demo-

graphics questions on age, gender, and highest degree obtained.

Study conditions

In the following, we describe the conditions and the questions that differed between

them.

Domain highlighting. In this condition, we showed the full URL with the domain

highlighted and asked participants if the URL leads to the given company name. Exist-

ing research already shows that users cannot read URLs unaided [8,75,88,92]. Domain

highlighting has already been adopted by several browsers, e.g. Safari, making it a

state-of-the-art approach that has been shown to help users decide on URL safety [90].

Thus, we chose domain highlighting as the control condition. To determine what most

influenced participants’ safety judgements, they were asked to select up to three of: the

domain, the protocol (https), the URL path and query strings, their prior knowledge,

and their familiarity of the company’s URL.

Full report. This condition is the longest. Before showing the 6 URLs to partici-

pants, we first showed them a fictitious report with obviously fake values and asked 10

questions in a random order about the features, i.e., ‘How old is this website?’. Doing

so gave participants some basic practice with the report and allowed us to test for any

serious misunderstandings about how to use it.

To determine what most influenced the participants’ safety judgements, they were

shown a list of the different report elements along with ‘my own prior experience
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reading URLs’ and asked to select up to three that most influenced their decision.

Finally, we asked a set of 7-point Likert assertion questions to measure the report

usefulness and satisfaction, loosely based on the SUS, such as ”I can learn a lot about

phishing using this report” and others drawn from focus group participants’ opinions

about the report. We ended with an optional free text comment section.

Report summary. Many participants in our focus groups suggested showing the re-

port summary when a user hovers over a link. The idea has merit, so we evaluate it

here as a middle option between domain highlighting and showing the full report. Par-

ticipants in this condition saw only the summary part of the report, with no option to

see the full report.

To determine what influenced the participants’ safety judgements most, they were

shown a list of answers, including the summary report boxes, elements of the URL,

their own prior experience, and the colours. After answering questions for all 6 URLs,

they were asked about the meaning of each of the summary report elements, with

multiple choice answer options derived from common focus group misconceptions and

an ‘other’ option. Finally, they were asked the same 7-point Likert questions about the

report usability as the Full Report condition.
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We categorised URLs into three reading difficulties levels: (1) Parse and Match:

any URL knowledgeable person can find the domain and compare it to brand name,

(2) Domain Knowledge: a URL knowledgeable person has to know which organisation

a domain belongs to before judging the URL, and (3) Misleading Flags: URLs have

information that may mislead participants to misjudge them. For each category, we

have two organisations, one popular and one not popular based on the top targeted

domains on PhishTank, and for each organisation, we have a phishing and a safe URL

(see Table 4.3). With 6 organisations, we ended up with 12 URLs in total. For each

condition, participants were divided into two groups, with every group being shown

one link of each organisation at random, six URLs in total.

The presented URLs are real-life URLs with the phishing taken from our analysed

data set in Section 4.6. We made minor manipulations to control some variables. They

have an approximately similar length, https protocol, as well as path and query strings.

To reduce a bias in the selected URLs, we ensured that the colour indicators were

in line with real observed colour combinations from the data set. As we had abnor-

mal false positive search results, we included one safe URL with a red search result.

For participants’ safety, we selected phishing URLs that were no longer active. Addi-

tionally, in case they clicked on the links, we added a hyperlink that leads to a page

belonging to the research group about the danger of clicking on these links.

4.7.2 Survey results

Participants

We recruited participants from Prolific for a 30-minute study on phishing. The time

estimate was based on a short pilot study. We limited participants to those with ap-

proval rates above 90% and Native English speakers to avoid language issues. We then

excluded those who did not answer the attention check questions accurately.

We had a total of 153 participants (domain highlighting = 51, report summary = 50,

full report = 52), 63.4% were female. Participants had an average age of 31.89 years (σ

= 9.9). Compensation was £3.5. The average time required to complete the survey was

18.26 minutes. For the prior URL reading skill, on average 1.6 of the questions were

answered correctly with only 14 answering all questions correctly (9%) and (15%) not

answering any URL correctly.
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Accuracy of safety judgement

We found that participants in general were able to accurately judge URLs’ safety. The

average accuracy was highest for the full report (5.5/6, SD = .28), with the report

summary also doing well (4.96/6, SD = .38) and the domain-highlight doing the worst

(3.88/6, SD = .48). The false positive (FPR) and false negative (FNR) rates are also

encouraging with all participants more likely to incorrectly mark safe URLs as phish-

ing: full report (FPR = .12, FNR = .05), report-summary (FPR = .23, FNR = .11),

and domain-highlight (FPR = .44, FNR = .26)).

We used an ANOVA followed by applying Cohen’s F for the effect size to test if

the three conditions (domain-highlight, full report, and report summary) impacted the

accuracy of participants’ judgements and we found a statistically significant impact

of the condition on the judgement accuracy (α = .01, p < .001, r = 0.29). We then

computed follow-up t-tests and found a significant difference between all three pairs of

conditions: domain-highlight and full report (p < 0.0001, d = 0.7), domain-highlight

and report-summary (p < 0.0001, d = 0.4), and report-summary and full report (p <

0.001, d = 0.3).

We separately tested if any other variables impacted accuracy using ANOVA as

well. These variables are the time spent on the question, the condition, and the level of

difficulty of each URL, the actual safety (malicious/trustworthy), participants’ confi-

dence in their answer, their familiarity with the company, the company the URL leads

to, their prior knowledge of URL reading, and their phishing susceptibility factors. We

found that the accuracy of users’ judgements is significantly impacted by the condi-

tion, the URL safety, and the URL hardness level (α = .01, p < .001), with a large

effect size for the condition (r = 0.31) and small for the other two (0.16 and 0.13).

The remaining variables had no significant impact on the judgement accuracy.

We tested URLs associated with 6 organisations as shown in Table 4.3 where each

organisation had a phishing and safe URL associated with it, resulting in 12 URLs

tested. For all URLs, the full report has higher accuracy than the domain highlighting.

The summary report is slightly mixed, mostly sitting between the domain highlighting

and the full report, but occasionally showing more accuracy than the full report. The

four ‘parse and match’ URLs are theoretically the easiest to determine from only read-

ing the URL string, which is mostly born out with the high accuracy for even the do-

main highlighting condition. The exception, bestchange.ru, was incorrectly marked

as phishing by the majority of participants in the domain-highlighting condition. For
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the ‘domain knowing’ URLs, a user has to know the correct domain of the organisation

to be able to accurately judge safety if unaided. Here the email.microsoftonline.com

URL was the most challenging for all conditions. The bı̀ttrêx.com URL was also

challenging for the domain highlighting group, possibly because they were unsure if

the non-ASCII character (Vietnamese) should be there or not. In the misleading URLs,

Tripod was a confusing case where the safe URL positions the brand name in the sub-

domain while the phishing URL includes the brand name in the domain but actually is a

hosting service for other websites. Similarly, the fb.me legitimate short URL confused

many of the domain-highlight participants.

Comprehension of the report elements.

Full report participants were able to provide a correct answer for 7.73 out of 10 report

comprehension questions on average. The most common error was in regards to the

location feature where 57.7% (30/52) of participants indicated that the location means

the physical location of the server they were contacting rather than the self-reported

location of the organisation that registered the domain.

PageRank continued to be a source of confusion with 34.62% (18/52) of partici-

pants providing an incorrect answer. They commonly confused PageRank with domain

popularity indicating that the value meant how popular the site was rather than the indi-

vidual page. One option we are considering for future work is to hide PageRank when

it is in alignment with the popularity (both high or both low) and only show it when it

is different with direct explanations of how the miss-alignment could be problematic.

All questions in the section had an option to indicate that the description was con-

fusing. The web hosting element confused participants most with 12% indicating that

the description is unclear and 73% (38/52) of them answering it correctly. The re-

sult suggests that the new wording is mostly working though there is some room for

improvement.

In the summary group, participants were able to provide a correct answer for an

average of 4.69 out of 6 questions. The most common error concerned the web hosting

feature with 57.7% (38/52) answering correctly.

Report usefulness and satisfaction

We asked participants to pick the report elements that they found most helpful after

deciding about each URL to get a sense of if they were relying on a small set of fea-
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tures or using the whole report. Participants chose different information for different

URLs. ‘Domain age’ was the most influential feature for 4/12 (eBay and Bittrex Safe

URLs and eBay and Microsoft Phish URLs), ‘Manipulation tricks’ for 3/12 (Facebook,

Bittrex, and BestChange phishing URLs), ‘Domain popularity’ 4/12 (BestChange, Mi-

crosoft, Tripod and Facebook safe URLs), and ‘Search result’ for 1/12 (Tripod Phish-

ing URL). For the safe Microsoft URL, we displayed a warning that ‘microsoftonline’

is similar to ‘Microsoft’ and it does not match Google’s top search results, however, it

was still not the most helpful feature. The fact that participants were looking at differ-

ent elements for different URLs shows that they were making use of the full report and

balancing and weighing features, instead of just sticking to the one aspect that made

the most sense to them. Participants indicated that they used prior knowledge but it

was not in the top three features for any of the URLs.

The self-reported answers for satisfaction indicate that the full report (Mean =

5.78, Median = 6, SD = 0.72) was more preferable than the summary-report (Mean =

5.36, Median = 5.57, SD = 1.13). For the full report, participants found that the

survey taught them about phishing, the report would help them recognise phishing

URLs, they understood the report content, and they did not need to learn new skills to

use it. However, in the summary group, users felt they needed to learn a lot of things

before using the report.

4.8 Limitations

Our report aims to support users in deciding if potential phishing URLs are or are not

safe to click on. Therefore, our work is limited to the types of information available to

a user in advance of loading the page itself and does not include solutions that look at

the safety of the resulting page such as identifying compromised code or layouts that

are visually similar to frequently targeted sites.

We endeavoured to put together focus groups looking at HCI, Security, and non-

technical students to get a range of opinions and experience. We also conducted mul-

tiple focus groups to offset some of their known issues, such as participants getting

distracted by irrelevant topics, or being influenced by a dominant peers’ opinions. We

also ensured that a moderator was present to keep the groups focused and on topic.

Finally, we also used an online survey to further verify our focus group findings on a

large scale.

However, Prolific, similar to other online micro work sites, is known to have users
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who are more computer literate than the average internet user, they also tend to be more

privacy aware [240] which may impact their knowledge of URL reading. Though, re-

cent studies of online workers suggest that online workers, including Prolific workers,

still struggle with predicting where a URL will go [8, 88]. This type of user is also

the type of person that less skilled people may go to for assistance [24], so supporting

them well is likely to have a broader positive impact.

The phishing feature list we used is also not exhaustive. There are a wide variety

of features used to detect phishing URLs, and many of them appear in only one or

two papers. To mitigate the issues, we made use of existing reviews of the range and

accuracy of features. However, features that have been mostly tested on automated

systems are not necessarily the best features possible for people. In this work we have

started with known robust features and narrowed in on those that best support people,

but it is possible that other features exist that support people better but did not show up

in our review.

4.9 Discussion

URLs are known to be complicated for users to read unaided making it challenging

for them to accurately judge the safety of a URL, even when they are aware of context

like what website they expect to visit. Our report design is intended to support users

in making informed decisions about URLs that they are concerned about. While many

users have access to some form of expert advice, either through their employer’s help

desk or through the help mechanisms of the targeted company, that expert advice takes

effort to engage with and the response will likely be slow if it comes at all. Our report

is intended to help users help themselves when they encounter a URL they consider

suspicious by allowing them to make use of many of the same data sources used by

experts.

Our focus group participants were able to use the report by utilising their own

contextual knowledge and their expectations of the organisation the URL represents.

For every URL, they picked a different feature that influenced their answers, giving

them the flexibility to decide what phishing feature is the right clue for each case.

Our online study showed similar findings with both the full report and summary report

conditions able to more accurately identify phishing URLs than users who only had

domain highlighting to help them. Online participants also made use of many elements

of the report to make their decisions, supporting the view of our expert focus group
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participants that a large number of features is needed to accurately judge URL safety.

4.9.1 User empowerment

In security work it is easy to take a paternalistic approach with end users where the

security expert knows best, gives users minimally explained rules to follow, then gets

upset or blames them when those rules are not followed as expected. Part of the goal of

this work is to shift that interaction to one where the users are given more knowledge

about the specific situation as well as more control while also being asked to remember

less facts and rules. Ideally the report structure will also support user confidence and

fast feedback where if they think a URL is potentially unsafe, they can quickly gain

more information about it. While tools that support users in making decisions about

safety do exist, there are few of them and they are mainly aimed at expert users who

already know terms like ‘domain’, most of the other tools instead focus on providing

users with binary decisions with minimal to no reasoning provided [241]. While the

binary advice is what users would like, having too many false positives also leads to

users no longer trusting tools [76], so such tools have to be careful about which URLs

they mark as unsafe.

Empowered users are also important because the context each person works in

is different making it nearly impossible to provide one set of comprehensive rules

that work well for everyone. The behaviours of phishers also adapt and change over

time [26]. Asking users to keep all this information in their head is impossible [226],

but with the support of a tool, users can always be basing their decision on up-to-

date information and guidance. Over time they may also start learning the tricks and

indicators that are most useful for the type of content they see.

4.9.2 Training

While the primary purpose of the report is decision support, it also has a potential

for education. Existing education approaches tend to focus on training the user either

through a dedicated up-front training [224,242] or through smaller training embedded

in existing work practices. In both cases, a security professional decides what is most

important for the user to learn and bases their training around that. The timing of

the training is also outside the user’s control, either dictated by the organisation or

appearing in their normal work unasked for. The design of our report is intended to fill

a gap where instead of telling users what and when they should learn about phishing,
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we instead wait till they have a specific case that they would like to learn more about.

Similar to earlier work by Kumaraguru et al. [243], this type of training is timed at a

teachable moment. But where earlier work has focused on the moment after the user

fell for a phishing attack, our report instead focuses on a time point when the user is

curious and seeking advice.

4.9.3 Use cases

The report is meant to support a user who has already identified a potentially fraudu-

lent URL, but is uncertain about it and either does not have access to experts or does

not have time to wait for expert feedback. Our focus groups, however, also suggested

other uses cases, such as using it to help explain a safe/unsafe decision to someone

else. People often reach out to peers when uncertain about potentially malicious com-

munications [24, 244], having a report like ours would enable people to provide not

only a recommendation but also a reason behind that recommendation. Similarly, par-

ticipants thought that the report might be useful for help desk workers who may not be

security experts, but are regularly asked about potentially fraudulent communications.

Such a report might improve their ability to respond to requests accurately as well as

provide useful feedback to users. Finally, they suggested adding this type of report to

automated systems to better persuade users to adhere to the warning [67]. Several of

these use cases would be interesting to study in future work.

4.9.4 Focused attention

Initially we set out to create a short and simple report that users could easily use at a

glance to understand the safety of URLs. One hard lesson we have learned over the

course of this project is that URL safety is a complex topic. Many of the basic concepts

needed to understand the evidence require explanation for an end user to be able to

understand them and use the knowledge correctly. Because the URLs being looked at

are expected to have already gone through a phishing filter, what the user needs the

most help with is comparing their own contextual knowledge, which was not available

to the automatic filter, to the information about the URL. This type of comparison

is necessary at this stage in the process and requires focused attention from the user

to accomplish the task. Our report is designed to support users in this process by

clearly explaining the different elements, supporting comparisons, and enabling users

to more efficiently use the report on subsequent accesses. However, it is important to
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recognise that the report is best used in cases where the user is proactively seeking more

knowledge about a URL rather than pushing the report into their workflow unasked for.

4.9.5 Deployment potential

While the main contribution is the report design itself, we also consider the practical-

ities of potentially implementing and deploying it. In order to test the report content

with real data (Section 4.6), we programmatically sourced the feature data and com-

puted what would be displayed in the report. Our code automatically queries several

third party APIs, such as PhishTank and Google Safe Browsing, to retrieve features

not possible to extract from the URL itself. Using such APIs in a deployed system

would be practical since they are continuously updated and, thus, require minimal to

no ongoing maintenance for the report accuracy. Other report elements like the tricks

and the explanations may require more expert involvement to maintain over time, but

the effort of doing so is not large. To further explore the potential of deployment, a

masters student build a prototype of the report as a Chrome browser plugin as a thesis

project [245]. Their system allowed a user to request a variation of our report for any

URL they saw inside the browser. As the prototype was a proof-of-concept, it is not

suitable for real-world testing. But it did demonstrate the feasibility of integrating such

a report into common user tools, like browsers.

4.10 Conclusion

We have presented the design for a new URL feature report which assists users in de-

ciding whether a URL is malicious or not. The reports are intended for users who are

trying to judge a URL’s safety as part of a primary task. To refine the report’s design,

we conducted 8 focus groups with experts in HCI, experts in security, and average

users. Finally, we conducted a survey to measure the readability and effectiveness of

the report. We found that participants could generally read the reports, understand

phishing features, and use them to successfully decide if a URL is malicious or safe.

However, some participants still had difficulty understanding the more complex con-

cepts such as PageRank and location.





Chapter 5

A Case Study of Phishing Incident

Response in an Educational

Organisation
1

5.1 Introduction

Keeping organisations secure requires effective procedures to handle reports of fraud-

ulent emails phishing. Phishing attacks are often used to gain access to accounts and

other information that is then used in more damaging attacks [107]. Protecting em-

ployees from such attacks is a key component of most large organisations’ security

plans, often including training employees on how to identify and report phishing as

well as putting in place internal procedures to quickly respond to phishing reports.

Phishing is by far the most common and disruptive type of attack for UK organisa-

tions [1,246] which can be partially seen in the amount of effort they put into managing

it. Worldwide, 93% of organisations measure what phishing is costing them including

downtime, monetary losses, reputational damage, and time spent by their IT teams on

remediation [247]. Organisations also spent considerable resource training end users

to identify phishing attacks with 98% allocating more than 30 minutes to train each

user and 61% training users at least every month [247]. The effort is showing results,

1This chapter was submitted to the ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) in 2021. One of the sections about the phishing life cycle was moved to chapter 2 in order to
fit into the thesis structure. This work was a collaboration with Adam Jenkins and Kami Vaniea, with
myself as the lead author of the paper. I conducted all the observations and interviews. Adam Jenkins
was the second coder and ensureed an objective and transparent of the data analysis and reporting. He
additionally contributed to the discussions concerning how to best interpret the results. I wrote the first
draft and collaboratively edited it with the co-authors.
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with 63% of highly disruptive breaches being reported by staff as opposed to found

through automated monitoring [246]. The impact of on-the-job phishing training can

even be seen in general user surveys where users report learning protection practices

at work or learning from others who had training at work [248].

How organisations make use of phishing reports to update their defences is not

currently well studied. Having a procedure in place to receive and act on phishing

reports is an accepted industry best practice recommended by many authorities [107,

249, 250]. But very little is known about the practicalities and workflows staff use to

accomplish these goals, or how effective the various approaches are. What we do know

is that effective phishing attacks can cause damage within minutes of making it to an

inbox [107], so quickly responding to phishing reports is essential as it allows for rapid

response and mitigation, which in turn limits the damage.

In this case study we focus on answering how a large University in the UK handles

phishing reporting and mitigation. Universities are an interesting organisation to study

for several reasons. First, the education sector has the highest phishing clicking rate

even compared to sectors such as finance and healthcare [107]. So Universities are a

prime target for attack and those attacks are currently successful. Second, Universities

can be quite large, but their support staff are not funded or organised the same way

a large financial institution’s might be. Third, the yearly turn over of students makes

typical approaches such as training more challenging to do. Finally, Universities have

valuable resources to protect. The most obvious examples are the personal details of

its students and staff, the content of ongoing research projects, and various intellectual

properties [109]. Universities also expected to protect access to contracted services

such as the JSTOR digital library with whom they have contracts promising to limit

access to current staff and students.

Our investigation of the University began with shadowing staff working at the cen-

tral Help Desk where phishing reports come in. We complemented these observations

through contextual interviews with teams across the University that handle phishing-

related issues.

We found that Help Desk staff become inundated by reports when large attacks

occur and must balance their workload by prioritising security risks against poten-

tial impacts. For example, compromised staff or student accounts are potentially of

greater threat than a single errant phishing email. Awareness of phishing incidents

primarily come from end users’ reports, however are not limited to this single source

with alternative internal and external sources, requiring more sophisticated coordina-
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tion and well-choreographed hand-offs between teams. This collaboration is seen as

a distributed cognition across the teams which is essential for an effective response,

enabling quick updates to automatic protections. However, lapses in current practice

prevent teams from fully reflecting on incidents though practice flexibility also re-

sults in catching unexpected issues. End users who report phishing are typically given

generic feedback which may not match their exact query. We also see that mitigation

attempts can be hampered by the mitigating team having incomplete information, such

as only looking at a single phishing example from a campaign, and therefore, missing

subtle variations used by the attackers.

This case study is intended to form the basis of further studies into phishing report

management processes. We believe that further research in this area will guide organi-

sations to better inform their phishing incident plans. This case study highlights several

challenges in handling phishing reports and the problems stakeholders face when man-

aging phishing attacks. We also recommend that future research focus on augmenting

phishing reporting systems using automation to help minimise staff time requirements

while also making full use of every phishing report.

5.2 Related Work

To situate our research, we consider relevant prior research that explores security inci-

dents management and research that specifically focused on identifying, assessing, and

responding to phishing incidents. We supplement this with previous work on general

IT management and best practices.

5.2.1 Phishing as a security incident

The cybersecurity landscape can change rapidly as new vulnerabilities and mitigations

arise, resulting in distinct working practices from other general IT incidents [251].

Security incident management, therefore, involves reporting, assessment, response,

and learning from incidents to evolve existing security practices [105]. Phishing inci-

dents are not unique in this regard, as response procedures are developed and refined

through reflective evaluation and feedback to adapt related procedures and best prac-

tice [16,99,252,253] including the development of practices that consider the range of

potential attack vectors, such as Social Media [254].
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Discovery and reporting

Security incident management begins with the initial discovery of ongoing security

issue, which are identified through internal, (e.g. security monitoring mechanisms

and employee reports) [21, 255, 256] and external sources (e.g. bug bounties or from

another organisation) [21, 256, 257]. However, it can be challenging for these external

groups to identify who to report to [21]. Internal security monitoring tools, although

helpful at detecting security incidents [256], can overload IT staff with a large influx

of reports arriving simultaneously for a single incident [20] or from false alarms [258].

These numerous generated reports must be sorted through to determine their legitimacy

before action can be taken, taking up valuable staff resources [106].

Phishing is designed to trick both email servers and end-users into thinking that

they are looking at a legitimate email, making discovery and accurate validation es-

sential for success. Therefore, security managers recommend concentrating efforts on

the identification of phish through employee training and preventive technical mea-

sures [108]. While valuable, these solutions are not perfectly accurate, nor do they

protect against more sophisticated phishing attacks, such as lateral phishing where the

attack originates from a compromised account that is already verified and trusted [52].

Human awareness is therefore seen as an integral component within organisations’ se-

curity management strategies [252], as it adds a layer of security while complementing

the technological controls (e.g. filters). Despite the benefits of training it has been

found to not be fully effective with between 15.57% [84] and 69% [17] of people

still falling for simulated phishing tests [16, 17, 84], and employees and users are still

expected to report phishing [249, 259].

Timely responses greatly aid organisations to react to and mitigate attacks, reduc-

ing the number of potential victims who would engage with the phishing communica-

tion and therefore reducing or avoiding potential organisational damage [20,107,108].

However, the number of phishing reports is still considered too low [107] as people

usually only report phishing email when they doubt its safety and need an expert’s

opinion [18, 19], know the spoofed sender, have a desire to protect other potential vic-

tims, or perceive the email to be particularly convincing and therefore dangerous [19].

Counter to this, research has found that users may not report due to a lack of aware-

ness of legitimate reporting channels, concerns of mishandling, and perceived self ef-

ficacy [260]. To promote phishing reporting, prior work has looked at using staff feed-

back after training simulation to modify policies to better align with staff needs [17].
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Phishing reporting can also be treated as a problem of Communal Knowledge Man-

agement, where employees report potential phishing to a website that can be publicly

accessed [261]. Praising a legitimate reporter and sharing with other staff has been

investigated and shown to have a positive impact on encouraging staff phishing reports

for a number of scenarios [253].

Incident assessment

Assessing security incidents is non-trivial as it requires trained staff to review, com-

municate, and identify the causes in order to determine the relative importance of is-

sues [20]. The general public struggles to accurately identify phishing resulting in

numerous false-positive reports [22,261] which must be verified and validated [21] for

accuracy as well as determine how critical they are based on potential impacts. For

example, the impact can be judged based on the number of affected users, the affected

services, or the type of users affected [256, 262]. Automatically prioritising sophisti-

cated phishing emails helps the Incident Response Teams act on phishing that is more

likely to harvest clicks [106].

Responding to incidents

Responding to security incidents often involves coordinating with staff from many

areas of an organisation, and with differing expertise [20, 258, 263]. Organisations

are known to use established policies and procedures to help staff follow best practice

when responding, which involves investigating the cause, escalating to the required

teams while simultaneously documenting all actions taken [256, 262]. While these

protocols are indeed impactful, they do not necessarily match the actions staff take

when handling an incident. Staff responses can be influenced by their attitudes towards

the applicable security policy and their interpretation of the policy within their working

context [264]. Additionally, the usability of prescribed forensic tools can impact their

abilities to follow the best practices [256, 265].

While there is minimal research detailing actions around handling phishing reports

by experts, automated responses to phishing incidents have proved challenging. It

directly depends on the accuracy of the initial report and; therefore, requires expert

human validation [22]. While complex, looking at how to backtrack to the origin of a

phishing attack and analyse it can help investigating social engineering crime [266].
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Learning from incidents

Learning from past security incidents is also challenging for organisations. Some

organisations do not have a formal approach to gather lessons or redistribute those

lessons to staff [267, 268], which itself may take considerable time [269]. Organisa-

tion risk focusing solely on solutions to incidents without reviewing larger policies or

organisational structures [262]. Additionally, reviews may be biased when the focus

is placed on rarer large-scale or severe incidents which obscures potential day-to-day

lessons [262,264] and results in overcompensation with security taking an overbearing

role in incident management [264].

Best practices for learning primarily focus on the technical aspects and direct cause

of incidents [270]; however, security policies may also be causes for learning. For

example, Sasse and Brostoff [271] investigated the large number of incidents raised

to an industrial organisation’s help desk regarding password resets. The research was

motivated by the high costs the organisation was incurring in help desk staff time. It

concluded that modifying the current unusable password policy had the potential to

reduce help desk staff time by 40%.

For phishing incidents, little is known about how to learn from them; however,

qualitative and quantitative metrics are used to evaluate security incidents including

phishing related incidents handling performance, with the latter being more dominant,

such as response time, the number of tickets, and the number of incidents [108].

5.2.2 IT incident management

Incident management is a well-established space in Information Technology where

service quality, users satisfaction, and system stability are examples of essential organ-

isation requirements.

Many of the processes and policies implemented by organisations will be influ-

enced by their chosen IT governance standard or frameworks such as Control of Busi-

ness Objectives and Technology (COBIT) [272] and Information Technology Infras-

tructure Library (ITIL) [273]. Frameworks similar to ITIL dictate the structure of their

IT department, guiding how to organise teams, as well as how to handle communica-

tion and coordination between teams [274]. ITIL has been found to improve overall

service quality [275], customer satisfaction [275], speed of incidents’ responses [276],

and the number of necessary escalations [276].

However, implementing such frameworks can be challenging [277] because of the
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natural tension between theory and practice. For example, frameworks rightly advocate

solving the root problems of identified technical issues, but workarounds are much

faster and easier for teams to implement [274]. Frameworks also only offer high-

level guidance, resulting in a variety of smaller implementation decisions between

organisations [276, 278, 279]. With differences in implementation, IT infrastructure’s

performance is evaluated based on numerous indicators such as customer feedback,

internal business processes, and the learning achieved [280].

The choice of tools used to manage IT incidents can have a direct impact on ser-

vice quality and efficiency [281], which has resulted in research on the development

of tailor-made software [281, 282] or the customisation of Off-the-shelf or outdated

tools [283–285]. Still, tools alone cannot fix a broken process or workflow [274, 283].

Understanding the issues and finding an optimal workflow process before selecting the

software can help organisations decide on the tools that best fit their needs.

The majority of IT incident handling begin with calls to the Help Desk and of-

ten take the shape of routine questions and issues that staff can answer confidently.

However, around 10% of all calls require further research and escalation to the rele-

vant teams [286, 287]. Research has found that end-user satisfaction is influenced by

both the perceived quality of the solution [288] and their beliefs regarding the trust-

worthiness and level of expertise of staff resolving issues [289]. IT departments rely

on several knowledge sources to alleviate pressure on staff and provide information

regarding commonly reoccurring incidents. These knowledge sources can take nu-

merous forms, including Internet repositories, cross-organisation shared knowledge

base [290], Frequently Asked Questions [291], and peer advice [292].

With peer advice, for example, staff can seek their peers’ help when they lack

the needed expertise and the situational awareness due to the distribution of informa-

tion based on the roles [293, 294], both justifying the necessity for hands-off between

staff [286]. When issues regarding systems’ stability occur, hands-off can involve nu-

merous teams and staff [295] who can provide incident resolution at the right time and

in the right context [286].

5.2.3 Distributed cognition

Distributed Cognition theory (DCog) [296] essentially describes the collaboration be-

tween multiple agents as a single cognitive systems [294, 297]. This collaboration

includes human-computer interactions; thus, DCog is well matched to understand the
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relationship between humans, tools and artefacts [298]. In this work, we use DCog

as a lens for understanding coordination between embodied agents by analysing the

interactions between the people, the problem, and the tools used both in planned and

emergent cases [297, 299]. Cues, and Norms are two key features necessary for sup-

porting work in a distributed context. A cue is defined as a signal that indicates to

individuals the required actions and how to enact them. In contrast, norms are the

procedures that ensure consistency between individuals’ tasks [263, 297].

Similar to other ITSM findings [263, 294, 300, 301], our initial findings from ob-

serving the Help Desk showed that their work is highly distributed in nature. We

therefore chose to use elements of DCog in our analysis and as a lens in the discussion

to understand our results in a wider context.

We are not the first to observe that DCog is part of IT management. Individuals

from various units of an organisation collaborate formally and informally to address IT

issues, which are characterised by pattern recognition, hypothesis-generating, and test-

ing for uncertain success [300]. For example, Maglio et al. combined distributed cog-

nition framework with joint activity theory to understand a specific problem-solving

instance in web-based administration [294]. Botta et al. further expand on this by ap-

plying distributed cognition within the context of security management and identifying

its influence over organisational processes [263]. However, little work has been done

on understanding distributed cognition when resolving phishing incidents by various

IS teams.

5.3 Participating organisation

The University studied is an internationally recognised UK institution, which supports

around 40,000 students and 15,000 academic and administrative staff members. It is

distributed over multiple campuses inhabited by several academic schools, each with

their own respective local IS management teams that manage their own resources. In

total, there are around 1000 IT support staff.

The University’s IT service management is guided by ITIL (Information Technol-

ogy Infrastructure Library), a framework of best practices which is used by organ-

isations worldwide and in diverse sectors and industries [302]. The University has

adopted and adapted the ITIL framework for use by all IT services, creating a dedi-

cated Quality Enhancement team to ensure compliance. Since the adoption of ITIL,

the University has reported improvements such as the increased clarity of teams’ roles
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and responsibilities, reductions in services outage, consistent logging of incidents, re-

duced running costs, and improved customer satisfaction. Improvements such as these

are considered significant indicators of a successful implementation of ITIL [274].

Additionally, the University’s IS achieved a Service Desk Certification 2, which is an

industry accreditation program specifically designed to certify service desk quality, in-

dicating that the University’s ITIL implementation and the workflow detailed within

this case is comparative to other organisations using ITIL to inform their phishing

practices.

5.4 Methodology

The study data was collected from two sources: 1) ethnographic-style observations of

the daily work of the Help Desk, and 2) interviews with other University teams. We

followed our own University’s ethics procedures and at all times ensured that partici-

pants were aware that participating in our research study was voluntary.

5.4.1 Introductions and setup

Before starting our research project we met with some of the stakeholders, namely

the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) for the University and the Help Desk

manager. We explained our project goals and discussed possible project structures that

would allow us to conduct the research in a minimally disruptive manner as well as

provide insight that might be useful to the University. We also discussed the phishing-

related issues they thought were most problematic for their teams. We used these

insights as initial scoping for the semi-structured interviews discussed below. Both the

CISO and Help Desk manager were very positive about the project and were interested

to see what we would find. They were also interested to know what impact would this

project have on future research. Their support was vital as they were able to provide

all the access needed.

5.4.2 Observing the Help Desk

The CISO and Help Desk manager confirmed that the Help Desk was the intended first

point of contact for anyone reporting a phishing message. They are responsible for

2https://www.servicedeskinstitute.com/service-desk-benchmarking/service-desk-certification/
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initial assessment of the report, escalating it if needed, and responding to the reporting

user.

Given the Help Desk’s central role, we started by observing their workflow. The

Help Desk manager allocated a desk for the lead researcher so she could spend time

with the team in order to build a good relation with the Help Desk staff and familiarise

herself with their work practices. She started by shadowing Help Desk staff while they

were doing their daily work. Initially, she only observed and asked about the full range

of their normal work practices, then in the second week she started focusing more

on phishing-related work practices. The normal mode of observation was to quietly

observe the staff doing their work and then ask follow-on or clarifying questions when

staff were free. The observations were contextual, bordering on ethnography.

The observations were done over two months, with the researcher taking notes and

spending between one and two days a week observing. They conducted focused ob-

servation of six Help Desk staff with each observation lasting 4-5 hours. To avoid

disturbing the staff, the shadowing time and day was arranged by a senior Help Desk

staff based on the staff availability. The researcher also spent time at the provided desk

observing the flow of the space and briefly observing different staff as interesting inci-

dents arose. Observed staff included experienced staff, new staff, and an undergraduate

computer science student doing work experience.

The researcher was also given limited access to the ticketing system used by the

University to help teams track all types of issues within the University. She also at-

tended the training sessions for using the ticketing system. The Help Desk uses the

ticketing system to manage communications with users and other teams. They refer

to all interactions with other groups as ‘calls’ and track them through the ticketing

system. Calls can be digital, but they can also be a phone call or someone walking

into one of the physical Help Desks and asking a question, all of which are logged

in the system. The lead researcher was able to use the ticketing system to better un-

derstand how phishing calls were handled and passed between teams as well as un-

derstanding communications between the Help Desk and end-users. Additionally, the

lead researcher was given limited access to the Help Desk’s private knowledge base

to better understand the observed practices. Throughout the research we took care to

use these resources respectfully and quotes used from them in this work have been

carefully redacted to protect staff and end-users.

As expected, phishing-related tasks are infrequent and tend to occur in clusters,

such as when a single phishing campaign generates many calls in a short time period.
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Consequently, the researcher was only able to observe one live reaction to a phishing

campaign. Instead, during breaks in work the researcher asked staff about their prior

experiences with phishing calls. Because the ticketing system is normally open during

work, it was easy for them to pull up prior phishing calls they had handled and discuss

them.

5.4.3 Interviewing university teams

Observing the Help Desk also gave insight into the work flows of the teams they work

with, most of whom use the same ticket tracking system. To better understand the work

practices of these other teams, we conducted interviews. Most of the interviews were

contextual interviews [303] where during or after the interview the participant showed

the lead researcher real phishing handling examples of how they do their work, the sys-

tems they use, and metrics from previous attacks. Interviews were mostly conducted

in nearby meeting spaces to avoid disturbing other staff.

The Help Desk manager provided introductions to other University teams that deal

with various aspects of phishing, even if their involvement was minimal. We were

therefore able to interview one or two members from six teams, each of whom work

on a range of phishing-related issues including: dealing with users, account resetting,

desktop computer rebuilding, best practice management, email relay management, in-

terface with Office365 email, and security. Unfortunately, we were not able to inter-

view the team that manages the network and the virtual team focused on security. In

total, we conducted about 25 hours of interview. All the interviewees were experienced

staff who worked for the University for more than 4 years and most of them were their

team’s manager or leader. The lead researcher also constructed a diagram of inter-team

workflows from early observation and interview content, she then iteratively improved

it by asking staff in following interviews about the accuracy of the identified inter-team

interactions, procedures, and their phishing-related roles.

Team interviews started by explaining the project and the general goal of under-

standing how the University handles phishing reports. We then asked them to explain

their team’s mission in their own words and their general work practices. We then

narrowed in on their phishing-related activities, including their interactions with other

teams. The bulk of the interviews involved follow-up unstructured questions on issues

or topics were brought up from other team interviews or Help Desk observations.
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5.4.4 Periodic review of findings

The shadowing was for understanding the workflow rather than for improving perfor-

mance; however, the staff were unsure about the data collected. Therefore, the lead

researcher setup some feedback sessions with staff where she summarised their find-

ings to demonstrate the type of data she collects and ask for feedback or corrections

on the observations. To help guide the research further, approximately twice a month

the lead researcher would give a slide presentation detailing their latest interesting ob-

servations from the Help Desk shadowing as well as the interviews to our research lab

who were encouraged to ask questions and comment. The presentations included the

developing diagram of inter-team workflows as well as information flows within teams

and between the Help Desk and end-users. The presentations were used to help the

lead researcher process observations as well as identifying areas that needed follow-up

to understand. As these presentations happened regularly, the lab group was also able

to provide needed external clarity.

5.4.5 Interview data analysis

Interviews were audio recorded if the interviewees allowed it, if not, the researcher

took detailed notes and completed a write-up immediately after finishing the interview.

All audio recordings were transcribed by a researcher, with participant’s personal in-

formation and team names being substituted for IDs.

Two researchers reviewed all the transcripts and notes. Using open coding as they

went, both researchers constructed their own independent codebooks focusing on the

process of handling phishing. The researchers then met to discuss the process that

had been observed. Through iterative coding and discussion sessions the researchers

reached agreement on the workflow for handling phishing as well as the problems

and friction points. Following each round of discussion, the two researchers provided

feedback to the third researcher so as to guide reporting of results.

During the open coding, it became evident that phishing management at the Uni-

versity was an example of Distributed Cognition as the process of managing phishing

clearly involved more than standard escalation of issues, and instead required multi-

ple groups to communicate about their own unique perspectives of the incident and

work together to manage it properly. DCog was therefore used to guide the analysis

by putting more emphasis on the communications between teams, particularly, points

where one team had access to data or resources not available to the other teams and
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how that information was being conveyed.

To ensure accuracy of the presented results, an early draft of this paper was shared

with stakeholders and their comments were discussed and addressed.

5.5 Results

Phishing is handled by multiple teams within the University, including: Security, Qual-

ity Enhancement, Help Desk, Mail Relay, Mail Exchange, Network, Incident Response

(IRT), and Service Delivery teams. The level of involvement of each team is different;

some teams routinely handle phishing-related issues while others are only involved

in emergencies or other specific circumstances. End-users are also an important part

of this distributed process as they identify, report, and ask advice about phishing by

contacting the Help Desk.

5.5.1 Phishing campaigns– managing the load

In this section we focus on how the Help Desk manages phishing calls. We observe that

their largest problems involve: managing large numbers of reports coming in, deciding

what reports need to be escalated to other teams, closing out the report calls efficiently,

and using their own judgement on non-standard phishing reports.

The most common phishing attack handled by the Help Desk is phishing cam-

paigns where the phisher sends emails to many recipients to increase the odds that one

or more will interact with it. The emails are often visually similar but contain varia-

tions, such as putting the recipient’s name in the email body (e.g. ‘Hello Alice,’), using

slightly different body text or creating custom URL links for each recipient.

In most cases experienced by the Help Desk, a phishing campaign will use similar

subject lines for all the emails. When reporting phishing, users often forward the email,

causing the ticketing system to automatically adopt the subject of the phish as the

subject of the ticket. If a Help Desk staff member finds a phishing email in their own

inbox, they can confirm a campaign by comparing this email to those already reported

in the ticketing system. It is one of the cues they use to verify phishing campaigns.

Help Desk staff typically use the number of reports with similar-sounding subject lines

reported in a short time frame as a signal of a campaign. Often, such sets of reports

will happen in the morning due to users checking their email then.

[Help Desk] Morning usually is the peak time for us. We receive calls
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between 8 and 9 am because usually, staff will come in the morning check
their emails and report phishing.

After determining that they are looking at a phishing campaign, staff then select

one or more of the calls to escalate to the appropriate teams. The remaining similar-

subject calls are either temporarily ignored by staff or grouped together into a single

open call, to reduce clutter in the ticketing queue. Later in the day when new phishing

reports have stopped coming in, one member of staff will voluntarily go through and

close all phishing calls at once.

The above workflow has naturally evolved as a way for Help Desk staff to manage

phishing reports alongside their other service delivery tasks.

The number of phishing reports can overwhelm

The Help Desk’s primary goal is to optimise the number of calls processed, either by

closing or escalating them, ideally taking less than 15 minutes for most calls. A phish-

ing campaign is problematic for the Help Desk because it generates a large number of

phishing calls, each of which must theoretically be handled individually, taking time

away from other calls. For 2019, they received phishing-related calls on at least 20

days out of every month, with call counts ranging between 2 and 170 per day. While

that number may seem large, it only represents a small percentage of the University

reporting phishing. If a theoretical phishing campaign were to target all University

staff and students (about 58,000 people) and even 1% were to report it, that would be

580 calls, well above the normally observed number.

Most of the teams, including the Help Desk, agreed that having people report phish-

ing was needed as it is the cue for identifying campaigns. However, they also recog-

nised that the University did not have the resources to look through all the phishing

reports. An Quality Enhancement staff member quote explained:

[Quality Enhancement] We want people to report [phishing emails] but
we want to be able to manage the load of calls. The problem is we cannot
manage them.

The Security team similarly recognised the problem of a lack of resources impacting

the Help Desk’s capacity for managing reports:

[Security] At the moment we don’t have the resource to have someone
look at them and triage them which is our main problem.
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This overloading problem resulted in the Help Desk adapting their practices to fit the

ticketing system’s functionality, as we discuss later. Another tactic the Help Desk

uses is to get help from other teams, such as the Mail Relay, to block still incoming

campaign emails and remove existing phishing from peoples’ inboxes. Doing so has

positive security impacts, but more practically, it stops the flood of reports making it a

strong immediate motivator to react fast.

Help Desk overload also impacts the University’s ability to send simulated phishing

messages to end-users as part of security measurement and training. Sending such fake

phishing emails is currently an industry best practice to understand how well-trained

staff are and if the procedures put in place are effective. However, when the University

attempted such an exercise, they unintentionally overwhelmed the Help Desk with

calls as the Mail Relay’s normal work-management strategy of quickly blocking the

incoming attack cannot be used on simulated phishing. The overload damaged the Help

Desk’s ability to do their daily tasks and their ability to provide customised feedback

to reporting users, resulting in a loss of a potential user-training opportunity.

[Security] The problem is when people then report [the fake phishing
email]; there is no inbuilt system on our email that says ‘Wait, this is a
fake one, calm down’. So with the issue in the Help Desk, Help Desk was
completely swamped and that what happened after we ran the simulation
the first time.

As a result, the Security team temporarily stopped sending fake phishing emails and

are working on finding ways to better conduct training and testing. Including agreeing

to be part of the research project described in this paper as an effort to better understand

how phishing reports flow through the organisation and where provisioning is needed.

Deciding what to escalate so as to not waste other teams’ time

The main point of the Help Desk is to decide what does and does not need escalation,

so other teams only spend time on problems that require their expertise. Hence, one of

the Help Desk key tasks is triage, where they sort through reports and identify which

calls require escalation to the appropriate team.

In addition to wasting time, escalating unnecessary calls can also result in a polite

rebuke from the other team. We observed several situations where a call was escalated,

and the other team responded that they had already handled this one in the morning,

or that necessary information was not present. Consequently, the Help Desk staff try

only to escalate calls when necessary.
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[Mail Relay] If they are asking us to block a specific email and they told
us 10 times already, then we do not need to see it again ... but what we do
not want is the Help Desk passing all the hundred calls to us just saying
the same thing ‘This person received a phishing email’. We only need to
be told once.

Given the need for human validation of potential phish, there exists no formal approach

for identifying the ’correct’ cue and the applicable actions. Therefore, we detail the

range of identified cues and the associated norms made available to Help Desk staff.

Is the reported phishing email from a University email address? Compromised Uni-

versity accounts are a serious problem, so if a reported phishing email is from a

Unisversity email address, the Help Desk will handle it differently. We further de-

tail how compromised accounts are handled in Section 5.5.3.

Is this a campaign or a one-off attack? A key criterion for the Help Desk is the

number of reports. If there is only a small number of phishing reports, then requesting

action to block incoming emails is likely a waste of other teams’ time. The attack may

be a one-off, or the user could just be confused. Neither case justifies escalation.

Looking at the phishing emails reported during May, we found 9 phishing cam-

paigns with more than 4 phishing reports, 12 campaigns with 2-4 phishing reports, and

40 phishing reports of single phishing emails. Using the helpline strategy, only 21 calls

would have been escalated in May.

Do other teams already know about this phishing campaign? If other teams are al-

ready aware of the problem, then escalating again is unnecessary. So before escalating

a call, Help Desk staff check that it is not already being handled. The Help Desk

maintains a separate list of phishing emails that are logged with Mail Relay. The list

includes the subject lines of phishing calls that have already been escalated.

[Help Desk Knowledge base] Due to the current number of phishing at-
tempts being made on our email service, we really need to monitor what
we have sent to Mail Relay so we don’t end up inundating them with calls.

Sometimes other teams become aware of a phishing campaign through other sources,

such as getting the phishing email themselves or being notified by another University,

detailed in Section 5.5.4. When that happens, they notify the Help Desk so that they

do not escalate the calls again. However, the various sources of notifications resulted

in missing them or delay the response process. In the below example, a call was
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escalated to the Mail Relay team, who then deescalated it because the IRT team had

already created an earlier call for the same issue which the Help Desk would have been

copied in on.

[Mail Relay deescalating a call] The Help Desk were passed a call about
this from IRT earlier today.

Is all the necessary data present? When reporting, users often forward the problem-

atic email or provide snippets of it in their communication. Nevertheless, the spe-

cialised teams such as Mail Relay need the header data from the original email, which

is not included when the email is forwarded.

Fig. 5.1 shows two examples of why the original emails (.eml files) are needed.

Both pictured emails are from the same campaign sent within minutes of each other to

two Lecturers in the same University department. To a human, they are obviously part

of the same scam, but they are quite different to a computer. The sender emails are

different, the use of link text differs, the email text body itself is different, they have

different HTML formatting, even the subject has variations. These example variations

are consistent to those seen in prior work [18, 106]. Automatically identifying this

scam from the email of a whole University is not possible using only the pictured

information. However, the .eml files contain additional information such as a list of all

the email servers the email passed through, their IP addresses, encryption signatures,

and any checks performed by the servers.

The easiest way to get the header information is to have the user save and send the

original email as an .eml file. Reporting tools, such as ones the University is currently

pilot testing, will attach this file to the phishing report automatically, but at the time

of observation, the only way to get it was for the user to provide it explicitly. To save

time, the Help Desk has a pre-written response text, called a Standard Solution (SS)–

detailed in Section 5.5.5, for asking the user to send the email as an .eml file, including

instructions on how to do so. So if the .eml is missing, the staff managing the call

will ask them for it using the SS. The user may then take some time to respond or not

respond at all, delaying the report escalation.

Escalating the call. Once the Help Desk has all the needed data, they again check

that the call has not yet been escalated, and if not, they escalate it. First, the Help Desk

staff update the aforementioned list of escalated calls with their phishing incident’s

subject and then escalate the call to the Mail Relay, Mail Exchange, and IRT teams.
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(a) Phishing email sent to ‘Alice’. (b) Phishing email sent to ‘Bob’.

Figure 5.1: Phishing emails sent to two University Lecturers in the same department on

the same day. Mildly edited to make them anonymous.

Typically the escalation will be done on a single call so that all three teams can see

comments made by the others. The purpose of the escalation to the three teams is

to ensure situational awareness across the ITSM department; however, only one team

may work on the call depending on the situation.

Closing calls is also time consuming

Closing a phishing call involves providing feedback to the end-user and marking the

call as resolved in the ticket tracking software.

[Help Desk] We would escalate one of the calls to the appropriate team to
action in terms of blocking at the relays or removing the offending email
from mailboxes. The rest of them we would just contact the user to say
delete the email, change your passwords if you’ve clicked on a link etc.

To do so, a staff member has to look up the phishing SS in a long list, pick the appro-

priate one based on the user query in Table 5.1, select it, send it to the user, copy it

to the call history, and then mark the call resolved. The actions are fairly simple, but

when 100+ calls all require the exact same set of actions, it can get repetitive.

To combat this, the Help Desk staff will tag all incoming phishing calls with unclear

subjects by adding ‘[Phishing]’ to the subject and leave them open on the system. They

will then wait about 30 minutes for any further calls or till the rate at which reports

come in slows and then bulk close the calls via an internal communication system.

They then select everything either tagged ‘[Phishing]’, or that is clearly part of the

day’s phishing campaign, and close them out all at once, sending all the reporting
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users the same SS and marking all the calls as resolved as one bulk action; thereby,

saving everyone quite a bit of call-closing time.

[Help Desk] Sometimes the volume gets beyond us, we are not going
through this one by one and contact each user individually with SS. We
are gonna just bulk and close these calls with the generic bulk closure
message, it goes out with basically goes out and say if you want more
information, look at the call in the service portal because sometimes we
don’t have the capacity to chip through these.

Help Desk staff are relied on to use their own judgement to identify non-standard

problems

While the Help Desk heavily relies on standard protocols, procedures, and processes

they also encourage their staff to use their own judgement around how to handle each

call and provide them with the tools to do so. While seemingly unremarkable, it is

important to understand that staff are encouraged to handle calls within minutes and

therefore tend to apply the heuristics described above to handle phishing calls quickly.

Here we detail a couple of situations where staff noticed something odd and followed

up in a non-standard way.

When shadowing a Help Desk staff member, we observed them take a call from a

single phishing report which would typically be closed without escalation. The report

complained that the forwarded phishing was impersonating their Department Head and

asked the Help Desk to block the emails. The Help Desk staff member thought that

the phishing email was particularly believable and therefore might constitute a high

risk, but they were still uncertain if it was worth escalating. So they used a University

provided message trace service on the email’s from address and found that the phisher

had sent the email to around a hundred users. So they immediately escalated it to the

appropriate teams.

In a separate instance, the Help Desk received a large number of calls where users

reported a legitimate email from within the University as phishing. The Help Desk

team investigated the reasons for that misjudgement and found that an email sending

service had been used that made the sent emails look like they might not actually be

from the University.

[Help Desk] We have false positive occasionally. It has been assisted now.
I am trying to think what is the bulk mail. XX mail is a commercial book
mail relay that you can buy into that allows you to send lots and lots of
emails to target audiences. Certain colleges, were using [it] for email cam-
paigns and things like that. The problem with that is not coming form the
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University email address. It has The University name in some part of it
but it is not xx.ac.uk and people were reporting that it is phishing but it is
not. We are not having it anymore because changes were made to make
the email that is sent to people more obvious that it is part of the Uni-
versity. It should have the University logo, University address, and looks
professional.

To address the problem, the University banned the use of email services that do not

comply with best practice, such as providing URLs hosted under the University’s do-

main.

5.5.2 Converting escalated calls into protections

In this section we discuss how the Mail Relay and Mail Exchange teams handle es-

calated calls from the Help Desk along with other teams. Handling an escalated call

most often involves finding a reliable way to identify the phish and then applying that

method across several systems. Both of which may require hand-offs between sev-

eral teams to find solutions and implement them. Also, some phish simply cannot be

blocked or require several attempts to do so.

A large component of handling an escalated phishing call is ensuring that Univer-

sity users are protected from the reported phishing attack. People have a wide range

of skills at identifying phishing [304] with some quickly reporting the phish and other

more vulnerable users clicking on malicious links. To protect these vulnerable users,

teams can use reports to remove phish from inboxes as well as prevent new phishing

from entering the University email system. Doing so primarily falls to the Mail Re-

lay team who handle incoming and outgoing emails and the Mail Exchange team who

handle stored emails as well as emails managed by Microsoft’s Office365. However,

other teams may be required if the situation dictates so. Phishing campaigns can vary

dramatically in sophistication with the process being straight forward if all the phish-

ing emails share a unique feature, such as all coming from the same email address. But

other phishing campaigns can be more complex (e.g. Fig. 5.1).

Finding a common reliable factor to protect users

Many features are used to block phishing, but some of the most common are the from

address, subject line, and any mail relays listed in the header. The teams use a com-

bination of experience and educated guessing to select potential features and then run

practice searches to see how effective it is.
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While the main process is fairly basic, doing it reliably is not easily learned as

it requires knowledge of email header’s structure as well as an understanding of IP

addresses and IP address ranges. Feature selection also has to be done carefully so

blocking and deleting will not interrupt users’ work. A simple example might be a

phishing attack that closely mirrors a genuine Dropbox email. If the Mail Relay team

chooses to block on features that are also shared by real Dropbox emails, they could

inadvertently damage all users’ ability to interact with Dropbox. Universities are also

complex, with staff working on a wide variety of problems, using a wide variety of

tools, and collaborating with a wide variety of people. So blocking whole IP ranges,

domains, or tools cannot be done lightly.

The effect of blocking or deleting emails can also range from time consuming to

impossible to reverse. The Mail Relay team can trap emails in quarantine and then re-

lease them for delivery if they were incorrectly identified as spam. However, when the

Mail Exchange team deletes an email, it is permanently gone and cannot be recovered.

As a result, the Mail Exchange team has internal procedures around email deletion,

such as requiring the manager to approve all deletion commands. They also require

specifying a date range, from address and subject line in the deletion commands to

limit potential damage.

[Mail Exchange] Within Office 365, you can do what we call it content
search. There is one various procedures to ensure we don’t do it unless we
have the approval to do it but yes we do have the ability to do that and any
thing we do is fully auditable.

Fixing requires knowledge, resource, and responsibility

University teams are generally either centred around resources that need to be man-

aged (e.g. Mail Relay) or around specialised knowledge that takes time to accumulate

(e.g. Security). Knowledge regarding how to address a phishing incident is often lo-

cated in many parts of an organisation. This situation is fairly common in IS support

as different teams and members often gain in-depth understanding of the systems they

work in and then collaborate with others as needed [295]. In terms of phishing, teams

need knowledge, both in terms of making non-disruptive changes to running systems

and making changes that are likely to have the desired security outcomes. Large com-

puting systems are made of many interconnected components where a single change

can have unexpected side effects. To balance this distribution of knowledge and ensure

their changes meet the best practices, the University teams actively coordinate with
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the resource-based teams to make the actual changes to the system and also to ask for

advice and sign-off from other teams, such as Security.

Access to resources, such as systems, services, and channels, is also often restricted

to ensure that people with insufficient knowledge do not make well meaning but po-

tentially very problematic changes. For example, it would be much faster and more

efficient if the Help Desk could directly go from identifying an accurate phishing re-

port to applying an appropriate rule to the mail relay to stop new phish (and reports)

from coming in. However, as the Mail Relay team notes below, knowledge of how to

modify the relay safely is not quickly learned.

[Mail Relay] It is so complicated only experts can understand [filter rule
construction], I don’t think the Help Desk have access to the black list.

Consequently, the Help Desk cannot edit themselves and instead raise a call and wait

for the Mail Relay team to take action.

University systems also frequently impact each other, requiring teams to coordinate

or ask each other for help addressing an issue. For example, a Mail Relay team member

recalled a prior phishing campaign when so many emails were coming in the same

time, causing the relay server to experience overload. So despite applying mail filtering

rules, the phishing emails were still negatively impacting users’ ability to get emails.

To solve the problem, they reached out to the Network team to temporarily block all

incoming emails from the phisher’s IP address range. Doing so reduced the load on the

mail relays and resulted in a successful blocking of the malicious emails with minimal

impact on University services.

[Mail Relay] We do communicate with Network team in active attacks
from a specific IP. Network team will block the traffic to save resources.

In situations requiring specialised knowledge, teams may require consultation, guid-

ance, or sign-off from other teams before enacting a change. For example, phishers will

sometimes send emails from an IP address range to make blocking the email harder.

IP address allocation is a constantly shifting feature on the Internet as addresses are

assigned and reassigned to different Internet Address Registrars. Some ranges are un-

allocated and can be safely blocked, while other ranges might be used by valid users.

The Mail Relay team’s knowledge does not necessarily include an in-depth understand-

ing of the current IP Address allocation issues, so when choosing to block IP ranges

they may consult with teams like Security or Network who have this knowledge.

[Mail Relay] We consult Security with policy and security. For example, if
we have an attack from a country, we will escalate it to them for decision ...
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We can’t block all the emails from Nigeria. It will damage our reputation
when someone from Nigeria tries to contact us. We should just balance
the cons and pros of each rule. Many emails will be trapped by blacklists.

While some teams play a direct role in the day-to-day responsibilities of handling

phishing, others monitor the ongoing incidents and processes used. For example, the

Security team observes the internal processes and advises on change to better promote

security practices. They do this by tracking ongoing security incidents handled by the

IRT through monitoring of the IRT’s resources:

[Security] We have access to the IRT’s inbox. So we can see what is
coming in and out. So, we know what is happening and we can actually
see the [ticket system] calls that are assigned to IRT’s inbox. So that how
we know what is going on.

Some messages cannot be blocked or removed from inboxes

Sometimes, even with the help of multiple teams, phishing emails cannot be reliably

blocked or deleted. During the data collection, a large phishing campaign hit the Uni-

versity. It was sent from different email addresses and had unique subject lines, often

involving recipients’ names. The Mail Relay applied several blocks on the relays, but

the number of from addresses involved made it challenging to fully block or remove

them from users’ inboxes. Instead, the Quality Enhancement manager relied on the

users as the last point of defence and sent an email on to all University members ex-

plaining the email characteristics and asking them to delete any email that matched.

[Quality Enhancement email] ... the University is receiving a very signif-
icant number of phishing attempts which have the recipient’s name in the
subject field and some text in the body of the message ... If you have re-
ceived a message like this can you please delete it without clicking on any
links within. If you have received a message like this and clicked on the
link, please contact [Help Desk] for advice.

Email blocking does not always work on the first try

Normally, the Mail Relay team will use an escalated call to construct a blocking rule

that effectively blocks all emails of that type. But sometimes the blocking rules miss a

portion of the campaign.

In the following case, a campaign had happened, the Mail Relay team had been

escalated to, and end-users had been sent the SS. The user questioned the block’s

effectiveness and sent a follow-up call in response to the first phishing report to ensure
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that a block was correctly applied on the mail relays. However, they were not satisfied

with the response and sent in yet another call.

[End-user] Got another three e-mails through from the xxxx@gmail.com
address, so that the block you have put on does not seem to be effective.
Could you check what has gone wrong?

In response to the initial call, the Mail Relay team had applied a block based on the

phisher’s email address, but the phisher was sneaky and bypassed the block. A Help

Desk staff correctly identified that the above email was an indication that the Mail

Relay team’s solution was not working and escalated the call despite it already being

on the list of previously escalated calls. Using the new information, the Mail Relay

member consulted the staff within the for a solution; thus, Mail Relay team expanded

their rules to look for the problematic email address in multiple header locations. Also,

given the sneaky attacker behaviour they also chose to block all email traffic originating

from the IP range the attacker was using.

[Help Desk escalation] Hi Mail Relay, The block on the below email put in
place in call xxxx2241 appear not have worked. Can you advise on what
else can be done to try and stop these emails getting through?

[Mail Relay member 1] Any idea why my entry in the access file didn’t
work?

[Mail Relay member 2] The simple way of blocking an address relies on
the return path - which is what the mail system sees - being the same as
what is in the from header. That is usually the case, but in this case it was
not. They are being rather more sneaky than usual. I have put in a different
sort of block which should block anything with ‘xxxxxxx@gmail.com’ in
the From: header. I also identified four network [IP] blocks from which
these spams have recently originated (though there may be others I have
not found) and blocked all traffic from them.

5.5.3 Compromised accounts – a serious reputation and workload

problem

Accounts can be compromised as a result of a successful phishing attack. Once the

victim provides their credentials on a fake web page, the attacker can use them to

gain access to the victim’s accounts. In this section, we discuss University practices

of reported compromised accounts. More specifically, we detail the cases in which

they hand-off the calls to IRT team or rely on users to revoke the attacker’s access to

their account. IS teams have strong security awareness with regards to compromised
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accounts; thus, reacting on them is independent from reacting to other phishing inci-

dents.

Compromised accounts were found to be mutually understood by all teams, and

were unanimously identified as definite security concerns, given that multiple services

can be accessed using the University’s single authentication system. Among other

actions, they can use the accounts to gain access to send out more phishing emails.

Similar to findings from previous research [52], staff from Mail Relay, Help Desk,

and Mail Exchange believed that this is the most common scenario for compromised

accounts in University.

[Mail Relay] Every time an account is compromised, effectively theft of
personal information.

Blocking phishing emails is done internally by the spam filter on the mail relays man-

aged by the University’s Mail Relay team and also by the default spam filter on Of-

fice365 Exchange Server managed by Microsoft. Phishing emails from compromised

accounts are treated more seriously than other phishing emails since they do not go

through the relay’s spam filter and they get a lower spam score from the Exchange

filter because they are from the same domain (internal users), which is considered

trustworthy.

[Mail Relay] Messages sent internally from one student to another student
do not go through any of that relay’s scoring. It is all set within Microsoft
Office365.

[Security] Add scores to the emails is the things that Office 365 and Mi-
crosoft do. They have what is called spam ratings and they basically just
go: ‘this looks like spam and this does not’, based on the huge number
of criteria. We use the scores to some extent to block things that have
basically the highest score because always entirely they will be.

Compromised accounts are sometimes used to send out spear and loosely targeted

phishing emails aimed at specific groups of individuals. Both of these attacks are

hard to detect by end users [304]. We observed several cases of these attacks while

shadowing the Help Desk staff. In one case, the attacker compromised the victims’

account and used it to send several emails to other University members hoping that

one of the recipients knows the victim and replies to the attacker.

[Help Desk] The user here reports [Spear Phishing]. So the user was aware
of the phishing type. The email said only ‘Are you available?’. If the user
knows the person who sent the email, they will communicate with the
attacker and maybe transfer money to them. Mail Relay told us that the
sender accounts are compromised.
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Compromised accounts also pose a reputation problem. They can be used to send a

malicious email to other organisations with the University’s name associated with it.

Considering that University is moving toward applying the cryptographic signature

of the University’s mail relay, other organisations use these signatures in their spam

filters, so email coming from a University compromised account is more likely to make

it through other organisations’ spam filters and harm reputation when their teams have

to handle the messages.

[University public Knowledge base] Phishing campaigns lead to compro-
mised accounts and as it stands currently, risks the integrity of the Univer-
sity’s reputation, data and ultimately, University business.

Compromised accounts are one of the most critical impacts of phishing campaigns as

they can quickly snowball in scale as internal emails can reach more users who can

potentially become compromised and phish other users.

Despite their importance, fixing compromised accounts is time-consuming and

hard to do at scale as each account must have its password reset individually.

[Mail Relay on behalf of IRT] The problem we have is that often in the
time between the initial compromise and the sending of spam and then us
trying to delete that phishing from other users mailboxes, even if that is
10 to 15 minute, we get dozens of people who then get compromised. We
then have an ongoing problem of phishing going around the University,
moving from one person to another person to another person, and we can’t
keep deleting them all. So ideally, what we want to do is stop getting them
in the first place, which is a really difficult thing to do.

Reported phishing from new compromised accounts should be escalated

For every phishing incident, the Help Desk staff look at the sender of the phishing

email; if it comes from an internal user, such as a student, it is considered a compro-

mised account and requires more immediate actions beyond those discussed in Sec-

tion 5.5.1.

The escalation of compromised accounts is similar to the escalation of phishing

campaigns in that only new cases should be escalated; however, the Help Desk should

escalate one call for every phishing campaign whereas all distinct compromised ac-

count reports should be escalated. To ensure the account has not already worked on,

the Help Desk staff normally look at the list of blocked compromised accounts pro-

vided by the IRT team and only escalate the call to the IRT if the account is not on

that list. Unlike the list of phishing emails logged with the Mail Relay, the known
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compromised account list is maintained directly by the IRT team. Unlike phishing

escalation, Help Desk staff are not expected to verify if the account is compromised

before escalating it.

[End-user] Just to make you aware, please see above most likely a phishing
email that has been sent from a student account.

[Help Desk] Hi IRT, I can’t see this account on our list of compromised
accounts.

[IRT] I see no evidence that the account is compromised.

A Mail Relay staff on behalf of the IRT team was positive on hand-off calls that ask if

an account is compromised or not.

[Mail Relay] If the Help Desk are asking us to look at a specific email
from different account saying is this account compromised, we will look
at each individual one of those.

Reporting compromised accounts is necessary since IRT staff can use it to trace other

compromised accounts. The example below illustrates how the IRT staff used the

report to reset the compromised account, escalate it to Mail Exchange to remove the

emails, and also lock other user accounts proactively because they were observed send-

ing the phishing emails from the same location and at the exact time.

[End-user] I received the attached email over the weekend, I think it might
have gone to other staff. It seems to be a phishing attempt and comes from
what purports to be a student’s email address. I did not click the link.

[Help Desk] Hi IRT, see attached email and compromised account.

[IRT] Passwords have been reset. Call also sent to Mail Exchange to delete
the emails. User1, user2, user3 are also sending phish around the same
time from the same place. Passwords have been reset.

Helping users who self-identify potential compromise

Some users contact the Help Desk looking for advice because they clicked on a phish-

ing email, resulting in a compromised account.

[End-user] I opened a dodgy email and now my email has been hacked
and is sending spam all over, what should I do?

In this case, the Help Desk asks the user to change their password, and no escalation

is required because in most cases changing the password will lock the attacker out.

Time-wise, this is the best-case scenario since the user can solve the problem and do

not lose any access to their account. Supposing a compromised account is identified
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by someone other than the owner, then any calls have to be escalated to the IRT team

who resets the user’s accounts with a temporary password and asks the user to change

later, which takes more time for everyone.

This scenario aligns with Help Desk strategy of shifting the responsibility to users

to reduce future calls when the user re-encounters the same issue.

[Help Desk] We also rely on ”shift left”. Moving everything to the users.
e.g. knowledge on the University website so when users contact the Help
Desk, they will receive a link if users can help themselves.

5.5.4 Information flow patterns are not in fixed orders or directions

While our focus started with the Help Desk, awareness about phishing campaigns and

compromised accounts may actually originate from various sources. In this section

we detail how teams become aware of an ongoing campaign by discussing the noti-

fication procedures within teams or from outside the ticketing system. Teams may

become aware of incidents by receiving notification from a number of internal and ex-

ternal channels, including the team’s own monitoring systems, a UK-wide educational

network called Janet, and the contracted organisation that handles out-of-hours Help

Desk calls. Regardless of the source used to identify an ongoing phishing incident,

each team works to ensure that all relevant teams are aware of new attacks so as to

maintain organisational situational awareness. These cues result in responsive action

which may not be reported to helpline staff, but will result in communication between

service teams as they coordinate operations for protection.

Phishing awareness can originate from within teams

Standard monitoring practices by teams can identify suspicious activity within their

systems or through their own personal email inboxes. Once aware, teams proactively

adjust their systems to protect users from phishing attacks. For example, Mail Ex-

change can notice phishing incidents if a compromised user exceeded the limit on

sending emails.

[Help Desk] Generally, Network look to see when there is strange activity
on the network because they have the network logs. So they have some
massive traffic ... So what you got here about quota limit, they see some
of the other behaviour around that kind of concept that things like massive
downloading from users who wouldn’t normally do that and then they will
feed it in there and say OK here is the thread and start investigating.
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Similar to the Help Desk, the team creates a call based on the observed problem and

escalate it to other relevant teams to mitigate their own systems. Maintaining vigilance

for anomalies allows teams to react immediately.

External partners can inform teams

Apart of the University IS teams, awareness of phishing incidents might originate from

external partners. For example, many Universities in the UK gain access to the Internet

through the Janet Network, which is a dedicated network infrastructure for the ‘UK

research and education community’3. If a Janet admin identifies a serious attack, they

may choose to block URLs associated with it UK-wide and notify Security or Network

teams directly.

[Quality Enhancement] We have for example a huge issue last year where a
lot of different Janet organisations were being attacked and Janet is the ed-
ucation network. What happened is gradually different universities started
to get attacked but some universities put proactive steps because they were
able to share that information to reach a solution.

Janet also informs the Network team about outgoing suspicious communication, so the

network team become aware of compromised accounts or machines.

[Help Desk] They are all interlinked because you could end up getting
referral from Janet on the basis that someone clicked on a phishing email
and gave out some details which is compromised their accounts and it has
downloaded some sort of bot that then start trying to connect to all over
the world throw your traffic out and trying to contact other hosts which are
known to be malicious.

Another external source of information is NorMAN. NorMAN is an Out-Of-Hours

service to support University members 24/7. After the work hours, the Help Desk

directs all the calls to the NorMAN support desk. NorMAN cannot solve all the calls

because they do not have access to the ticket system, so at the end of their work, they

provide a report about resolved and not resolved calls. Then, the Help Desk integrate

all the calls to the call system and resolves all the calls which could not be handled by

NorMAN.

[Help Desk] NorMAN will try to resolve some of the issues but not all of
them because they don’t have access to [ticket tracking] services.

3https://www.jisc.ac.uk/janet

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/janet
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In the case of phishing attacks, NorMAN staff reply to users without escalating the

calls to other teams. Information about any phishing campaigns is included in the

NorMAN support report for the Help Desk so they can prepare for the potentially

large number of early morning calls and escalate them to the other teams. During

shadowing, a first-line staff retrospectively told us how they learned about an ongoing

phishing campaign from the manager relaying a NorMAN report.

5.5.5 Providing feedback and guidance to end users

The above sections highlight the importance of user generated phishing reports in de-

tecting and managing phishing attacks. In this section we look at interactions with

users, particularly the use of pre-written standard solutions and impacts of bulk clo-

sures on users. Standard solutions may save staff time, but potentially at a risk to user

satisfaction which is seen as a necessary component of service quality as well as likely

influencing users willingness to report future phishing the encounter.

Users contact the Help Desk to ask about guidance around phishing. For example,

a user may be uncertain if an email is real or not and is asking for guidance about if

they should respond. They may have already taken some action, such as reporting the

phishing to their bank, and are asking if that was the correct course of action. Or the

phishing email may be threatening them in some way, such as threatening to shut down

their account, so they want reassurances that their account will not be deactivated.

Some users even engaged with the phishing before realising that it was fraudulent and

are seeking guidance about how to best manage the situation.

Help Desk staff endeavour to respond to every call in a professional way that pro-

motes user satisfaction and resolves any service problems. However, the number of

calls and time limitations can impact communicating with users.

Standard solution (SS) design

While the range of queries can be broad, most users are looking for only a small set

of guidance, such as reassurance that the email is indeed phishing, that they have done

the right thing by contacting the Help Desk, that they should delete the email, how

to ensure that their device is malware free, and how to protect their account if they

did interact. The high overlap in needed guidance is a perfect match for a Standard

Solution (SS) where several sets of guidance can be written by a qualified person and

then re-used. Having an available SS is also helpful for Help Desk staff who may not
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themselves be experts in phishing and may feel uncomfortable providing self-written

guidance to others. SS also allow them to quickly provide consistent professional

guidance with detailed steps.

The benefits of the SSs were acknowledged by Help Desk members we spoke to,

with all reporting that they reply to all phishing calls using them. SS were also valued

for the time they saved first-line staff. Instead of working 5 minutes on every phishing

call and writing a reply to every phishing email they receive, first-line staff can quickly

use an SS for common phishing calls.

SS content design. Phishing-related SSs were developed by the Help Desk based on

the most common reasons for contacting the Help Desk and focus on: 1) thanking

users who reported phishing emails, 2) confirming an email is phishing, 3) confirming

an email is not phishing, 4) helping users who clicked on links, and 5) informing users

about phishing simulations. Contents of phishing-related SS are detailed in Table 5.1.

The wording used in the SS were carefully chosen through a collaboration between

the Help Desk and Security teams to ensure that it both matched what users were

asking and that the responses were technically accurate.

[Security] And we have occasionally gone to [the Help Desk], the wording
you are means the people around being inclined to not report any more.
Why you are doing it this way. So, there is some back and forth.

Table 5.1: Phishing Standard Solutions used by the Help Desk when responding to

phishing-related calls.

User’s query Summary of SS content

Ask if an email

is phishing

Yes it is, staff report informing email team, and provide miti-

gation steps in case the user clicked on links or opened attach-

ments.

No it is not, staff manually write the reason(s).

Report phishing Thank them, staff report informing email team, and provide

steps if clicked on links or opened attachments.

Report phishing Thank them, inform that it is simulated, educate user, no action

required.

(simulated

attack)

Clicked on a link Ask them to delete the email immediately and follow provided

mitigation steps.
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Consistent messaging. SSs are also helpful because they provide consistent messag-

ing to users which is generally considered an effective approach in public safety com-

munication [305]. The Help Desk manager was a proponent of consistent and accurate

communications because they felt it would enable them to develop a trusting relation-

ship with users. Managing relationships with users also partially motivated the creation

of multiple SSs addressing different common requests, because they felt that the tem-

plate variations would signal that the Help Desk is listening to each user and providing

custom feedback.

[Help Desk] We focus on the consistency in answering users. It is impor-
tant to build up the relationship over the years.

[Help Desk] Standard solution is used for specific processes such as phish-
ing. When a user forget their username, we give them technical process.

Bulk closing calls has costs

As discussed earlier in Section 5.5.1, we observed that Help Desk staff typically read

the first few phishing calls in a campaign and then assume that the remaining reports

with similar subject lines have similar content and should therefore all receive the same

SS. They do so to efficiently use valuable first-line staff time. However, bulk closures

can result in sounding tone-deaf as well as lead to missing important information.

Some users may be giving or looking for information beyond reporting or inquiring

if the email is phishing. The bulk closures can cause these calls to be missed. For

example, one of the campaigns was a cyberbully type of phishing attack, where the

attacker threatened to share victims’ unpleasant secrets with everyone in their address

book. After the bulk closure of the emails, a user replied to the SS trying to get an

answer to their specific question:

[End-user reply to SS] I asked whether I should be informing police -
given than this was an attempt to extort money from me by threats? It is
not simply a phishing email.

Bulk closures can also result in missing valuable information from reporting users. For

example, the user below noticed that there were different senders in a two week-long

campaign.

[End-user] Back in February fake emails of the ‘are you on campus?’ type
were being sent in the name of Miguel, with address

miguelxxxx@gmail.com.

I reported this. I just got another one, this time from a different address,
miguelyyyy@gmail.com.
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The user makes an important point about how the phisher used multiple addresses,

which may be helpful to the Mail Relay and Mail Exchange teams. Unfortunately,

such emails are at risk of being missed during a campaign because of bulk closure.

5.6 Discussion

5.6.1 Phishing management is a distributed cognition process

Prior research has found that information service management is, by its very nature, a

distributed cognitive (DCog) process [263, 300, 301] that requires hand-offs between

distinct teams [294]. In a DCog system the cognitive elements of a problem are solved

not by a single person but by offloading them onto an environment made up of a combi-

nation of people and technology. Because the technical systems of a large organisation,

like a university, are managed by multiple teams who must pass problems between

them, they often evidence DCog in their problem solving approaches.

However, that does not necessarily mean that all processes in service management

involve DCog as many tasks may only require a single person or small team. In this

work we have shown that phishing management, at least in this case, evidences many

of the elements of DCog. Phishing touches on many distributed elements of the Univer-

sity’s IS operations, people from different teams collaborate to pool their knowledge,

unique system perspectives, and technical ability to solve phishing problems which

occur on a nearly daily basis. To do so effectively, they also make heavily use of tools

like ticketing systems, knowledge bases, jointly maintained lists, and standard solu-

tions, all of which allow them to communicate and share knowledge between members

to jointly manage phishing. Ticketing systems allow for quick communication that is

archived and visible to all involved teams, enabling joint problem solving. Tools like

knowledge bases and jointly maintained lists allow for storing of knowledge for use by

other teams or future team members. For example, the maintenance of lists of known

compromised accounts by various teams so the Help Desk can accurately respond to

users. Standard solutions are also an interesting inter-team example where the Security

team worked with the Help Desk to construct user-facing feedback about phishing that

is accurate which the Help Desk regularly uses in their communications.

Our work suggests that phishing management might be a DCog system for organ-

isations that divide their IS operations up into different teams and have those teams

coordinate through ticketing system like tools. The observation has wider implications
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because it allows for a deeper and more nuanced understanding of the workflows than

is necessarily presented in this case. Break downs in DCog systems are evidenced par-

tially through challenges that the people involved experience. Such as having a frag-

mented common ground where each individual has their own set of knowledge that

does not necessarily overlap well with the knowledge of others, requiring not only in-

formation sharing but also facilitating collaborative operations. In DCog, information

also tends to pass through networks of people either directly, or more as we observed,

through the passing of a ticket that progressively builds up contextual cues. This dia-

logue between teams is needed because no one individual has full understanding of the

system or the problem, necessitating the information sharing.

By thinking of the problem as a DCog issue, several possible avenues of future

work and interpretation open up, some of which we expand on in the following sec-

tions. The most obvious space for future work is to look at the role of ticketing sys-

tems in supporting the DCog activities around phishing management. These tools were

heavily used by staff, but didn’t provide an easy way to do things like give everyone ac-

cess to the full set of phishing reports, or allow for easy highlighting of evidence. Other

tools, like the lists of known compromised accounts, were kept separate from the tick-

eting system making it easier for some teams to miss information, leading inter-team

friction.

Phishing is also an interesting DCog issue because of its frequency. Other work on

DCog with system administrators [295] talks about how they regularly have to solve a

wide variety of issues. Phishing is different in that it is a nearly daily occurrence and

while the details of each attack vary, the processes needed to address it are far more

stable. Which may mean that the types of support needed here can be more easily built

into tools than the standard IT management DCog interactions.

5.6.2 The University wants reporting, but can it handle all the re-

ports?

Everyone across the security community agrees that more phishing reporting is bet-

ter [1, 246, 247] which is a view that was also shared by University staff as well as the

University CISO. It is easy to see where this view comes from since staff reporting

is the leading way to learn about security breaches [246]. Humans also have the nice

feature that they are not deterministic, which makes their actions harder for attackers

to predict and it also means that any sufficiently large campaign is likely to include
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several staff who are skilled at phishing detection, or just overly observant that day.

Reporting phishing remains one of the best ways IS staff have of finding the attacks

that are getting through the automated protections, so of course getting more such re-

ports is important.

The problem though is scale. In order to be effective and identify all phishing that

is getting through, all staff need to report any phishing they see. In theory this is a

good practice, but it has the side effect of producing a very large number of reports

which must be processed by someone. The need to manually process the reports is

expensive in staff time. Currently, each report must be processed individually, even if

they are bundled together, that still requires a human to individually select each report

and then group them. This problem is one that is likely shared by all organisations

that manage their phishing reporting through ticket tracking systems. With such a

manual process, an obvious future work area is to look at potential automation or

human support systems.

Unlike other service disruption type issues that help desks get reports about, phish-

ing reports have a relatively high level of internal similarity. While phishing emails are

designed to hide well in inboxes, they stand out as a group in the ticketing system due

to the similar subject lines, report times, senders, and URLs. The University Help Desk

already makes use of many of these features to manually group such emails. However,

important information can also be overlooked due to the number of incoming reports.

Phishing emails often have some amount of variance to avoid detection. A ticketing

system doesn’t have the tools necessary to identify which reports are the most impor-

tant to look at because they exhibit different features. Reporting users may also be

pointing out important information that staff do not have time to look at resulting in a

lost opportunity to learn and improve technical defences [267]. For example, pointing

out that the emails are still coming in through the filter.

We believe that it is impossible to fully automate the phishing report processing and

incident management. Instead we recommend looking into ways to use automation to

better support users in managing increasingly complex situations [306]. The use of

automation can make the Help Desk’s work more efficient while following the best

practices [307, 308]. Help Desk staff could use support to better leverage their limited

time. Their judgement is needed to both decide if the reported phishing is real [22],

and to handle more specific questions users might have. One solution for the large

number of reports is to automatically cluster a reports of similar phishing emails as

a campaign (e.g. emails in Figure 5.1) and then based on those reports, the system
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would auto generate a detailed report about that campaign including the number of

reports received and a list of reported compromised accounts. This potential solution

can assist the Help Desk so they only need to label the first batch of reported phish and

also decide if the escalation is necessary.

There is also some room to look at the effectiveness of AI conversational chat-

bots to look at the incoming user questions and automatically assign SS based on the

question text. Chatbot use has been explored in SOC’s to analyse and convey system

alerts to security analysts [309] but have not yet been used to generate auto response

to security incidents reported by users.

5.6.3 Ticketing tools support distributed cognition but have room

for improvement

We observed the critical role played by the ticketing system in facilitating much of the

inter-team collaboration. In this situation, the ticketing system itself can be considered

an embodied agent with direct impact on the success of the distributed process [297]

as it stores the phishing evidence, and it is how the different teams record what they

are doing and communicate. It is also how the IRT team monitors what is going on so

that they can maintain situational awareness and interject information when needed.

While inter-team collaboration seems reasonably well supported by the ticket track-

ing tool they use, there are still some potential areas for improvement and future re-

search. In the case of phishing, teams need to see all the incoming reports associated

with a campaign to accomplish two tasks: 1) tailor their mitigation to cover all the re-

ported phishing variations, and 2) check if the mitigation has indeed stopped the attack.

The second point also includes a need to see future incoming reports.

Ticketing systems are usually built around the standard information service model

where a problem might happen, such as a power failure. While a service disruption

results in many reports, they are basically identical in terms of information so only one

report ever needs to be escalated. Phishing though has some differences because often

users each receive a slightly different phishing email. So there is a need to be able to

group reports together in a way that is visible to other teams.

Currently the Help Desk spends a great deal of time collecting together similar

tickets manually, they also spend time curating tickets to make sure that the ticket

they escalate has all the information later teams may need while the suggested solu-

tion supports the Help Desk goal to asses the impact of the campaign. An obvious
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improvement for the ticketing system would be to leverage the clustering idea to flag

a representative number of reports with the features necessary for capturing variations

within distinct campaigns. Such a system would save Help Desk time to find the vari-

ations, but it would also allow them to escalate in a way where the most useful reports

are highlighted to other teams while also giving them visibility of the other reports,

indicating the scale of problem. Flagging such information would provide teams with

the contextual cues necessary for facilitating dialogues with other teams when further

knowledge and resources are needed, aiding collaboration across the distinct systems.

As a future research direction, it would also be interesting to investigate the contextual

cues necessary for a range of incidents reported to help desk staff, and attempting to

address limitations in current systems where break-downs in DCog prevent suitable

incident response, not just regarding security incidents.

5.6.4 Best practice, is it helping?

The University made great efforts to align their structure and practices with industry

best practice. They leaned heavily on a framework called ITIL, which provides best

practices for IS service management designed to help organisations align practices

with business needs. ITIL defines IS services from the customers’ point of view to

satisfy their needs and to bring value to them without ownership of risks [310]. It

provides guidelines rather than rules as it determines ‘what should be done’ as opposed

to ‘how it should be done’. Therefore, the implementation of ITIL is different between

organisations.

ITIL identifies sets of activities, called processes, that respond to a specific trig-

ger to accomplish specific objectives. The workflow discussed in this paper imply

two main processes for handling phishing attacks, namely ‘Incident Management’ and

‘Problem Management’. Incidents are defined as an unplanned event to the service,

such as the daily calls to the Help Desk (i.e. queue for printer help, password resets

etc.) [310]. In our case, each phishing report, or request for guidance is an example

of an incident. The same call can potentially evolve into a ‘problem’ once the Help

Desk receives several different calls regarding that specific attack, which in our case

represents the individual phishing campaign. The calls are now considered more crit-

ical than the incidents as the impact to the system is greater than one off attacks; and

thus, as discussed in Section 5.5.1, should be treated differently. However, given the

difficulty in identifying repeating incidents [277] and the need for a quick reaction,
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current practices may allow for damage to occur when waiting for more phishing calls

before escalation. Another method for triggering a problem should be considered when

dealing with phishing to minimises the impact of incidents that cannot be prevented.

The studied University made an effort to develop an environment that encourages

phishing reporting in line with guidance [4]. Much of this effort was dictated by ITIL,

such as providing details for how to contact the Help Desk on their website, allowing

users to contact them via several potential communication channels, providing cus-

tomised feedback to users, and aiming to quickly resolve users’ queries. The Security

team also ran campaigns to educate staff and students about phishing and encourage

them to report it. However, the number of phishing reports the Help Desk receives is

relatively low considering the size of the University. Similar to previous research [19],

we noticed some of the reports come to the Help Desk because reporters wanted help in

determining the safety of an email, they already suspected that the sender was spoofed

or that the email looked too sophisticated.

While prior research attempted to explore the effectiveness of ITIL in general IS

operations [275, 276], our observations imply that the ITIL framework might not fully

fit the workflow of phishing handling. Further research is needed to understand how

organisations handle phishing while adhering to the ITIL framework and what barriers

might arise from using such a framework.

5.7 Limitation

The case study may be suggestive of the situation of organisations but generalising the

results requires further research. The case study looked at an academic institution that

likely differs from other sectors. Universities also have a wide range of internal struc-

tures, so while this case is interesting and instructive, other Universities likely have

different structures and may be impacted by things like their size and how centralised

IT services are. However, we argue that many aspects of this case have similarities

with other organisations; for example, using ticketing systems is quite common across

sectors. We therefore believe that many of our high-level findings may be useful in

future work around how to better support how IT handles phishing reports.

Both interviews and observations were used to collect data. While observations al-

low the researcher to observe work practices directly, interviews with participants are

complimentary, gaining retrospective accounts of events that have happened across a

wide time frame and validating observations made. That said, retrospective interviews
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are known to be somewhat biased towards memorable events such as particularly im-

pactful phishing campaigns, which may have caused us to over-sample these events.

Interviews also suffer from social desirability bias where participants may provide a

version that does not fully reflect reality. To partially counter this issue, we asked

every team about what they thought the other teams do and detail communication be-

tween them. We also attempted to provide validation of interviews through analysis of

calls in the ticketing system. Due to limited access to the system and the use of other

communication channels, we were not able to see all interactions between teams.

5.8 Conclusions

We explored the process of handling phishing incidents in a large University using a

combination of interviews and observations. The University uses industry best prac-

tices aligned with ITIL to efficiently react to and prioritise incidents based on their

potential impact. One observation is that large phishing campaigns can result in many

reports which overwhelm Help Desk staff, making it challenging for them to respond

individually to each report. We also find that the Help Desk operates as a kind of report

triage, shielding third line staff, such as those that manage the email relays, from being

inundated by reports that may not have the data they need to take action. Similar to

earlier works [295], we also find that communication among staff in different teams is

a key aspect of coordinating phishing attack mitigation. We also believe that manag-

ing phishing reports is an example of distributed cognition, where the different teams

work together through the ticketing system to coordinate solving a multi-system prob-

lem. We believe that although it is impossible to fully automate phishing response,

there is potential to better support IT staff through improved tools that allow them to

handle the scale and complexity of phishing attacks.
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this thesis, two aspects of phishing defences were explored. The first was the design

of a URL feature report. To better understand the various features involved in accurate

identification of URLs as phishing, I conducted a literature review examining the fea-

tures used in automation and the features used in human-based detection. I found that

only a small number of automated detection features were used in the human-support

literature, these notably being features that reveal information beyond the URL simple

structure. The review also produced a comprehensive list of features, along with in-

formation concerning how human friendly each feature might be. I used this list as a

starting point for my next project to support users in reading URLs. To this end, a URL

report was created to include a wide variety of necessary features in an understandable

format, the initial design of which was inspired by earlier privacy policy work [209].

This report was then iteratively refined with experts and average users. The visual ap-

pearance of the report was tested on a wide range of safe and phishing URLs. Next, its

effectiveness in assisting users in accurately judging URLs was tested with a group of

online participants. The main finding of these studies was the importance of supplying

users with simple and inclusive information to help them accurately judge URLs.

The second study took a broad view of combating phishing in an organisational

context using an ethnographic method. It revealed that teams communicate in a dis-

tributed cognition fashion, with communication occurring amongst teams, end users

and artefacts. In distributed cognition, artefacts that enable the storing and sharing of

knowledge are a key element of how groups communicate and support the distributed

nature of their work. In this research, ticketing systems and procedures were observed

to be artefacts that support the communication between the IS teams, making them key

to successful phishing mitigation. In this work, I found many challenges related to

119
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successfully applying procedures as well as many places where the volume of phish-

ing reports negatively impacted other workflows, suggesting the potential usefulness

of automation in this area.

6.1 Discussion

Educating users about phishing features is not sufficient in cases where the techniques

used are more complex [26, 61]. For example, if users are not taught about the dif-

ference between domains and subdomains, they will not be able to recognise phishing

URLs with a brand name in the subdomain [8]. My review in Chapter 3 highlighted

that URLs are complicated, meaning that finding a small set of common and reliable

features with which to judge URL safety is difficult (bordering on impossible). More-

over, it is not realistic to teach users about features like short links without providing

tools to expand such URLs: realistically, users will need to click on short links in some

cases, so advising them to avoid all such links is not helpful.

One lesson learned over the course of this thesis involves the need for real-time sup-

port that leverages a wide set of available features without requiring users to memorise

them all, such as that designed in Chapter 4. Helping average users access relevant

information can enable them to make more accurate decisions by teaching them how

to leverage their contextual knowledge to identify discrepancies between the facts that

the report presents and facts that only they know. Such tools also give users more

options and flexibility. Wash et al. [61] observed that experts could identify phishing

partially as a result of spotting ‘odd’ details in communications but also because they

possessed the ability to compare their expectations with reality – in part through skill

at, for example, accurately reading URLs but also through their knowledge of support

tools that allow them to look up information like an IP address, which enables them

to follow through with their concerns and self-identify whether the concern is valid.

Indeed, simplifying technical information can reduce barriers to learning technical de-

tails and give users control over the decisions that are in conjunction with their own

risk model [226].

One observation supported throughout this thesis is the potential benefit of the

URL report for users who are faithfully following flawed heuristics, such as consider-

ing simple URLs to be safe [75]. An educational report would help them accurately

understand URL destinations and offer a source of fast feedback that may enable them

to create more accurate and useful heuristics. Such reports also have the potential to
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assist users who need fast feedback and do not want to contact the Help Desk due to the

expectation that doing so will result in a delayed and generic response [24]. That said,

one RQ that should also be asked involves the impact that such a report could have on

the Help Desk’s call load: phishing reports are necessary to IS teams so they can un-

derstand the impact of such as attack, but reporting a phishing attempt is not the same

as asking whether an email is safe. The latter requires far more manual work from the

help desk, whilst the former is more of a drop box than a back-and-forth conversation.

Indeed, in light of the above, further work is required to establish the effectiveness

of using report-like interventions in organisations to help overloaded staff whilst also

collecting considerable numbers of phishing reports.

Similar to prior IT research [294], there is an effort to take the complex set of tasks

associated with IT management and break them down into different teams to allow

those teams to build a depth of knowledge in their given areas. This separation, how-

ever, makes phishing management challenging: information must be passed between

teams to enable a coordinated response. I observed that this coordination was an ex-

ample of distributed cognition. However, the case of phishing differs somewhat from

other IT issues, since end users play a much larger role in the distributed cognition

here than they might in other cases. Phishing is mostly reported by end users, and so

identifying the range of phishing requires end users to report phishing attacks and to

provide useful information in those reports – for example, the .eml files in which they

noticed the deception taking place. In many ways, this makes end users an important

part of the distributed cognition process. They are not simply reporters, as they pro-

vide vital data and commentary on whether the implemented solutions are working

properly. Their actions also impact the training given by the university by allowing the

university to understand whether users have successfully learned how to spot phishing

or if they followed the proper steps when they did fall for phishing attacks. In sum,

since users are an important part of this distributed cognition system, it may be inter-

esting for future work to consider them in that capacity when building tools to improve

phishing management and when thinking about the type of feedback to give to users.

The observation that handling phishing reports is a distributed cognition system

also allows for potentially broader impacts and considerations. Whilst users are clearly

a component of the phishing process, this may also turn out to be true for other security

and privacy issues related to IT management. Password resets [311], for example, also

involve users and IT managers working together, often through shared artefacts like

policies, tools and guidance. Whilst a less compelling example than the back-and-
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forth required to address phishing issues, it may be interesting to begin thinking about

other places where users play an active role in how IT management is performed and

how to best support the entire system, rather than thinking of users and administrators

as separate groups.

One lesson emphasised throughout this thesis is the need for more phishing-related

support, both for individuals (as discussed above) and organisations. The tools used

in IS systems are generalised to handle the majority of IT-related incidents. Whilst I

observed how the organisation at hand adapted its practices to fit its resources, the ben-

efits of reporting phishing emails were limited due to a lack of tools (Section 5.6). On a

similar note, improving reactive measures has the potential to protect everyone within

the organisation, as some people are highly susceptible to phishing attacks and con-

tinue to click on phishing links even after training [84]. A first step toward supporting

IS teams in making use of every phishing report is to improve ticketing tools. Whilst

fixing this problem requires many components, as many teams are involved in handling

phishing incidents, it would positively impact staff time. As reported by Avanan, staff

in the Security Operation Centres spend approximately 22% of their time dealing with

phishing emails, so supporting them would potentially reduce the time they spend on

this task [312]. The case study in Chapter 5 helps to understand this problem and set

the requirements to solve it, which will be discussed in Section 6.2.

The incident response workflow needs to better contextualise problems so that re-

search groups (e.g. machine learning, software engineering) can help to solve them.

However, researching IS processes and procedures is challenging due to the busyness

of the IS staff and the sensitivity of the information they might share [313–315], which

may block the initiation of such research. Over the course of the case study, I found

that, although IS teams were welcoming and friendly, they were different to individu-

ally recruited participants. I also observed that some staff were hesitant to share infor-

mation, so the periodic review of findings positively impacted participants’ willingness

to share more information, especially during the observation of the help desk staff. I

found that showing them how the data collected was interpreted has inspired them to

show more cases, which enabled me to better understand their procedures. Similar to

previous research [315], this observation highlights the importance of involving par-

ticipants in reading, discussing and approving the final result.
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6.2 Future Work

As outlined in Chapter 2, existing research has largely focused on what causes users to

fall for phishing, as well as different ideas regarding how to better support them (e.g.

through training). However, there is a large research gap around the phishing ecosys-

tem: we know very little about many ecosystem elements, such as what the case study

(Chapter 5) highlights. Suggested directions for future research include understanding

how people interpret feedback from the help desk and investigating its impact on users’

future reporting behaviour and exploring the best interventions for encouraging and fa-

cilitating phishing reporting, such as using machine learning techniques to customise

automatic responses to reporters. Surprisingly, during the case study, the majority of

the reports handled were part of campaigns that had already been dealt with; thus, we

know little about how individual support staff judge those reports and what resources

they need. Retrospective interviews following the critical decision method was effec-

tive in understanding how experts detect phishing spam [61]; therefore, such a method

can help understand how an individual staff member makes a decision regarding the

safety of reported phishing emails, as well as how staff work together as a group to

identify a phishing campaign. An additional interesting point suggested by our fo-

cus group participants would be to establish whether the URL report can be useful

to the help desk if integrated into its reporting process. Specifically, IT experts use

non-conclusive features to make decisions about email safety [61], making the report

potentially suitable for this user group. Focus group sessions with the help desk should

explore the benefits of using such a report and the best methods to adjust it to fit their

needs.

Prior work has found that users require professional advice regarding communi-

cations about which they are suspicious but unsure [244]. However, to be highly ef-

fective, advice requires a fast response from experts [24]. The prototype of the URL

report in Chapter 4 is an example of a type of support that can be automatically gener-

ated and therefore provided to users quickly. However, I was not able to test the report

longitudinally in this thesis. An obvious potential direction for future work would be

to do so and explore the long-term effects of using such a report. Such work could

explore several issues, such as how to better integrate the report into users’ workflow,

possibly by implementing it as a plugin or a mobile app, which were suggested by

our focus group participants. These approaches would work well in the context of a

long-term study to understand the impact of the long-term usage of the report on users’
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safety assessments. Moreover, whilst I focused on URLs, this kind of support can be

extended in future work to simplify other types of technical information, such as email

headers, attachments and other hard-to-fake indicators that are used by experts [61].

Whilst the security community encourages reporting of phishing emails, we no-

ticed that it was challenging for IS staff to make use of every phishing email report

due to issues like volume of reports. Reporting is important, but it is not effective if

staff are only able to use a fraction of the campaign to design their remediations. Re-

viewing every phishing report requires extra human effort, and organisations are aware

that their time and resources are limited; hence, they weigh benefits against risks when

dealing with security incidents [39]. Although some phishing campaigns are simple

and easy to block, others are sophisticated enough that they should be investigated

thoroughly in order to identify their important characteristics [108]. My results sug-

gest that there is plenty of room for support through automation. IS staff could use

assistance in grouping together similar reports so that they can respond to all users at

once rather than grouping these reports manually, thereby saving time. They also need

to determine whether new, similar attacks are continuing to come in so that they can

identify whether remediation is working. Many analysts find automation to be an ef-

fective solution for the majority of incident response challenges [108], and I agree that

it has potential to help here. Specifically, machine learning approaches could be used

to cluster emails based on their characteristics, thus resulting in groups of campaigns,

as observed. By automatically clustering phishing reports, the system can provide the

various involved teams with customised support that is tailored to their roles whilst

still linking back to the same set of evidence (i.e. reports). For example, the help desk

needs to respond to everyone who reports a phishing attempt, which takes time, and

they tend to wait until phishing reports stop coming in before they write the response.

This delay makes the process easier for the help desk but means that their advice comes

late for end users. Automatically clustering phishing reports can enable the help desk

to write a response for a given cluster and then have the system automatically send that

response to all reports matching that cluster, allowing for faster response time. The

system could also assist help desk staff in constructing more customised responses

based on a combination of the content of the reported phishing and prewritten standard

solutions – for example, not including the advice ‘don’t click links’ if no links exist.

Similarly, clustering could help third-line teams, which need to take reactive measures

in response to phishing. Currently, the help desk only escalates one representative re-

port, and combing through that report to find useful common features takes time. With
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automatically created clusters, the help desk could instead escalate a cluster, which

would automatically include new reports as they come in. The system could also look

for commonalities and differences across the reports and highlight them to the team –

for example, if the emails all came from the same ‘from’ address or all passed through

the same relay. In short, there are many ways that automatic clustering of reports could

be used to support staff and improve end users’ experiences.

If such a system could be built, it would be interesting to test it with IS teams and

explore its impact on the challenges we observed in Chapter 5. Another interesting

study would be to investigate the role of such a system in the distributed cognition

observed in the phishing-handling workflow.

6.3 Limitations

In this thesis, I focused on examining how to provide support to individuals and un-

derstand the workflow of phishing reports. However, the phishing ecosystem literature

described earlier in chapter 2 has many gaps that are important to explore, some of

which are recommended for exploration in future work, as discussed above.

The thesis’s findings indicate the level of support that would be helpful for both

users and IS staff, but there are also limitations to consider. In this work, I conducted

focus groups, online studies and an ethnographic study. However, a longitudinal study

is needed to test the results at scale. The URL feature report, when tested, significantly

improved user ability to judge URL safety, but I did not have the chance to implement

it and see how it impacted people over a longer time frame. Additionally, in this thesis,

I showed that there is a need for support, but I could not build such support, as doing so

would require many components and extensive work. That said, the findings I present

here suggest that such an amount of work will be worthwhile, since it has the potential

to help all IS teams involved in the process of phishing handling.

6.4 Conclusion

In this thesis, I presented the results of three studies, two of which aimed to explore

URLs’ phishing features to support humans. I found that reading URLs is not an easy

task and that the current features used in user trainings are not sufficient. For example,

whilst hosting websites is efficient for small businesses and personal websites, phish-

ers use them to bypass filters, as phishing websites inherit the host features. Thus, I
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proposed a URL report that provides real-time information about a given URL. The

design aims to empower users to compare the information to the context in which they

receive the URL (e.g. the web-hosting possibility for reputable companies against per-

sonal websites). By testing the report’s visual appearance and participants’ abilities to

comprehend it and use it accurately, I showed that automated assistance can help users

when they are in doubt and do not have access to experts. Although the report is sim-

ilar to the other user support tools described in Section 2.2, there are several areas in

which they differ: namely, the report’s information is understandable to average users

and can efficiently be used with their current background knowledge [316].

The third study investigated the phishing response workflow in an academic organ-

isation and sought to understand the challenges that organisation faced when dealing

with reported phishing emails. The findings suggest that distributed cognition is an

essential element of the successful processing of phishing reports. The significant per-

ceived difficulty in our case was the unworkable number of phishing reports: whilst

the organisation adapted its procedures to fit its resources, the study’s findings suggest

the potential for automation.

This research can benefit researchers focused on phishing, since it centres on sev-

eral points of the phishing life cycle and suggests future directions. The phishing

ecosystem needs to be viewed as a whole when considering a viable solution.
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Consent

Study Information
 

What will I be asked to do:

You will be asked to fill out a survey from a laptop, tablet or desktop device. The

survey is approximately 30 minutes in length. The survey is primarily composed of a

sequence of links (URLs) and an interface designed to help you understand where the

links will lead. You will be asked to look at the interface and use it to answer questions

about the links. You do not need to visit any of the links, only look at them. You will

also be asked some basic demographic questions. Questions marked with a red star

are mandatory - you will need to answer them in order to complete the survey. You

can stop taking part in this survey at any time. 

 

How will my data be used:

The purpose of the research is to provide more support for people who are uncertain

about the safety of various communications. The data you provide will be used to

improve anti-phishing tools and generally help people better understand potentially

malicious communications sent to them. Provided data will be stored on the Qualtrics

platform and secure computers at the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Anonymised data with

personally identifying features, such as IDs and identifying comments, removed may

be shared with other researchers or stored on other platforms.

 

Compensation:

You will receive £ 3.50 as compensation for completing this survey along with the

knowledge that you have helped science.

Data protection rights:

Your data will be processed in accordance with Data Protection Law. The xxxxxx

xxxxx is a Data Controller for the information you provide.  You have the right to

access information held about you. Your right of access can be exercised in

accordance Data Protection Law. You also have other rights including rights of

correction, erasure and objection. For more details, including the right to lodge a

complaint with the Information Commissioner’s Office, please visit www.ico.org.uk.

Questions, comments and requests about your personal data can also be sent to the

University Data Protection Officer at xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
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Ethics:

This project complies with the ethics procedure at the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx (tracking number xxxxxxx).

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact either xxxxxxxi

(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx) or xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (xxxxxxxxx). If you have

any complaints you should contact the ethics panel (xxxxx).

 

I attest that I am over 18 years old, have read the above description, and wish to take

part in the survey.

Familiarity

 1. How familiar are you with the following terms about websites?

Yes, take me to the survey.

No, do not continue with the survey.

   

Extremely
familiar Very familiar

Moderately
familiar

Slightly
familiar

Not familiar
at all

Page Rank   

Web hosting   

Toadfish   

Domain   

URL redirection   

Domain age   

IP address   

Blacklist   

Search Engine   

Domain popularity   

Domain location   

URL manipulation
tricks

  

Website category   
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URL Warning

For the following questions you will be given information on an organization along with

a link (URL). 

You will be asked to use the provided information to determine if the URL really does

go to that organization or not. All needed information to decide is provided. 

 

Some of the links (URLs) you will see were once real attack URLs. We have made

efforts to only select those that are now blocked by most browsers. But please, do not

type them in to your browser for your own safety. 

 

3. What should you do in the following questions?

You have chosen incorrectly, please re-read the text provided and choose the

correct option.  

   

I have heard of
it and I have an

account with
them.

I have heard of
it and I

previously had
an account with

them.

I have heard of
it but I don’t

have an
account with

them.
I have not heard

of it.   

I have heard of
it and I have an

account with
them.

I have heard of
it and I

previously had
an account with

them.

I have heard of
it but I don’t

have an
account with

them.
I have not heard

of it.

BestChange   

Facebook   

Tripod   

Microsoft   

Bittrex   

eBay   

Read provided information and answer questions.

Type in URLs and answer questions.

Click on URLs and answer questions.

4. If not “read provided information and answer questions” chosen in Q3, show 
this and return to Q3.

2. How familiar are you with each of the following organisations?
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4. What website does this URL lead to?
https://paypal.com/google.com

5. What website does this URL lead to?
https://facebook.profile.com

6. What website does this URL lead to?
https://www.nytimes.com:443/

Paypal's websites

Amazon's website

Google's website

Other

Profile's website

PayPal's website

Facebook's websites

Other

443 website

The New York Times' website

www's website

Other

URL Prior Knowledge



The following part of the survey includes questions based on the condition. Each 
condition is represented by two blocks as different sets of URLs are presented.
Therefore, we have the following six blocks. 

The different sets of questions which are included in each block, e.g., Priming or 

1. Summary Judgment Group
2. Summary Understanding
3. Report Usability

Block 1: Summary Groups 1 and 2

1. Priming
2. Full Report Judgment Group 

2. Full Report Understanding

3. Report Usability

Block 2: Full Report Group  1 and 2

1. Control Judgment Group 

Block 3: Control Groups 1 and 2

2. Control Understanding

The scenario text is adapted grammatically by replacing placeholders with content 
from the following table. 

Group2 Group 1 Company Description Company 
name

https://resolutioncenter.ebay.com/
policies/?id=123

https://itmurl.com/
www.ebay.co.uk/
item=30327559652

An auction and 
consumer to consumer 
sales website

eBay

https://www.bestcnange.ru/
exchangers/mkt=en&id=234

https://www.bestchange.ru/
exchangers/mkt=en&id=234

An electric currency 
trading (e.g. Bitcoin)

BestChange

https://www.365onmicrosoft.com/
login/?langua=en-GB

https//
email.microsoftonline.com/
login/?mkt=en-GB

A computer software 
and hardware builder

Microsoft

https://international.bittrex.com/
account/?id=2423

https://
international.bìttrêx.com/
account/?id=2423

An electric currency 
exchange (e.g. Bitcoin)

Bittrex

https://fb.me/messages/t/
788720331154519

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?
u=http%3A%2F%2F67.23.238.165

A website to connect 
and share with other 
people.

Facebook

https://webmasterq.tripod.com/
pricing?plan=free-ad

https://www.tripod.lycos.com/
pricing/?plan=free-ad

A free website builder. Tripod

Beginning of Branching

Auto filled information in all the conditions
The questions in this sub-block are presented in a loop. The participant is shown six 
different images and scenarios, but has to answer the same set of questions for each
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by the above company or is it a malicious URL?

See the report in a new tab

   

8. How confident are you in your decision above?

9. Indicate the three features that most influenced your decision about if the URL is

malicious or trustworthy Note that some features may not appear on some interfaces.

10. Any comments (optional):

Malicious

Trustworthy

Not confident at all

Less confident

Somewhat confident

Confident

Very confident

Manipulation tricks

Domain

Domain popularity

Domain age

My own prior experience reading URLs

Colours (Red, Green, Yellow)

Search result

Host multiple sites

Goes to

7. Imagine that you want to visit ${Company name}, which is ${Company description}. Using 

the report provided below, do you think the URL: " ${Company URL} leads to a page owned

Summary Judgment Group

The image name corresponds to the image shown to the participant, as displayed
in the following list of images.  



Best Change - Phishing

Best Change - Safe



Bittrex - Safe

Bittrex - Phishing



Ebay - Phishing

Ebay - Safe



Facebook - Safe

Facebook - Phishing



Microsoft - Phishing

Microsoft - Safe



Tripod - Phishing

Tripod - safe
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Summary Understanding

In this section, we will show you parts of a report and we will ask you to chose the

interpretation that makes most sense for you.

11. What does "Manipulation tricks" mean?

12. What does "Domain popularity" mean?

The Internet community uses these tricks to confuse attackers.

An attacker has crafted the URL using these tricks to confuse people.

The organisation uses these manipulations to highlight how good they are at security.

The description is confusing.

Other

It is based on the number of other popular websites that are linked to this website.

It is based on the number of people who visit this website compared to other
websites.

It is based on the quality of the site compared to similar sites.

The description is confusing.

Other
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13. What does "Multiple sites hosted here" mean?

 

14. What does the following mean?

  

This domain belongs to an organisation that allows other people to create their own
websites.

This domain is known to host malicious websites.

The domain is a discussion forum where people can post links to other websites.

The description is confusing.

Other

The report is recommending that I visit the second URL instead because it is safer.

When I click on the first URL (fb.me), the second URL (facebook) will open.

The first URL sends personal data to the second URL.

The description is confusing.

Other
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15. What does "Domain age" mean?

16. What does "Search result" mean?

It indicates how long ago this URL was reported as phishing.

It indicates how long the organisation has had an online presence at this domain.

It indicates how long ago the physical organisation was established.

The description is confusing.

Other

This exact URL does not appear in any list of malicious URLs.

This exact URL does not appear in any list of safe URLs.

This exact URL does not appear in Google's top search results.

The description is confusing.

Other
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18. Any comments (optional):

   

Strongly
agree Agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

Strongly
disagree   

Strongly
agree Agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

Strongly
disagree

It is hard to find
information in the
report.

  

I can learn a lot
about phishing
using this report.

  

If this report were
easily accessible
via a website, I
would use it when I
see a suspicious
communication.

  

Completing this
survey taught me
something useful
about URLs.

  

I am confident of
my understanding
of the report.

  

I would imagine
that most people
would learn to use
this report very
quickly.

  

I found the report
very cumbersome
to use.

  

I needed to learn a
lot of things before
I could get going
with this report.

  

Report Usability

17. Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.
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19. Imagine that you want to visit "${lm://Field/2}", which is "${lm://Field/5}". Using the

report provided below, do you think the URL: " ${lm://Field/3}" leads to a page owned

by the above company or is it a malicious URL?

See the report in a new tab

   

20. How confident are you in your decision above?

21. Indicate the three features that most influenced your decision about if the URL is

malicious or trustworthy. Note that some features may not appear on some interfaces.

22. Any comments (optional):

Malicious

Trustworthy

Not confident at all

Less confident

Somewhat confident

Confident

Very confident

Manipulation tricks

Domain

Domain popularity

Domain age

My own prior experience reading URLs

Colours

Search result

Host multiple sites

Goes to

Full Report Judgement Group 

The image name corresponds to the image shown to the participant, as displayed 
in the following list of images.  
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Priming

Please read the following report carefully and answer the questions below.

NOTE:  The information provided in this report is fictional. We use the example to see

how readable the report design is.

See the report in a new tab
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23. The popularity of the page the URL leads to is:

24. According to the report, what is the webpage that will open once you clicked on the

link (URL)?

25. Where is the owner of this domain located?

26. Which of the following is the domain?

Popular

Somewhat popular

Not popular

Not found in the report

Other

https://www.youtube.com/account/activate

http://www.letmebeyoureyes.com/users/userID-12975/en/

http://readingability.com/1vcs37

https://www.amazon.com

Not found in the report

Other

Australia

United States

Wonderland

United Kingdom

Not found in the report

Other

yahoo.com

letmebeyoureyes.com

youtube.com

Not found in the report

Other
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27. The popularity of the domain the URL leads to is:

28. Does this domain host other websites?

29. According to the report, if you were to search Google for the URL, what would be the

top result?

30. How old is the website domain?

Popular

Somewhat popular

Not popular

Not found in the report

Other

Yes

No

Not found in the report

Other

https://www.youtube.com/account/activate

https://www.amazon.com

http://www.letmebeyoureyes.com/users/userID-12975/en/

http://readingability.com/1vcs37

Not found in the report

Other

Less than month

1-6 months

6-12 months

More than a year

Not found in the report

Other
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31. How many manipulation tricks does this URL have?

32. Which category does this URL belong to?

0

5

8

11

Not found in the report

Other

Information Technology

Fiction

Shopping

Business

Not found in the report

Other



Best Change - Phishing



Bittrex - Safe



Ebay - Phishing



Facebook - Safe



Microsoft - Phishing



Tripod - Phishing



Best Change - Safe



Facebook - Phishing



Microsoft - Safe



Tripod - Safe



Bittrex - Phishing



Ebay - Safe
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Full-reprot  Understanding

In this section, we will show you parts of a report and we will ask you to chose the

interpretation that makes most sense for you.

37. What does "Manipulation tricks" mean?

38. What does "PageRank" mean?

 

The organisation uses these manipulations to highlight how good they are at security.

An attacker has crafted the URL using these tricks to confuse people.

The Internet community uses these tricks to confuse attackers.

The description is confusing.

Other

The similarity between this page and the official expected website.

How often this website has been visited by the general population.

How many popular pages, such as Facebook, are connected to this page.

The description is confusing.

Other
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39. What does "Categorization" mean?

40. What does "Domain popularity" mean?

 

The type of the top level domain of the URL such as government (gov), education
(edu), or commercial (com).

The type of the organization, like financial or social media.

If the URL is a special type, like having Chinese letters, is a shortener, or is an auto-
redirector.

The description is confusing.

Other

It is based on the number of people who visit this website compared to other
websites.

It is based on the number of other popular websites that are linked to this website.

It is based on the quality of the site compared to similar sites.

The description is confusing.

Other
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42. What does the following mean?

  

This domain is known to host malicious websites.

The domain is a discussion forum where people can post links to other websites.

This domain belongs to an organisation that allows other people to create their own
websites.

The description is confusing.

Other

When I click on the first URL (fb.me), the second URL (facebook) will open.

The first URL sends personal data to the second URL.

The report is recommending that I visit the second URL instead because it is safer.

The description is confusing.

Other

41. What does the warning below mean?
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43. What does "Domain age" mean?

44. What does "Search result" mean?

45. What does "Location" mean?

It indicates how long ago the physical organisation was established.

It indicates how long ago this URL was reported as phishing.

It indicates how long the organisation has had an online presence at this domain.

The description is confusing.

Other

This exact URL does not appear in any list of safe URLs.

This exact URL does not appear in any list of malicious URLs.

This exact URL does not appear in Google's top search results.

The description is confusing.

Other

The country the domain servers (computers) are located in.

The country I live in.

The country the domain owners are located in.

The description is confusing.

Other
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46. What does "Domain" mean?

The main part of the website address.

The category in which this URL belongs.

The legal domain which this website falls in, such as Japanese law.

The description is confusing.

Other
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51. Imagine that you want to visit ${Company name}, which is ${Company description}. Do 

you think the URL: " ${Company URL with the domain highlighted}" leads to a page owned

by the above company or is it a malicious URL?

 

52. How confident are you in your decision above?

53. Indicate the three features that most influenced your decision about if the URL is

malicious or trustworthy. Note that some features may not appear on some interfaces.

54. Any comments (optional):

Malicious

Trustworthy

Not confident at all

Less confident

Somewhat confident

Confident

Very confident

"${domain}" part of the URL

My own prior experience reading URLs

"https://" part of the URL

"${subdomain}" part of the URL

I know ${company name}'s URL

Other:

Control Judgement Group
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In this section, we will show you a report and sections from it. Please read the

following report carefully and answer the questions below about which features of the

report make the most sense for you.

NOTE:  The information provided in this report is fictional. We use the example to see

how readable the report design is.

See the report in a new tab

Control Understanding



55. What does "Manipulation tricks" mean?

56. What does "PageRank" mean?

 

57. What does "Categorization" mean?

The organisation uses these manipulations to highlight how good they are at security.

The Internet community uses these tricks to confuse attackers.

An attacker has crafted the URL using these tricks to confuse people.

The description is confusing.

Other

The similarity between this page and the official expected website.

How often this website has been visited by the general population.

How many popular pages, such as Facebook, are connected to this page.

The description is confusing.

Other

The type of the top level domain of the URL such as government (gov), education
(edu), or commercial (com).

The type of the organization, like financial or social media.

If the URL is a special type, like having Chinese letters, is a shortener, or is an auto-
redirector.

The description is confusing.

Other



58. What does "Domain popularity" mean?

59. What does the warning below mean?

 

It is based on the quality of the site compared to similar sites.

It is based on the number of other popular websites that are linked to this website.

It is based on the number of people who visit this website compared to other
websites.

The description is confusing.

Other

This domain belongs to an organisation that allows other people to create their own
websites.

The domain is a discussion forum where people can post links to other websites.

This domain is known to host malicious websites.

The description is confusing.

Other



60. What does the following mean?

  

61. What does "Domain age" mean?

The report is recommending that I visit the second URL instead because it is safer.

When I click on the first URL (fb.me), the second URL (facebook) will open.

The first URL sends personal data to the second URL.

The description is confusing.

Other

It indicates how long the organisation has had an online presence at this domain.

It indicates how long ago this URL was reported as phishing.

It indicates how long ago the physical organisation was established.

The description is confusing.

Other



62. What does "Search result" mean?

63. What does "Location" mean?

64. What does "Domain" mean?

This exact URL does not appear in any list of safe URLs.

This exact URL does not appear in Google's top search results.

This exact URL does not appear in any list of malicious URLs.

The description is confusing.

Other

The country the domain servers (computers) are located in.

The country the domain owners are located in.

The country I live in.

The description is confusing.

Other

The main part of the website address.

The category in which this URL belongs.

The legal domain which this website falls in, such as Japanese law.

The description is confusing.

Other
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Phishing Susceptibility Scale

69. Complete the following sentences: “I could complete most jobs using an unfamiliar

software package . . .

   

Not
confident

at all unconfident
Somewhat
unconfident Neutral

Somewhat
confident Confident

Totally
confident

If I could call
someone for
help if I got
stuck.

  

If someone
else had
helped me
get started.

  

If I had a lot
of time to
complete the
job for which
the software
was provided.

  

If I had just
the built-in
help for
assistance.

  

If someone
showed me
how to do it
first.

  

End of Branching

The following questions have been asked to all participants regardless of the condition.
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 71. Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.

   None
1-30

minutes
30-60

minutes
1-2

hours
2-4

hours
4-8

hours +8 hours   None
1-30

minutes
30-60

minutes
1-2

hours
2-4

hours
4-8

hours +8 hours

Reading news on the
Web?

  

Reading and/or
posting messages to
social sites?

  

Accessing information
on the Web about
products and services
you may buy?

  

Shopping (e.g.,
actually purchasing
something) on the
Web?

  

   

Strongly
agree Agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

Strongly
disagree

I usually trust
people until they
give me a reason
not to trust them.

  

I generally give
people the benefit
of the doubt when I
first meet them.

  

My typical
approach is to trust
new acquaintances
until they prove I
should not trust
them.

  

70. On average, how much time per week do you spend on each of the following Web

activities?



 73. Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.

There would be
high potential for
loss associated
with giving my
information to
online firms.

  

There would be
too much
uncertainty
associated with
giving my
information to
online firms.

  

Providing online
firms with my
information would
involve many
unexpected
problems.

  

   

Strongly
agree Agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

Strongly
disagree

People are usually
out for their own
good.

  

People pretend to
care more about
one another than
they really do.

  

Most people
inwardly dislike
putting themselves
out to help other
people.

  

 72. Please tell us how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements.

   

Strongly
agree Agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree

nor
disagree

Somewhat
disagree Disagree

Strongly
disagree

In general, it would
be risky to give my
information to
online companies.
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75. Age (in years):

76. Sex:

77. What is the highest degree you have obtained?

Male

Female

Non-binary

Prefer not to say

Prefer to self describe

High school degree or equivalent

Some college, no degree

Bachelor’s degree

Master’s degree

Professional degree (vocational training)

Doctorate degree

Other (please specify)

Demographics

74. Prolific ID:
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